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It's said that traveling through time still remains far outside of humankind's reach. That it's merely 
within the realm of science fiction. Of course, some claim that on infinitesimal levels in labs 
somewhere it's been demonstrated but, well, you know. That's not the kind that people dream or speak 
of when they talk of voyaging back or forward through time. The fact is, time travel isn't new when you
actually ponder it. People have been traveling back and forth through time since they were traveling 
across the globe. When one crosses a time zone, one has traveled through time, either forward or 
backward, depending upon which direction in the world one has gone. But traveling back and forth 
through Space and Time? Ah, now that's the thing that eludes us. For now.

Except for a privileged few. 



Chapter One

Sara wiped her face for the millionth time. Beads of sweat poured down her temples and forehead. 
Her whole body felt sticky and feverishly hot, as if she'd been drenched in honey, rolled in dirt and then
locked in an oven. She wanted to tear her work clothes off, not caring what all the people in the cars 
crawling alongside her on the freeway thought.

Almost.
She was baking inside the Toyota hatchback, the air-conditioning long since broken and there was no

money to fix it. Her boyfriend had claimed that he didn't have the money either. Opening the windows 
gained her no relief. Hot gusts of wind simply buffeted her face when the breeze bothered to stir itself 
at all. Trapped in a sea of traffic, the tortoise-like race for home had begun. She wished now that she 
hadn't canceled on the girls'-night-out after work. At least her cubicle-mates who went weren't sitting in
rush hour traffic. At least it was Friday.

Business was booming at Streamline Inc. and the workload would soon be much higher. She had 
noted that wages remained the same – low. She heaved an impatient sigh and turned off the radio. The 
constant stream of commercials was getting on her already frayed nerves. Jay had better not have a 
bunch of friends over. She simply wasn't in the mood to entertain his stupid friends tonight. 

. . .

“Home, at last!” She pulled up into the tiny parking space, eager to peel out of her clinging, sweat-
drenched clothes. She caught that strange sight in the sky again, just as the sun was setting. She often 
came outside to watch the sunset, as if trying to brand its burnished brilliance into her memory, trying 
to remember what it was like to have a horizon, to wonder at an unknown and exciting future and grasp
it before it got away.  She felt as if she'd forgotten what that was like.

It reminded her of those wild and heady times with Troy. The vagabond king, who got her drunk 
when she meant to stay sober, who always pushed her boundaries to the bleeding edge when she 
wanted things to be safe. Troy, who convinced her to drop out of college and travel the world with him. 
Troy was wild and volatile. Troy had many faults, but at least he was exciting and imaginative. They'd 
had some of the ugliest fights. But afterward. . . . . . .

The thought made her shiver inwardly. She'd never taste sex like that again. She missed Troy. He 
represented all that she had now lost. He was more than a daredevil bad boy. He'd loved nature too. 
He'd loved mountain summits, stormy oceans, sunrises, and sunsets. 

She was only twenty-four, but she felt that the sun was always setting on her life, never rising.
But this evening the sunset display included brilliant ribbons of color, sometimes, blue, sometimes 

green or violet. She'd never seen an aurora display in Portland. Nor had she remembered hearing about 
it on the news. It was indeed strange and wonderful to watch. She watched until the mysterious lights 
once again disappeared.

They lived on the third floor and after climbing two flights she nearly bumped into one of their next-
door neighbors, Leo, another one of Jay's shady friends. His eyes grew wide at seeing her and he 
stopped short as if caught in the middle of something he didn't want anyone to witness. She was always
pleasant enough to him but secretly she'd never liked him. And she loathed his twin sister, Lisa.

“Jay said that you weren't coming home till late?” He said. Sara lifted an eyebrow.
“Well, I changed my mind. Why?” Why is it your business anyway? She thought he looked distinctly

uncomfortable, an unusual expression for a man who normally wore a permanently sly expression that 
suggested he was always up to no good. He shrugged. She shrugged. Then she pushed past him and 
went to her apartment. Sara unlocked the door and walked in, fully expecting a party in progress. To 
her great relief, the place was empty. The air-conditioner was blazing. This met with her approval. She 



went over to the portable air-conditioner and stood over it, cooling herself down. She flung her purse 
onto the couch.

“Jay?” She called. Silence. She went towards the kitchen to grab a beer and passed by the hallway. 
And froze.

Lying on the hallway floor was a hot pink, sequined, platform stiletto. 
Now, she had plenty of spikes but she didn't own any pair of shoes that high and none of them, for 

God's sake, had sequins.
But she knew who did own those shoes. Sickening realization stabbed her like a knife in her heart. 

She stalked down the hall and to the bedroom. With each step, she could hear them going at it. A rising 
tide of rage grew in her. She threw open the door to see her boyfriend thrusting mechanically between 
Lisa's legs. The woman moaned softly, her eyes closed. At the bang of the door against the wall, they 
fluttered open and her mouth opened wide in shock, her red cheeks deepening a darker red as she 
realized that Sara was standing in the doorway. Sara threw the beer bottle at them both. It bounced off 
of Jay's sweating back with a muffled thud.

“What the. . .” he turned around and his face grew slack with surprise.
“Pigs! Disgusting pigs! Get out! Get out of my place, you nasty pigs!” Her eyes grew stormy and she

began to shake, red rage blooming in her.
“What are you doing home?” What? Is that what he has to say after this?
“I said what are you doing home?” He demanded more stridently this time. Sara saw nothing but 

both of these two rats framed in blood. He had flipped Lisa over and she fell off the bed and made a 
mad scrambled for her clothes that were strewn about on the floor.

“I live here you asshole! I got off work early! Why is this slut here? What's she doing in my bed?”
“What the f-”
“I can't believe you brought this slut here!” She heard Lisa making protestations to the contrary 

about her character, but it only sounded like white noise. 
“Calm down, Sara!” Jay demanded. He got up, naked, sweating and full of bravado letting loose a 

stream of expletives at her for walking in on them. She dashed toward Lisa and grabbed her by her hair,
yanked it back slapping her so hard she spun around. Sara tore out a handful of hair for good measure. 
Jay did nothing to rescue the woman. Lisa ran screaming from the room. 

“Hey? Why don't you just calm down, okay? You're never here! I never see you anymore! You're 
always at work! What did you expect? I've got needs, you know?”

“I'm always at work because you're always broke! You've never even so much as filled out a resume 
since we've been together!” He began to protest, but she wouldn't hear it.

She flew at him, leaping over the bed and landing smack right into him, grabbing his head and biting
down on his ear. She was biting, scratching, screaming. By the time he pulled her off, blood was 
running down his face and the police had arrived, banging on the front door for all the ruckus the three 
were making. Jay had bruised her arms and chest in the struggle. 

She lay crumpled and hysterical in the corner when they finally took him away to stay the night in 
jail. Now behind a protective wall of police officers, Lisa was spitting fire and invective at her, though 
half her hair was pulled out and lay on the ground in long, dry, straw-colored streaks. With her dyed-to-
death brown hair with thick blonde streaks she looked like a skunk that had gotten into a fight with a 
weed-whacker and the image would have been comical if it weren't for the current situation Sara found 
herself in. Lisa kept up her bad-ass act until one of the cops told her to be quiet.

Leo had probably called the police when he saw his sister run screaming, half naked, out the door. 
No wonder he was surprised to see her show up. She was sure this would be the talk of the apartment 
complex for the next few days until some other drama would get the gossips wagging their tongues 
again. She was surrounded by back-stabbers.

Sara sat on the bedroom floor, burying her face in her knees and let out a soul-wracking sob. Tears 
ran down her face, hands and legs in streams. It was a bout of painful crying that hurt her chest even 



more than the bruises and made her shake. Her whole body and soul hurt. Not because she loved him 
but because she had wasted so much of her life here. All of the warnings that she'd been given about 
him from friends and family came back to stick their fingers in her face. Her father had never liked Jay.
He told Sara that he was a loser from the moment he saw him, that she could do far better. Which at the
time triggered her temper and had stirred up a huge argument between them before she packed up with 
Jay and left for Oregon. Her father had been right all along and now she was forced to face the ugly 
truth. 

Jay had styled himself as a player before they'd met. He acted as if he'd changed when he met her. 
He had never changed. She had just refused to see it. 

After hours of crying, Sara felt hollow. When she finally got up she picked up his phone from the 
nightstand and looked at the time. It was two o'clock in the morning. Her head hurt and her weeping 
had finally sputtered out into occasional dry heaving sobs. She felt as if nothing else left of substance 
would come out. She glanced around at the apartment. They had nothing of any real value. She'd 
wasted three years of her life with him. She was going home. 

Suddenly, a plan was forming. Her father had a fixer-upper in the Central District neighborhood of 
Seattle. She would go there and clear her head before she figured out what to do next. She had dreams 
once. Wild and irrational ones, erotic ones, sometimes brilliant ones. Now she couldn't remember them.
Except one recurring dream, which confused her. She needed new ones. 

Jay had thought her dreams of building an herbal practice for herself were stupid. So she'd stopped 
talking about them. Her life became filled with stress, static and people sucking away her energy. Hell, 
she'd even thought she'd been married by now. Her mother, who was as old-fashioned in respects to 
women and marriage as they came, would have been disappointed to know she was twenty-four and 
still not married. Her mother had married young. Sara's father was her mother's third husband. Or that's 
what she had claimed. How she was able to accomplish this was a mystery to Sara. Her mother didn't 
talk much of the first two husbands. Sara wasn't in any hurry for marriage. She wanted to experience 
the fullness of life. But she had to admit, looking back, that this last bad relationship was a repeat of 
others that had come before. She had a spectacular talent for attracting duds. Tonight made all the old 
expectations and dreams come up like a poorly digested meal. Even though she wasn't sure she wanted 
to get married, her mother would have been disappointed in her just the same. And that hurt. It was the 
only thing that made her relieved that Mary McGregor was no longer living.

Sara packed up all the things she wanted to keep, which wasn't much, turned her mobile phone ringer
off, wrote a check for next month's rent with a note that she was leaving and slid it under the manager's 
door, packed everything into her Toyota and went back to the Emerald City to start over again. If any 
dreams were to come true for her, they would be found there.



Chapter Two

When she'd reached Seattle it was sunrise, Saturday morning. Mt. Ranier's impressive summit stood 
awash in soft, rose color. As she wound her way up through Capitol Hill and into Central District the 
quiet beauty astounded her. She pulled her car over to the side of the road to just watch for a few 
moments. Again, it reminded her of Troy. 

When she arrived, her father greeted her with he and her mother's favorite nickname for her.
“Welcome home, Wildcat,” he said. Her tears came again but this time from happiness at hearing her

father's gentle baritone voice. He helped her drag all of her stuff from her car and into the house. She 
kept her cell phone off. As soon as she got the chance she would change the number. She had no desire 
to let Jay worm his way back into her life.

She had made sure to wear long sleeves to hide the bruises on her arms and chest from her dad.
“The house is small. I've been taking my time working on it,” he said, gathering his tools. “But you 

can stay here until you get back on your feet, Wildcat.”
“Thanks so much, dad.” A brand new van was parked just outside by the front lawn, emblazoned 

with the company logo: McGregor Construction and Remodeling.
“Dad, you got a new van?”
“Oh yeah. Things are picking up again. I bought more properties too. There's a lot of work to be 

done. You can come and work for me if things don't pan out with your job search.” Sara beamed. She 
was genuinely grateful for the offer and if things didn't look up, she would be working for her dad in 
some capacity. Years ago she never took working for her dad seriously, always preferring to do 
something else. She'd gone off to college to study anthropology, but she allowed Troy to convince her 
to drop out and run off with him. She remembered the sore disappointment in her father's voice when 
she'd told him. That too had become an argument. It amazed her how often her father had put up with 
her antics.

She'd thought of going back to school and finishing every now and then. Just as she went down this 
line of thought, her dad handed her the keys.

“I know you'll take care of the place. The house is mostly finished, but the attic still needs work. It 
might be a couple of months before I have the crew start work on it.” She took the keys and hugged 
him for a long time. He tousled her hair the way he did when she was a little girl and then he left. Sara 
hoped this time she would be able to stick to making something useful of her life. The problem was that
she always got bored easily if something didn't hold her attention or interest, if it made her feel trapped.
And lately she felt trapped, no matter what she was doing. She wasn't sure what to do.

At the time, she and Troy were on a similar wavelength. He excited her like no other man did. He 
was three years older but seemed to have lived the lives for several men twice her age. In her 
sophomore year, fall semester, she'd run off with him. 

He was a pilot and had a small plane, he sold weed at times, he was a drag racer and even was 
involved in smuggling for a while before he met her. They had traveled half the world, backpacking 
everywhere, caving, camping, mountaineering, and he knew where all the great parties were no matter 
what country, jungle or desert they sprang up. They had traveled to the Antarctic, Patagonia, Iceland, 
Argentina, New Zealand, Ghana, Russia, Thailand, Morocco, Egypt and nearly all over Europe. 
Sometimes they just hung out in the streets. Until she'd grown tired of the vagabond lifestyle. He was 
upset over this which made her feel guilty, but he eventually obliged her. Graciously, he'd given her the 
money to go back home and only a few weeks later a mutual friend at the time had called her with 
tragic news. Troy had died in a racing accident. It hit her like a freight train. She still missed him. She 
didn't miss any of the others.

She thought of the dreams that Jay tried to kill. She'd always wanted to be an herbalist and healer, to 



know and understand the medicinal properties of plants and what they could do and how she could use 
them to heal people. After she'd met Jay she slowly put away money here and there to study herbalism 
with a well-known practitioner in North Carolina for a few months. Then, one day, Jay came home 
having signed up for a business opportunity that promised to bring in a lot of money. So, wanting to be 
the supportive girlfriend, she foolishly gave him the money she'd saved up. Only to find that a few 
months later the “business” was a pyramid scheme. Jay had made no money, nor did he even work 
towards trying to. The money she'd worked to give him he'd spent up. It was gone and so were the so-
called business owners. He had even borrowed money under her name for the business and saddled her 
with thousands of dollars of debt. It had taken her a year to work that debt off, plus she had to beg her 
father for money to help pay it down. She'd wanted to die inside when things had fallen through on the 
business. How could she have been so stupid?

But, that was the past now.
The house was a mid-sized bungalow with three bedrooms and a small backyard, a basement, and an

attic. Her suitcases and boxes were in a pile in the middle of the living room. She started separating 
things out and decided to get her clothes hung up first and her shoes organized. She hadn't taken that 
much with her, but it was still enough to keep her busy for a couple of hours. There were a few 
furniture pieces already in the house and to Sara's relief there was a full-size bed in the master 
bedroom. The other two were empty. After she finished putting her clothes away, she decided to 
explore the house. Fixing a bit of lunch from what she'd grabbed from a Food Mart on her way into 
town, she went up to the attic to see what needed cleaning out. Her dad had mentioned that there were 
still a couple of boxes left that needed sifting through. She decided to sort through them in case there 
remained something valuable. 

. . .

The attic air was warm and slightly musty and the smell of long crusted-on dust particles filled her 
nostrils. Besides that, it was mostly neat. It really only needed a good dusting and wipe-down and a 
paint job. Two cardboard boxes sat in the middle of the attic and behind them was a large bay window. 
Fat shafts of sunlight illuminated the dust motes in the air as they moved across the room and floated 
down like tiny columns of fairy dust. Sara set to work exploring the first box. She found old, broken 
picture frames, an old computer hard drive, floppy discs, yellowed and cracked papers, a few dead and 
crumbling daddy-long-legs, rusty tools and notebooks with their pages stuck together and a pair of 
small, worn, steel-toed boots. Examining the boots she determined that they must have been her 
mother's and she set them aside. She then began rummaging through the second box. The dust made 
her cough and sneeze. More old papers, which looked like lists and ledgers of inventory. Rather odd 
things to list down. she thought. They looked very old and the writing in a cursive hand no one used 
any longer. Nothing of interest as far as she could tell. There were old books with the glue from the 
spines coming out, the covers falling apart and the acid in the paper browning the pages, a couple of 
Engelbert Humperdinck records, a dead, desiccated looking mouse – ick! Poor creature! -  cassette 
tapes, more old tools, wires, and at the bottom, something else, hidden beneath a musty, moth-eaten 
wool sweater. She lifted the sweater up, coughing as the dust tingled and stung her nose. Under the 
sweater lay a strange metal and enamel contraption. It looked ancient, but not rusted. She lifted it out of
the box, with some difficulty as her chest was still sore. It was heavy but not so much that she couldn't 
manage. She set it down on the floor, but she wasn't sure whether it was upside down or right side up. It
had what looked like a gear box where a person could see all the gears and parts turn. As she studied it, 
she was astonished. It reminded her of an ancient astronomical clock. Or an astrolabe. It was a beautiful
object, enamel and copper and some other metal. She couldn't be sure, but it seemed like some 
wonderful, whimsical thing out of a story. Or out of antiquity. But it couldn't have been that. Why 
would such a thing be in her dad's attic? She felt the hairs on her arms rise and the hair on her head, to 
her surprise, began to rise also. Why is this happening? She did her best to tamp her hair down. It 



seemed to her that the object was surrounded by some kind of invisible power. She could feel a low 
hum as she touched it, running her fingers over it lightly. The power emanating from it wasn't 
imaginary. She felt it in her teeth, in her belly. And she wondered how on Earth it found its way into 
this box. 

“This belongs in a museum somewhere.” Dad would know what it is. Maybe. 
Taking the machine downstairs with her she called her father. After a couple of rings, he picked up. A

radio blaring classic rock and the voices of his working crew could be heard in the background.
“Hey, dad!”
“What's up, Wildcat?”
“I found something weird in one of the boxes in the attic.”
“Really? What did you find?” He sounded amused.
“Umm, it looks like, well, that's just it. I don't know what it is. It looks like an astrolabe. Like 

something out of antiquity, you know? Like it should be in a museum or something.” He was quiet on 
the other end. “Dad?” She probed.

“Oh my God. You've found it.” His voice grew quiet.
“Found what? What is it?”
“I thought we'd lost it years ago in the move. Right before your mother died,” he paused for a long 

moment, “it just disappeared. We had no idea where it had gone. Your mother was distraught for a long 
time, Wildcat. It used to be hers. She'd brought it with her when we got married. It's a mechanism that. .
.,” he paused again, this time for an even longer time as if trying to choose his words, “well, it helps 
you tell the seasons and keeps track of star systems. It's similar to the Antikythera Mechanism from 
Greece. Your mother told me that it had been in her family for a long time and that they too said that it 
originally came from Greece.”

“All the way from Greece? Antiky-what? No. What is that? And how long has this object been in the 
family, exactly?” She couldn't help but detect not only hesitation but excitement in her dad's voice 
which fueled her own excitement.

“Well, I can only tell you what your mother told me. I pretty much had the same reaction when I first
saw it, Wildcat. Your mother said that it's an astrolabe, but a very special one. She also said it was a 
time-traveling device originally created by the Phoenicians.”

“Time-traveling device? Come on, dad! No way!”
“Yes. I know that sounds crazy. Basically, it's an astrolabe, like you said. It's an old family heirloom 

that somehow got lost. Your mother said that during most times you can use it to chart the positions of 
stars and the sun and the moon in the sky and seasons the way ancients used it. However, she also said 
that there are special times on certain years, during certain epochs, when the device can chart when 
certain cosmic forces at work in the universe can make it possible to travel through time and space.”

“You're kidding me.”
“Your mother's words, Wildcat, not mine. But she was a special lady so I didn't automatically 

dismiss her claims outright. Anyway, it's a valuable piece of finery no matter what you might think of 
it.” 

“I don't know. I can believe a lot of things, dad, but that's the most far-fetched I've heard in a while. 
And mom always did love a good tale,” she said dryly. He laughed.

“Well, that's the family gossip. Anyway, polish it up. Don't give it away.”
“Oh, no, no! I want to keep it and study it. It's beautiful. I'm curious, though. How did mom get it? 

Do you think you might have any other information in the family records about it?”
“There might be. I'll look through what we have at home. There are some fanciful tales about the 

thing from your mother. She said that your grandmother gave it to her. Remember, we thought it was 
lost, Wildcat.”

“Thanks dad, love ya!”
Just hearing the mention of her mother made that longing ache for her in Sara reappear. She missed 



mother. Her mother was always often quite mysterious to Sara too. There were depths to her that Sara 
couldn't reach and things that she just wouldn't share. She'd died when Sara was only thirteen, of 
cancer. Sara always thought that when she'd gotten older whatever hidden things there were about her 
mother's past would be shared with her then. But that could never happen now. When she stopped to 
think on it, she never knew her mother's side of the family. It was said that they had died tragically and 
that it was all too painful to talk about. Her mother seemed an orphaned person. Unattached in the 
world, a wondrous, magical being, an oddity. Sara had known her dad's people well enough. But her 
mother's folk were a mystery. It was as if they had been erased from the world. She had not even heard 
so much as a peep from a distant cousin. And her mother wouldn't talk about them, other than to say 
they were all dead. The ones she knew, anyway. 

A traveling device? She'd heard of strange contraptions before. She'd even heard about laboratory 
demonstrations of scientists opening black holes and minute time traveling experiments with photons 
and mathematical simulations on the subject that made it seem feasible. Such as going forward in time 
a few seconds. But this object had come possibly from before the age of technology. All families had 
their legends and tales. 

She hadn't mentioned the subtle power around the mechanism to dad. She wondered if she should 
have. But that could be anything. Doesn't mean it's related to ideas within the realm of science fiction. 
She thought as she slowly ran her hands across its surface again. 

There might be something to it. Or it could be anything.



Chapter Three

Sara awoke with a heart-pumping start, barely remembering the dream that had caused her confusion
and distress. But there were tendrils of barely remembered images that still clung around the edges of 
her mind. These dreams came to her more often when she was under great stress and this last year had 
been one long exercise in drama. As she lay back and tried to remember, it became clearer. And tt was 
weirdly, excitingly erotic.

 She was sailing through the sea, naked and standing at the bow. A man, standing behind her, ran his 
hand across the soft skin and tight muscle of her thigh. He pressed himself against her buttocks, 
squeezing her slightly against the wall of the bow. Then he drew his hands towards her inner thigh, then
slid his two fingers inside her, plunging them deep where she grew wet and hot. She wanted him, felt 
herself below bloom with fire. She felt his breath, warm against the nape of her neck as he brushed her 
hair away and kissed her there. His hands, hard, and strong, then slipped over her breasts, squeezing her
nipples, his kisses on her neck becoming rougher, more insistent.

In this dream she could never see or remember his face. They made love there under a night sky full 
of diamond bright stars that seemed to pour into the sea into the distance. They traveled until they 
sailed off the edge of the world and into the starry sky, sailing into vast web of shimmering stellar 
clouds. Every time they neared that blue-black edge into space it felt as if she were leaving her life and 
everything she loved behind, falling off the edge of the world. As she became wild with joy and pain, 
climbing higher and higher as this faceless lover took her to new heights a terror rose within her as they
embarked into this vast unknown. 

And then she woke up. It was one of the rare ones she remembered if she tried. She turned over on 
her belly and grabbed her pillow, hugging it tightly, frustrated, and eventually dozed off again.

After rising, she spent the rest of the morning sitting at the computer sending out resumes and filling 
out online applications. She wanted to believe that Seattle would be different for her, that coming home
was a new start to something better. But here she was going down the same path as before. Working 
jobs she hated, such as office environments where she didn't thrive, dealing with workplace politics 
which irritated and bored her to tears. It was like a familiar old blanket, looking for these same kinds of
jobs. It didn't take much effort. But she felt trapped. She dreaded being trapped in yet another cubicle 
or office and the thought of walking into another call center job made her stomach turn. 

No! She needed to go back to college. Now, just to find the money to do it! She then switched to 
looking at the state colleges in Washington.

Around noon she took a break. She had a best friend that she'd grown up with in Seattle named 
Nona. She hadn't talked to Nona in ages. She needed to talk. She looked over at her phone. It was 
charged up. There were ten voice mail messages waiting for her to answer. All from one person. She 
rolled her eyes, disgusted. Yeah, it's time to change the number. She looked through her contact list and 
dialed.

“Nona?”
“Hello?”
“It's me, Sara!”
“Hi!” Nona's voice blossomed and her voice registered an octave higher. “How are you? Haven't 

heard from you, girl!”
“I'm here to stay. I've moved back to Seattle.”
“You're back in town? That's wonderful! Soo. . .what happened with you two?” Just like Nona. 

Always looking for the juicy bits.
“It's a long story, girl. And most of it I should have seen coming. But you've heard me cry and moan 

about him before.”



“Let's talk it over dinner and drinks?”
“Dinner and drinks and dishing on a bad boyfriend? I was just about to suggest the same thing!”
“Great! Trace's on a business trip and I have the week to myself. I'm so glad you called! It'll be great 

to see you and catch up on old times. I'll make reservations at Tula's. How about that?”
“Sounds perfect!” 
 Tula's in Belltown was a popular jazz venue. It wasn't until she'd met Troy that she knew she wasn't 

the only person under thirty who liked jazz. Jay hated jazz and often discouraged her from going to jazz
clubs and venues. When they were still together she could only listen to jazz when he wasn't around or 
it became a needless argument.

 Later that evening she wore a light green sundress that showed off her cleavage, with brown sandal 
pumps and small gold earrings. Her hair was thick, long and a natural, sun-kissed, golden blonde. She 
lifted her hair in silken piles and ringlets on her head and pinned it randomly. Sara rarely dressed up 
anymore, but when she did she had to admit she could turn lots of heads. The thought made her smile. 
Sometimes she caused accidents. And of all of her noted features, the one she was most proud of was 
her hair. She usually wore it in a thick fishtail braid. Today she'd decided to wear it up, goddess-style. 
So many people had tried to get her to cut it all off. It was the one thing she had refused to do and as 
she glimpsed the golden piles of silky ringlets on her head, checking herself in the mirror one last time, 
she was glad she refused.

. . .

It was an enjoyable evening, even magical. The first one in a long time for her. The music was good, 
and Nona had a way of taking all the little mundane details of life and weaving them into delicious 
gossip. They caught up on old friends; who'd had a new baby, who was getting divorced, whom was 
now sleeping with whom, and who was climbing up the corporate ladder or starting a new business. 
She thought of Mark, one of Nona's friends that just also happened to be there. Nona's hazel eyes had 
twinkled wickedly as she introduced them but she swore she hadn't set anything up. He just happened 
to be there. Right.

Sara wasn't in the right frame of mind to meet anyone just now. She needed some time alone. Still, 
she had to admit, Mark was gorgeous, with all the things she liked in a man: tall, well built, dark hair 
and dark eyes. And far classier than Jay ever was.

Stop it! You don't need this right now! Besides, although he was very charming, attentive to her when
at their table, smart, and had asked her for her number, which didn't surprise her, he seemed all surface. 
No depth. And she caught his eye wandering around the bar at every female in a mini-skirt. He wasn't 
as obvious as Jay had been but it was enough to put her off. She'd learned to pay closer attention to the 
warning signals that she was dealing with a womanizer, courtesy of once being the girlfriend of the 
king of womanizers.

But she did have a great evening.
She turned down the street for home. Tonight had been good to her. She looked up at the stars. Her 

block was lined with lots of old trees and so they could be difficult to see, even on a clear night such as 
this. But something else was up there. Sara detected brilliant colors of light flowing through the sky 
like serpents. Red, blue and violet, and green here and there. She stopped. The mysterious auroras 
again. She had seen the Aurora Borealis on a camping trip in Alaska with her parents many years ago. 
And once camping with Troy near the North Pole. She drove up the driveway and got out of her car. 
She heard a sound like furious whispering. She glanced around. It was the woman next door standing in
her yard. She had her arms open wide and raised up in the air as if she were making an offering to some
invisible deity. 

“The colors! Did you see them, my dear?” She called out to Sara without looking at her. 
“I did. I've never seen them here before in the city.”
“Oh, it signals a great change, I think.  All this summer and fall we'll have a great convergence of 



cosmic energies. They will be the greatest on the solstices and equinoxes.” Sara smiled patiently at the 
woman. She remembered her mother had mentioned some odd, airy-fairy stuff like the “veils between 
the worlds becoming thin around Halloween” or something or other, but while Sara had loved her 
mother's stories and sense of whimsy, never really took it seriously after she turned eleven. Her mother 
had also remarked about kooky “energy convergences” in space too. 

Just as her cynicism was taking hold, the sky suddenly lit up with wide sweeping arcs of color again.
It made her gasp.

“Do you see that? I think we've got a year full of mystery, adventure, and excitement!” Said the 
woman.

“Wow,” exclaimed Sara. The woman turned to face her with an enigmatic smile. 
“I believe your house is also haunted, dear.” Sara frowned at this comment.
“What do you mean?”
“Often I hear voices talking, somewhere upstairs. Spirits.” Okay, lady. You're crazy. But Sara felt an 

unmistakable chill crawl up her spine anyway.
“Something's happening, my dear. Something important is happening.”
“Yeah,” Sara murmured. “Well. . . have a nice evening.” The woman waved at her and continued to 

gaze up at the sky. 
Sara stepped inside and then went to the backyard to gaze up at the sky. The lights had disappeared. 

Sara didn't hold with haunts and spooky occurrences, or didn't want to, so she was glad the 
conversation ended. But the lights were a strange phenomenon that made her mind brew and boil with 
deep thought on the future.

When she'd gone back inside the house she caught sight of an even stranger thing. She could see an 
eerie light filling the dining room. Soft ribbons of light extended out from the odd looking machine 
she'd discovered in the attic. It stopped her dead. And there was something else. She heard voices 
mixed with the thick buzzing of static pouring from it. She couldn't understand what the voices were 
saying but she wasn't imagining it. The air smelled like something was burning around her and Sara 
was afraid that perhaps it had set something on fire in the house. The air crackled softly with electrical 
energy.

“Hello?” She called out, fearfully. Perhaps her next door neighbor was right. Or maybe there was 
some other explanation. She hoped for the latter. And almost as soon as it had come on, the mysterious 
voices stopped, as if cut off. And the lights winked out. Sara was now wondering if there was more to 
this house than she'd surmised. Perhaps there was a reason why dad had once said that he had trouble 
keeping renters in the house for longer than six months. But she didn't believe in haunted houses or 
ghosts and neither did her dad. Her mother had tended to fall in for that kind of stuff, but her mother 
had traveled a different wavelength from everyone else. Sara sank into the couch. She missed her 
mother.

“Now is not the time for this!” She scolded herself as tears slid down her cheeks and into her lap. 
She'd had such a great time out with Nona, too. Why was this happening now? She was an emotional 
wreck. One minute she felt in control, the next minute she was falling apart. She wiped her face. Her 
mother would have scolded her and told her to stop crying anyway. She went carefully through the 
house, carrying a small, cast iron pan aimed right above her right shoulder, checking out all rooms, 
corners, and crevices, turning on all the lights. She found nothing and felt silly for doing so. It really 
was coming from the machine. Was it a HAM radio designed to look like an astrolabe? A transistor 
radio or some type of ancient transmitter? Did ancient people even understand how to make such 
things? She didn't think so. Retiring for bed, it was something that racked her brain as she drifted off to 
sleep, along with the image of a certain tall, dark and handsome man in a smoke and champagne-filled 
evening.



Chapter Four

At the central library the next day, in all of the books on astrolabes and ancient machines, she finally 
found one that came close to what she was looking for. Sitting down at the coffee table – some of her 
stuff was still in piles in the living room as she slowly worked towards making the house her home – 
with a steaming cup of coffee in hand, she read through a book called: Machines of the Antiquity and 
Their Uses.

 There were indeed pictures of the Antikythera Mechanism too, to her delight. And a host of other 
ancient devices. There was also some fascinating information on the Golden Mean. But when it came 
down to it, there was precious little on astrolabe-like devices that enabled actual time-travel. There was 
one small paragraph under a chapter called Amazing Devices. She delved deeply here: 

“In the early twentieth century there was once much talk about the findings of a traveling machine 
said to be able to endow a man with the ability to go forward in time. Built like an astrolabe, the kind 
found in Babylonia, it was believed by the ancients of a certain Egyptian mystical cult called 
sojourners that one could determine when and where to go in the future and that its power coincided 
with certain signs amongst the stars and certain activities of the stars, and the gods. This cult also had 
an older sect among the Canaanites, known to the Greeks as the Phoenicians. The knowledge used to 
build such a device may have originated from the priests of the temple of Horus in Edfu, some of whom
also belonged to this secret cult. The scrolls and later codices wherein the knowledge written on how 
the device worked are now lost.”

It also commented on obscure Greek philosophers that spoke on the uses of this particular device and
that some had found several of these devices, which no longer exist, in Phoenicia. Ultimately, the book 
seemed to make it sound as if the device may have existed but that its stated powers and uses were far-
fetched and exaggerated. Sara took a sip of coffee, thinking. The book itself was old, the copyright date
being 1937. So far, she hadn't found anything on Google about it either. It intrigued her and the more 
she thought on it, the more her mother's past intrigued her. It was an odd loop her brain was making. 

And it was something the family never talked of and discouraged questions about when she was a 
girl. There must have been something very dark in her family past. 

The lights were becoming a sensation in the Pacific Northwest now. People were having star-gazing 
parties from what she gathered when eavesdropping on random conversations while out and about, and 
what she heard on the news. It was a highly unusual phenomenon and that machine had some 
attachment to it. She would talk to her dad about it later this week. And also about the voices she heard 
from it. But she wanted to investigate this herself first. He'd probably take it away and she wasn't ready 
for that. It was the most interesting thing that had crossed her path in years. Or her entire life, really.

Sara got up, setting the book aside and readied herself to walk to the grocery store. Checking her 
phone, she saw she had ten more voice mail messages from that skunk. She erased them. There was one
from a different number. It was Mark. She stared at the number for a few seconds, debating whether to 
call him back. She didn't erase the number. He can wait. I'll call him back tomorrow. Maybe.

When she got back home, she would be changing her number.
It was late evening when she got back from grocery shopping, after also having visited with a couple

of old friends, and her father.
She should have been straightening up the house, but she preferred to mess with the device. Sara 

went outside in the backyard, taking the machine with her only to see her kooky next-door neighbor 
waving at her again from her own backyard. Sara decided that the woman was harmless and that it 
wouldn't hurt to get to know the people she was living next to. Perhaps this woman might know 
something. Sara crossed her yard to stand at the fence. 

“I know we met yesterday but I don't think I introduced myself. My name's Sara.”
“Hi, Sara. I'm Janet. I saw you move in a few days ago. How are you enjoying Seattle?”



“Actually I was raised here but I moved to Oregon for a couple of years. I'm back now.”
“Well, I'm glad you moved in, dear.”
“Me too,” Sara said, clearing her throat softly. “Um, Janet, I have something I want you to see. Do 

you mind coming over for a minute?”
“Sure.” The woman gave her a surprised look, but she seemed genuinely delighted to be invited over.

Sara fixed some lemonade for them both and went out to the back porch where the machine sat on the 
wrought iron patio table.

“It's this thing here,” said Sara. Janet inclined her head and then moved slowly around the table, 
taking the object in from all sides.

“Well! This looks like a portentous find. Where did you get it?”
“I found it in the attic when I moved here. This house belongs to my dad.”
“Your dad? So he's the handsome devil that comes here to care for it then?” Janet asked, her dark 

blue eyes twinkling. Sara smiled.
“He's the one. So what do you think?” 
“It looks as if it belongs in a museum somewhere, dear.” Janet had a gentle, musical lilt to her voice 

that was pleasing to listen to and told that she might have been born in Ireland. Though different, it 
reminded her of her mother's voice, whose words and manner of speaking was often very poetic and 
old fashioned with a hard to place brogue in her accent that had appeared and disappeared at random. 
Sometimes to the point of distraction to Sara.

“It's just that. . .this machine, it seems to have. . .power, Janet. One night it. . . it sort of came on.” 
Janet's eyes widened, but she had an excited look instead of a skeptical one.

“What did it do?” 
“I heard voices coming from it, as if it's a transmitter or radio of some sort. You know the voices you

said you heard coming from this house, in the attic?” Janet nodded. “Well, it's this machine. But I can't 
see how that could be. I mean, where is the signal coming from?” Asked Sara. 

“So this is where the voices are coming from,” Janet said softly. She moved closer to the device, 
studying it while taking a sip of lemonade. Then she set the glass down on the table and gingerly 
touched it, running her hands over it and then she closed her eyes. She remained silent for some 
seconds. Then her eyes fluttered open. 

“I don't have any great knowledge of it other than it being an astrolabe but it does have power. It's a 
conduit of some sort. Did you know that some people collect these things?” Sara felt the veins in her 
eye twitch with nervous tension.

“I would imagine so.”
“Don't let just anyone know that you possess one of these, my dear,” said Janet.
“What did you see when you touched it?”'
“I didn't see anything tangible. But I could feel the power coming from it. I could see the colors of 

the light spectrum, blurred shapes and patterns as if I were going through a long tunnel. It's a conduit or
channel for power. And not just any sort of power. I think it can open doorways to other places. It's far 
more than a HAM radio.”

“And you determined that from just touching it?” Sara asked, incredulous. Janet nodded.
“So it's a conduit to conduct power! To where?”
“I'm not sure. But it's a wondrous find,” Janet said, smiling. Yes, she reminded Sara of her mother 

before she died. Janet moved her hands along the back and pulled something out with some difficulty 
from its backside.

“Hey, what's this?” Janet asked, her voice nearly jumping an octave higher. Sara's excitement grew. 
Janet produced something that looked like a long, thick metal glove. 

“Well what do you suppose that is?” Asked Sara.
“Ah-hah! It's a gauntlet!”
“Gauntlet?”



“Yes! I've heard those who collect time travel arcana call it that. You've got something far more 
valuable in your possession than you know. What's this?” Janet turned it over in her hands. “There's 
something on the inside. It looks like engraved letters here. M. M.”

“M. M.? Let me see it,” said Sara. Janet handed the metal glove to her. She looked inside it. As sure 
as the sun, there were two letters separated by periods: M. M. “Interesting. I wonder if you would use 
this to control the device? Just a guess,” said Sara. Janet shrugged.

“I think you're right. What do you plan to do with it?”
“I'm not sure yet. I'm going to ask my dad more about it. He mentioned that it was some type of 

family heirloom. I did find a bit of information in a book that might shed some light on it.” Sara set it 
down while Janet picked it up and examined it again. Sara went inside, crossing the living room to get 
the library book.

“Here it is.” Sara opened the book to the page where she saw the elusive information and handed it 
to Janet. Janet looked the entire book over front to back, flipped through the pages, then she finally 
went to the page Sara had marked and read it.

“Well, it makes sense to me,” she finally said, handing the book back. “You know, Sara, it was said 
by some that the Pyramids were once built as ancient time machines, too.”

“The Egyptians knew how to travel through time?”
“I'm not sure. I wouldn't put it past them, but I don't know. It's a legend according to certain 

historians. A legend that might be true. The thing is, Sara, traveling through time is no big thing. Man 
has traveled through and across time since he traveled from continent to continent by foot, horse, camel
or ship. The meat of the matter is traveling through time and space! That is what we haven't managed 
yet. Or at least we modern people haven't.”

“I don't understand.”
“Have you ever traveled by plane to a different country?”
“Yes.”
“That jet lag feeling? That's an effect of what I like to call secondary time travel. People think I'm 

crazy when I say that, but I feel it's true. You're traveling through different time zones. In primary time 
travel, which is what people really want to do in the future, you'd be able to travel forward or backward
in space and time. Instead of going back a few hours or forward a few hours on a purely superficial 
level you could go back years. Or forward years. Pin yourself in a different time period, so to speak. 
But that requires a special channel.”

“Like a wormhole?”
“Yes. And a device to open up such a channel, like this.”
“But how could primitive people know such things?”
“Why wouldn't they? Simply because they lived before us? Ancient wisdom is a font cut off from us,

partly through time, and partly because of our own arrogance. Much they knew about the world is lost 
to us. The problem with modern people is we think we know everything, that we have all the answers. 
We have some answers. We still have a lot to learn and we can learn from those who came before us. 
The ancients knew many things modern people don't know. I believe that what you have here is a time 
travel machine. I can feel its power ringing in my bones, dear. All you need is the right knowledge to 
open the correct door.” Janet said, raising her arms to the sky.

“You said that I shouldn't let anyone know about it.”
“Oh no. People collect these kinds of things,” Janet lowered her voice. “And some kill for them. 

They're rare and there's enough of them that exist and enough lore about them that they are highly 
prized. There are secret societies of people who hunt for these types of treasures. This device, it's 
expensive without the gauntlet and from what I've gathered, old devices like these often don't have all 
of their working components any longer. With the gauntlet, this would have immeasurable value. The 
problem is that those who desire them don't know how to use them. That knowledge is lost. But they 
would kill for this machine just the same. Don't think they won't. You must be very careful. Don't 



mention you have one to anyone else if you can't trust them,” said Janet. Sara gulped.
“Where would those kinds of people be found? How do you know about this?”
“Oh, I suppose anywhere you would find people collecting antiquities. I've run into some at 

collectors' conventions and alchemist associations. I hear things. I collect antique furniture and antique 
French military clocks. I first heard about them at such a convention.” Janet seemed to pause and think,
frowning for a bit. Then she said: “There are some people that would be very helpful in aiding your 
understanding of the history of such things. The problem is that it can be hard to tell the helpful 
collectors from the greedy ones who might follow you home and knock you in the head for it. Keep it 
safe, and therefore keep yourself safe, my dear.” She then smiled warmly. “I'm sorry that I can't give 
more specific information about it. I only know bits and pieces of lore, myself.”

“I'm still grateful for any tidbit. Thank you so much, Janet. That was more than I ever knew about 
it.” Janet grabbed her thick, snow white braid and swung it over her shoulder.

“I'm curious. How did your family come to own it?”
“It was my mother's. Handed down to her from her mother. I never knew my maternal grandmother, 

and my parents never talked about the device. This is the first time I've even seen it.”
“Really? Strange.”
“I know. They never spoke of this at all and then it got lost in the attic of this house, somehow. To be 

honest, there's a lot of silence around my mother's background and her folk. I don't know much about 
them.”

“Perhaps it has something to do with the device?” Janet asked gently. Sara shrugged. But she did 
wonder.

“Dear, will you be okay?”
“Oh, I'll be fine. I suppose it's a little mystery to unravel. Thanks for coming over, Janet.” 
“I do so love a good mystery,” said Janet. 
When Janet left, Sara sat on the back porch and listened to the crickets chirping. The night breeze 

was cool and the sky clear with the stars shining. She lay back on a lounge chair, feeling drowsy, 
mentally planning to research her family tree on her mother's side in the near future. When she was a 
little girl she remembered seeing a small wooden box in her dad's drawer - the one where she would 
often snatch treats and a handful of quarters from - and she opened the box one day to see a lock of 
blonde hair, an emerald ring, a small journal, a tiny painting on the inside of a silver pocket watch and a
few other feminine articles. She had no idea what they were and since she wasn't supposed to be in the 
drawer anyway, she had never bothered to ask him who they belonged to. They were very old even 
then, keepsakes handed down from generation to generation. A second time when she managed to get 
into the box, looking for more quarters to buy candy, she'd noticed that the ring and the journal were 
gone.

As a child, it didn't really occur to her to question these odd finds. They were just old things, but now
she wanted to know. Who was the woman in the tiny portrait? Mary McGregor? Who were her 
mother's folk?

She then thought of the letters inside the gauntlet. They could only be the initials of her mother's 
name. 

When she decided to rouse herself and go to bed she saw the mysterious auroras again in the sky. 
The voices from the machine were fainter this time, but it began to crackle softly with light and energy 
again. Heat emanated from it. She looked at her hand and in a wild pique of curiosity, she donned the 
gauntlet. It was heavy and felt scratchy and a bit painful against her skin, but the copperish-gold metal 
felt cool to the touch. As soon as she put it on the device seemed to come to life, its parts began to 
move and click and it was awash with golden light. The air around her crackled and seem to twist and 
move and the space around her contorted into odd shapes as if she were now in an invisible, moving 
bubble. She felt her body being pulled towards it as if there was some unseen gravity well that she was 
falling into. Colors wound around her hand, her arms and then her entire body, the heat from them 



searingly hot. So hot, that she cried out. And when it became so hot she thought she would die in 
agony, Sara McGregor was gone from the world.



Chapter Five

Found: two cargo ships full of state of the art missiles, torpedoes, and laser canons, amongst other 
weapons. What a find! The only thing missing was an orbital weapons system and he was secretly 
working that out for the home base. Tricky business. They'd remained well hidden for years from 
enemy factions. An orbital weapons system might destroy their precious and hard won defense 
advantage by exposing their existence to those they'd rather not be exposed to. 

But to build and own one that could escape the notice of their enemies would make his fleet the most
feared in the galaxy. Even Earth Fed would fear them.

But for now they had enough. Enough to keep his fleet secure and raid ready for at least six months. 
Firen grinned slightly, swiveling around in his seat to face the wide viewport of the command deck.

“Captain, we have a transmission. It's Thaxton,” said Maven.
“Open a channel,” he said. Maven opened a com-link channel.
“Captain, Thax, here. They've got a skeleton crew aboard. What do you want us to do with 'em?”
“Are all my men that went on the raid alive and well? Anyone missing, Thax?”
“Everyone's accounted for. No injuries either.”
“Then leave 'em be.” There were a few frowns of disapproval and some grumbling about being 

lenient on the main deck. He maintained his good-natured grin. He would have to address his detractors
later. This was an important gain for them and until someone smart and powerful enough to take over 
his holdings could do so, he still reigned as captain of the Coriolis.

“As for those who forget, the crew of the Coriolis doesn't kill another ship's crew unless it's 
necessary. I understand there are some new faces aboard who aren't as familiar with the code. It creates 
needless ill will. Especially when dealing with military-owned cargo ships.” Attacking any military 
ship out in Earth Federation space was dangerous enough and he was one of the few pirates who knew 
how to tangle with such ships and remain alive. Some of the newer, younger crew members didn't seem
to appreciate that fact. Lilith, one of the new crew members in charge of communications on board the 
Coriolis sucked her teeth under her breath.

“Is there a problem, madam?” He asked, turning his gaze on her. “Perhaps you'd liked to be 
transferred back to the Artemis?”

“No, captain. I would not,” she said, her expression sullen.
“You're just as blood-thirsty as the queen, woman!” Said Douglas. Lilith gave him a half-smile but 

underneath Firen could tell she was angry. Douglas was the navigator of the ship, fitted with a security 
collar around his neck so he couldn't get away. The collar gleamed and pulsed softly with cream 
colored light. It held him fast to the Coriolis. Kidnapped from a merchant ship ten years ago because of
his talents as a navigator and path plotter through wormholes he was now seen as a natural ally and 
friend of the crew. But Firen kept the collar on just the same. Douglas was far too valuable to lose.

“Don't worry. You'll get a chance for a gun battle soon enough. Probably before we reach home 
base,” said Douglas. Lilith stared out through the viewport, her expression changing back to a scowl. 
This elicited chuckles from the crew, but Firen knew that she saw it as a sign of weakness rather than 
wisdom. It was rumored that she'd once been a lover of his greatest nemesis, Robert d'Orleans, the Rat 
King, an infamous pirate known for his depravity throughout the galaxy. She always denied it. He 
wondered, though. Having been stranded after d'Orleans's disappearance, she'd found her way, or 
rather, clawed her way aboard the Artemis as a crew member. Now she was part of his crew. She had 
her uses and was more than capable in a battle or a raid, but she wasn't one of his favorites.

Firen had engaged in plenty of his own savagery but not against civilian populations or work crews. 
In fact, he had a reputation as a Robin Hood of sorts and he guarded it well. It was one reason why 
many pirates wanted to work under him. However, when it came to military ships, privateers, bounty-
hunters and renegade pirate crews that attacked The Brotherhood, the gang his family built, it was 



another matter. He showed them no mercy. 
Which led his thoughts back to the other problem they had. There had been rumors a while ago of a 

plot to assassinate his mother, the pirate queen. At first his mother thought the rumors were mere 
nonsense, until they had found an assassin on board the Coriolis one night while his mother was on his 
ship for a wedding celebration feast for one of his crew members. It was Alyse, stars bless her quick 
eyes, who functioned as the ship nurse and healer, who had caught the assassin slipping a poison pill, 
which looked like a white tapioca pearl, into the queen's glass of wine. He was quickly captured, 
stripped naked, strangled and thrown out the nearest airlock. It wasn't the first time someone had made 
an attempt on the queen's life, but it was the first time to his knowledge that a spy had made it onto his 
ship.

Firen was one of the few pirates who led a fleet. A pirate's fleet consisted of about four to ten ships 
or more. Most pirate captains had their one ship, some had two. He led nine ships and among them was
the formidable Artemis, his mother's ship. 

Queen Diana wasn't a queen by royal birth. She was one of the fiercest and most powerful pirates in 
the galaxy. She rose to power and became queen by becoming the wife of the old king of pirates, 
Dundee McGregor of Delphi, who himself held the position through strength of will and charisma. 
Because of his many daring exploits and the great wealth obtained he was called the pirate king by all 
who knew him. He had also created a loosely held together confederation of councilors who were now 
part of the Grand Council that elected the king or queen. Something akin to a constitutional monarchy, 
though nothing of this type of governance was put down in writing until Firen had come of age and was
old enough to understand the perilous situation in which the planet and its inhabitants stood without 
any legal documents backing the new government. Diana was also a McGregor, as she and Dundee 
both held the surname through a distant relative.

It was also Dundee, by force of his charismatic personality who organized many of the disparate 
pirate gangs friendly to him into a powerful syndicate. He'd founded the Brotherhood of Pirates, or The
Brotherhood. When he was killed in battle by an Earth Federation military battlecruiser, Diana took 
over his ship and his goods and became a very wealthy, powerful woman. And a wanted woman, not 
just by Earth unionists, privateers, various business consortiums and other colonial military fleets 
around the galaxy but by certain factions within the pirate and smuggling syndicates as well. There was
a lot of jealousy and hatred between certain pirate gangs. The Brotherhood's greatest rival group was 
the Scorpius syndicate, whom he and his crew believed to be behind the assassination attempt. One spy
and also the most recent assassin, when stripped naked and their skin scrubbed of all makeup, both had 
the Scorpius gang tattoos on their backs.

He watched from one of his holo-vid camera screens as the cargo was attached by tracker beam to 
the Coriolis. They disabled the communication channels in the first cargo ship. Thaxton sent a 
transmission indicating the team was ready to leave. They boarded the Coriolis and detached the first 
cargo ship, now stranded in space.

“So what's gonna happen to the crew? They're dead in the water right now, Firen. They might as well
have been shot so they can't identify anyone.”

“Don't worry about that, Thax. A security probe will be along soon enough to investigate and 
eventually call for help. As for identification, this is far from the solar system. We'll be far away from 
here before Earth Fed even realizes they were robbed.”

“An excellent find, that one, captain!” Said Arcturus, one of his gunners, laughing. Firen grinned.
“Come! Let's get back home,” he commanded. It had been one lucky mission that nearly came and 

went without incident. In fact, it had been a little disappointing. No gun battles or fights in finding and 
stealing the weapons. They'd even gotten through a legal stargate without incident and normally that 
was difficult to do and becoming more difficult by the year. Unregistered ships, and that's what pirate 
ships were, were not allowed to use jump-gates or stargates. They were immediately destroyed, crews 
and all. Firen still had a few friends who worked in the security companies that controlled them and 



sometimes would let them through, cloaked. But there was never a guarantee such arrangements would 
always work, even with the huge bribes he paid them. If caught, his allies in these companies faced life 
in a prison colony. And he faced death.

They had a few more days before the Convening. Now there he would find the danger. The kind he 
disliked: politics. He was worried about a lot of unpleasant things that would be unfolding at the 
Convening between rival gangs. And his family's uncertain future. The queen's red temper would also 
have to be dealt with. He preferred to sail the stars, raiding, and pillaging. Or working on the secret 
project that he was sure would change their future luck, turn the tide against their enemies. But when 
empires grew, so did responsibilities. 

They were on their way back to their home planet, Garinthia, in the Epsilon star system. He was just 
about to exit the main bridge when the bridge was being hailed again. Maven turned around after 
searching her view screen panel.

“Captain, it's Cain. The message is marked urgent!” Her eyes were wide and lighter than usual, 
speaking to a likely emergency. The hairs on his back began to tingle.

“Open channel, Maven,” he commanded.
“This is Firen, Cain. What is it?”
“Captain! We have an intruder on board! She pretends not to speak the language or understand my 

questions!”
“What? An intruder?” There were exclamations of outrage on the bridge. Lilith's scowl grew even 

deeper. He didn't realize that was even possible.
“Ay, captain! And with the recent attempt on your mother's life, we should treat this with the utmost 

seriousness. Like we did with the last one,” said Thax.
“Out the garbage chute!” Demanded Dagwood, his quartermaster, and best friend. Firen's face 

flushed dark red with fury.
“Where is the intruder?”
“I found her in the vault.” The vault! Where all the precious treasures they relieved their victims and 

enemies of? He balled up his fists. Then, unclenching his fists, he felt for his lasergun and his diamond 
machete on his other hip. How could this happen again? He may very well perform an execution with 
his own hands today. He'd done it before and as maddening as the queen was, she was of his blood. 
Anyone who raised a hand or a foot against her would find out what a damned fool mistake that was!

“Maven! Open a channel to all ships in the fleet!” The com-link broad channel chimed open. “All 
ships, stay on full alert! There is a security breach on board the Coriolis! Shields up! All ships, battle 
shields up! Security breach!” Then he closed the channel to the rest of the fleet and stood up. 

“Security, stay on full alert. Sweep the perimeters of the coordinates we're in. I want to examine this 
person, whoever they are, before I send them sailing out with the trash! This could be a trick! Probe for 
any ships in the area!” Attacking externally by creating a distraction from within was a tactic a certain 
gang of pirates within the Scorpius syndicate used to destroy their rivals. He stayed alert for any sign of
an ambush. Firen strapped on his favorite weapon, a blood red laser pistol.

“Dag, Arcturus, Thaxton, all gunmen with me! Now!”
. . .
Sara sat up slowly. Her head felt as if it had been slammed against a wall. The low ringing in her 

head was slowly subsiding. When she finally found her senses she discovered that she was lying on top
of a large pile of. . .stuff. She was in a low lit room, much of it full of large metal boxes and crates. If 
she hadn't known better she'd thought she landed in a small warehouse. When she tried to move she 
found that she only sunk in further. She was sitting on top of what looked like thick, hand woven rugs 
but nothing in a style she'd ever seen. She rolled to her side to try and slide off of the pile and felt as if 
she were struggling in quicksand. She was locked in a sea of objects, some familiar, others she couldn't 
recognize or quite comprehend. She accidentally stomped on top of a gun-like object and saw several 
light beams shoot out from it, burning marks in the ceiling above. She yelped in fright and fell over, 



entangling herself even further, this time within a huge pile of silks. The metal gauntlet on her hand felt
so heavy she could barely lift her arm. 

Sara struggled through this sea of peculiar objects until she slid to a low point where her feet were 
now finally touching the ground, but the metal gauntlet impeded her ability to move efficiently. She 
forced herself to turn around and tried to push herself through the piles of things backward. She thought
she heard a soft whisper behind her. She whipped around, fear gripping her and saw a man standing 
only a few feet from her. Her heart stopped. She stopped breathing, giving him a wild-eyed stare.

“Don't. . .don't come near me!” She stammered, her words sounding weak and tremulous in her own 
ears. The man inclined his head, studying her. He was of middling height, thin with light brown hair, he
was plain looking. Almost androgynous. His skin was very pale, so pale that Sara wondered if he were 
an albino. His eyes were an indeterminate color. Something about his demeanor and presence seemed 
odd, almost childlike.

“Please. .  .please. I need help,” she rasped. The man looked down at her right hand.
“Oh, this! It isn't a weapon,” she said, struggling to take it off. She glanced up at him, shaking her 

head to try to assure him she wasn't going to attack him. Her fear was growing. What if he thought she 
was lying and pulled out a weapon of his own? She managed to finally get the gauntlet off and held it 
up as if it were an offering, her hands shaking.

“See? It's not a weapon,” she said again softly. She didn't know what else to do and she had no idea 
where she was or what was going to happen to her from one minute to the next. He continued to stare 
blankly at her. He reached for the gauntlet and she snatched it back. He inclined his head. Then 
suddenly, the man smiled. 

“I know,” he said and extended an outstretched hand. She took his hand and he pulled her out of the 
pile. He was surprisingly strong. There was a soft hiss somewhere in the room and she saw a shadow 
fall to the ground near the back of the room as someone else walked in. It was another man. The second
man's face morphed into shock when he saw her as if he didn't expect to see them there and upon 
finding them was greatly dismayed.

Sara got the curious feeling that she was reliving the scene on the stair of her apartment building.
He made a loud exclamation, pointing at her helper, but she couldn't understand what he was saying. 

He strode towards them, taking a sleek looking pistol out of his holster. He then trained it on her. The 
first man stood in front of her and retorted something back to him, pointing to the gauntlet. The second 
man's eyes widened as large around as moons on sight of the gauntlet. He stared at it for a long time. A 
dangerous light grew in his eyes and he gave her a malevolent look. He looked to the gauntlet and then 
at her again and then he strode up and snatched it from her.

This second man had large, dark eyes and eyebrows so thick they seemed sewn together across his 
forehead. He wore tight fitting leggings or pants with a utility belt around his waist outfitted with 
several daggers and a holster and he wore no shirt under his vest. He was slightly shorter than the pale 
man, stocky and rather overly muscled. His veins popped out and overran his tight skin under his vest 
like thin snakes. Both men wore well-fitted, knee-high black boots. 

“Please, please, don't hurt me,” she said, wondering if he even understood. He studied her as if he 
were studying an insect he was about to smash. He was bald and wore a ring through his lip. He smiled 
with predatory malice.

Damn! If she had hidden the gauntlet she might have used it as a weapon if it came to that. Now 
she'd closed off that option. Heavy as the gauntlet was she wondered what it might do to someone's 
head. The second man said something harshly to the first one. The pale one was about to reply when 
with deadly swiftness and efficiency he took two fingers and dug them into the curve of the pale man's 
neck between his head and right shoulder. The pale man all of a sudden jerked as if stunned and 
became immobile. Then the second man turned his attention to her. He parted his lips as if he were 
about to say something and then thought better of it. Sara backed away, trying to escape, but she was 
stuck between her captor and a mountain of goods. His grip was like and iron vise and he hurt her wrist



as he yanked her towards him. She felt her joints crack. His fist came down on her as she tried to 
struggle and she felt a blinding pain on the side of her head and an explosion of stars all around her and
then darkness.



Chapter Six

When she'd come to again, this time she was surrounded by at least twenty people, men and women. 
And none of them wore expressions that suggested they intended to be kind or helpful. With the 
exception of one. 

She had a terrible pain in her head and her gauntlet, her way back home, was gone. And her hands 
and feet were now tied. The people standing around her all wore form-fitting black suits of one kind or 
another, either in leather, suede, or some other material. Some were heavily tattooed, others had none. 
They were all armed to the teeth. 

One man stood out to her, even in this startling looking group, right in the middle. He was the tallest 
of them and stood with his legs apart and arms folded. He had black hair and dark eyes and a hard set 
jaw with a long scar that ran down his face from his right eyebrow down to the corner of his mouth. 
Despite the scar, however, he was a strikingly handsome man. He wore a red laser pistol at his side. 
Beside him stood the man who had attacked her. He said something to the man with the red gun and the
others began speaking too. Sara couldn't understand any of them, except a word here and there. Was it 
some type of English patois they were speaking? She could only guess that they were wondering who 
she was and what she was doing here. There was one exception, she found out. The man with the light, 
strangely colored eyes. He said something in the gibberish they were speaking, to the whole group, to 
which the others quieted down. Then he turned and spoke to her. She wondered what had unfrozen him.

“Can you understand what I'm saying to you?” She nodded. A few others made harsh sounds of 
exclamation.

“She truly can't understand you,” he said calmly to them. Another person made a harsh statement, 
her gaze predatory. The man shook his head and made a retort back in their language. Then he spoke so
Sara could understand.

“No, I can tell she isn't lying. I am good at detecting lies. You all know that. Why do you doubt me?”
he said, then he turned his attention to her. “You aren't a liar when it comes to not knowing the 
language, are you, madam?”

“No,” she said uncertainly, looking around fearfully at her captors. The albino man was now her 
lifeline. Why was it that she could understand him but not the others? The tallest man said something 
and then pointed at her. He barked a command and one of the men ran off. There was a silence in the 
room and no one stirred. Finally, a young woman dressed in white came into the room with the man 
and she came forward and knelt beside Sara. She was holding a small kit. It had the caduceus sign 
engraved on the top. She opened this and handed a package to the albino. He tore open the package 
producing what looked like a CPAP mask attached to a hose and he also took out of the box another 
package and opened that one more carefully. It was a tube full of bright yellow liquid and a needle and 
syringe. Her heart was pounding as she struggled against her bonds. They were going to do something 
that looked painful. He moved toward her, bent down and held her down.

“Please be still, madam or the pain will be far worse.”
“What is that?”
“It's called Fluid Universal Language Translator. It's what we use throughout the star systems in the 

galaxy so that all of the peoples who dwell and travel in the Milky Way galaxy can communicate and 
do business together. It's been in use for over one hundred years. Inside this tube, you see? This liquid 
is filled with nanobots that will go to the language pathways in your brain and will program themselves
in such a way that you can understand and speak modern English.”

“What? But I already speak modern English!” This made the man give her a broad look.
“Perhaps madam, you are confused?”
“No!”
“Well, I recognize your English as part of what we regard as Late Middle English. That is what we 



call it now.” Sara felt a sensation of fire through her body like surging river currents. She was too 
shocked to say anything else. The man was gentle enough when he strapped the mask over her nose and
put the tube in her mouth. He then shoved it down her throat. When she tried to struggle against this 
procedure several people, including the man with the red gun pulled out their weapons and trained 
them on her. She relented, and tried her best to keep from gagging. Then with a quick and hard motion 
he stuck the needle into the base of her skull and injected the liquid. This made her go into mild 
convulsions which seemed to amuse the crowd of people standing over her. The pain started off dull 
and then became unbearable as this new pain mingled freely with a growing headache. And then when 
she thought her head would burst open, she saw colors in front of her eyes, and then it stopped. 

Her struggles seemed to especially amuse the man who had attacked her. His eyes flashed 
ominously. He was a hatchet-faced man. His face was hard and his skin of the upper part of his head 
had an unnatural shine to it, as if he'd been burned years ago. Perhaps that was why he was also bald. 
She gagged and some of the liquid squirted out of her nose and mouth, and the tube was there to catch 
it. She felt a gentle suction force in the mask and tube and she felt the liquid seeping back into her nose,
throat and mouth again. She heard voices around her, her vision became blurred. Slowly the voices 
began to make sense to her and the babbling gradually became discernible conversations. 

She went limp on the floor as the pale man pulled out the tubing and the mask and took away the 
needle. She felt ill and exhausted and felt a powerful desire to vomit. He leaned in close to her, 
smelling of some strange medicinal scent, sharp, like bitter oils or liquid. After her ordeal, Sara now 
focused more carefully upon her audience. And to her they had the distinct look of bandits. Outlaws. 
And she had blundered right into their den. 

“Not very hardy looking, is she?” She heard one of the women snipe. The tallest man was watching 
her closely.

“Who are you?” He demanded. Sara felt her ears pop painfully as she tried to make sense of what 
was happening to her. And also answer the question.

“My name is Sara. I don't know how I got here,” she said weakly.
“I don't believe you.”
“Another spy, I'd say,” said Hatchet Face. “We could make her reveal who she's working for by 

taking her to the water room,” he offered. The other man frowned. “She's a spy, the one we suspected 
and have been looking for, can't you see?” Hatchet Face insisted. 

“Maybe she isn't a spy,” said the young woman in the white suit. Unlike the others, there was 
empathy in her face.  

“She could be a face-shifter. I've heard that the scorpions were deploying them now as assassins,” 
said a woman.

“Can they afford them?” Asked another man.
“Ay, I think they're well off enough to do so these days.”
“Well, there's one way to find out if she is or not,” said the man with the red gun. His face was a 

mask of barely controlled fury. The doors behind them opened and a tall woman with a great mane of 
flaming red hair walked in escorted by three burly men. This seemed to break the tall man's 
concentration, briefly.

“When did you leave the Artemis? You're not supposed to be here. It's too dangerous!' He snapped. 
She sniffed and settled her bright, green-eyed gaze on Sara.

“I wished to see my would-be attacker,” she looked Sara up and down slowly as if examining a piece
of meat. “It looks as if they sent a candied fleshpot morsel this time. So,” she said, nodding to Sara, 
“who is she?”

“We don't know her true nature, yet. Or function. She could be a living bomb,” said one of the 
women. “Or a face-shifter.” Sara noticed especially dark looks coming from the women around her.

“I say we take her down to the prison cells and question her. Give her a full body search and scan. 
That will get her talking,” said Hatchet Face, leering at her. He was the last man in the world that Sara 



wanted searching her.
The tall woman with the red mane gave her a scathing look, stalked towards her and bent down. 

placing an elegantly manicured hand with long nails under Sara's chin. Her eyes were a brilliant green, 
like deep jade pools, she possessed elegant facial bone structure, and her lips were thin and cruel 
looking. Her face bore the tracks of age but only subtly. The crows feet around her eyes, extending 
towards the temples, were faint, as well as the lines at the corner of her mouth. Her porcelain 
complexion was flawless. She almost seemed familiar. Sara felt fairly intimidated by the woman. She 
wore two guns, one stationed in holsters at each hip. And she wore two rings; one of gold with a 
brilliant emerald set in it, and another, a strange looking ring set with two stones, one black, the other, 
white. Sara, though she felt herself tremble slightly, refused to look away or flinch under the woman's 
cold, searching gaze. The woman rose in one sinuous movement. She was clothed in what looked like a
catsuit of black and white.

“She doesn't seem much like an assassin to me. Not a competent one, anyway.”
“She's a spy. The spy we were looking for,” Hatchet Face insisted again. Sara shook her head 

vigorously.
“I'm not a spy!” She shouted. But it was as if she were a ghost. They continued on as if they hadn't 

even heard her.
“The messages said to look for an assassin or for a spy sent from Scorpius or one of their associate 

gangs. She could be a spy from the Scorpius syndicate or the Rat King.”
“The Rat King? I doubt it. Would they do this so soon after their most recent failure? Seems strange 

to me,” said a woman.
“The Rat King is nowhere to be found. His gang hasn't stirred out of Laniakea in years. Someone 

else in Scorpius is most likely who we're dealing with. Another pirate captain has risen. I think I know 
who it is,” said the man with the red gun.

“I say we shoot her and deliver her back with a message, captain,” said another man. Sara felt her 
heart thunder in her ribcage. This was going to get ugly. She could feel hot tears streaming down the 
corner of her eyes. What had she gotten herself into?  She struggled, rising from the floor.

“Take her to a cell, interrogate her, scan her. Then bring her to me. In one piece,” said the tall man 
with the red gun with emphasis, to what Sara was gathering must have been his crew. He tapped his red
gun at his hip. The flame-haired woman gave both her and the captain a disdainful look. Some of the 
crew smirked while others scowled darkly at this new intruder.

“A wild, feral stowaway then,” said the flame-haired woman.
“I loathe stowaways, captain!” said another woman. “Back on the Hell Mouth we used to-”
“This isn't the Hell Mouth, Lilith and I'll thank you to not mention the horror stories permitted on 

that garbage scow again,” warned the captain sharply.
“Captain Firen, I told you to stay away from these feral things. Eject her from the garbage chute! Get

yourself a beautiful slave girl from Bara 6 who would do your bidding without asking.” 
What?!? Sara was livid! How dare that woman! But she had some kind of power over this man, who 

himself looked dangerous. But even in her fear, Sara couldn't let that one slide. She had a mouth on her.
Always did.

“I don't know what you're talking about, lady, but I'm not feral! Nor am I a slave girl. I'm a time-
traveler,” she stated firmly, jutting her chin up in defiance. The woman turned a look on her that could 
have flayed her alive.

“Watch how you speak to me, girl! We don't know who the hell you are!” With two wide steps she 
strode forward and slapped Sara so hard she saw stars and she fell back hard on the ground. “What are 
you doing on this ship?” It took Sara a few seconds to compose herself. She felt fear envelope her, but 
she was also infuriated. Her face was stinging with sharp pain. When she collected herself together she 
answered. She felt tears roll down from the right side of her face, this time not from fear but from the 
pain of being struck. She kept her voice low.



“I don't know how I got here. My name is Sara. Sara McGregor.” She'd decided that being secretive 
or coy about her identity wasn't going to get her anywhere with these people, least of all this horrible 
woman. The woman and the captain both seemed visibly changed after she gave her name. The man's 
eyebrow lifted nearly to the ceiling. The flame-haired woman studied her with renewed interest.

“McGregor, you say?” Said the captain. Sara nodded briskly, looking at everyone staring down at 
her.

“What a name to have. It just might have saved your life, for tonight,” said the man. “and if you're 
lying, that name will mean your death.” He came forward and pulled her up by the bonds around her 
hands. 

“So what? Anybody can have that name. Millions of people have that name, I'll bet,” said Hatchet 
Face, looking as if a prized toy had just been snatched away. 

“She claims she's a McGregor. She looks like one, especially by her profile. And the eyes.  We have 
ways of checking these things. We'll see,” said the flame-haired woman. 

“She could be a face-shifter. They can be made to look like anyone. They can also make themselves 
look like anyone. Anyone wealthy enough can employ them to assassinate others,” piped up Lilith. The
woman bent down and touched her face again with a slender finger jeweled with the strange ring.

“True,” she said. “We have ways of checking for face-shifters as well. If she is, we'll find out.”
“I've considered that. You all know the rules. McGregors interrogate and punish their own. I'll find 

out if she's a McGregor, or not,” said the captain. The flame-haired woman tossed her mane, turned and
left the room, her guards following her. The door slid closed with a soft hiss and a click.

“Well, what are you waiting for, captain? Take her away and have her scanned and interrogated,” 
insisted Hatchet Face again. She really wanted him to shut up.

“When you run your own ship, you can give orders, Cain,” said the captain.
“It's for your mother's safety, Captain Firen,” said one of the other men scowling back at her. “She'll 

be assassinated if we don't continue to deal with this issue swiftly,” he said, his voice filled with 
disapproval. Sara couldn't but feel that she was surrounded by wolves ready to tear into fresh, bloody 
meat.

“Do you doubt my loyalty to my mother, Dag?”
“I don't. I only wonder at your casualness in the teeth of evidence that enemies are hidden among our

own kind, those who want the queen, and you dead!”
“I have my reasons, Dag. And she will be interrogated, trust me on that. As for our enemies, have I 

not always protected the queen? When she allows it? I'm just curious about this one,” he said, taking 
out a cruel looking, curved dagger from his belt and giving Sara a wicked look.

“I'm going to conduct the interrogation, Sara McGregor,” he said to her, sarcasm inflected in his 
voice as he spat out her name. “And if I don't like what I hear, I'll dispatch you myself.”



Chapter Seven

Sara found herself taken and dumped unceremoniously in a small cell after having been through a 
full body scan in a claustrophobic, coffin-like machine. As for the scanner, Sara had screamed bloody 
murder and struggled like a raging banshee all the way until someone knocked her in the head once 
again. When she'd come to that procedure was done.

She could hear and feel a deep ambient rumbling noise that seemed as ubiquitous and ever-present as
the air. The captain followed behind the two men who took her to the room. It was windowless and 
brightly lit. There was a long panel of buttons by the door on the wall. The captain and one of his men 
were standing next to the door. An energy field appeared behind them. They heaved her on a small, 
hard bed. The captain's dark eyes bright with fury. 

“Turn on the shock treatment. We'll see if this person is who she says she is or if we have one of 
those revolting face-shifting creatures on our hands.” The other men had their laser guns out, ready to 
kill. Sara was then strapped down to the bed by the captain himself, his gaze hard and ruthless. She 
struggled in vain and seethed at them, tears of rage streaming from her face. The captain was studying 
her and she felt like a research animal ready to be sliced open. He came forward, leaning in close. She 
tried to lunge forward. He held her back with one of his large hands. Which made her angrier. He 
seemed slightly amused. Then he held her against the bed.

“Stop it! I won't tell you again,” he said coldly. He turned to the other man by the door. “Turn it on.” 
The other man programmed something on the panel and then pushed a button on the panel by the door. 
All three went and stood by the door panel while she felt herself being enclosed by an invisible barrier 
around her bed.

“Now, who sent you?” Sara could see and hear faint electrical sparks gathering around the room and 
then they flew towards her and there was a tiny snapping sound as she felt the tiny shocks on her body. 
She found as she focused her eyes around the room that she was actually enclosed inside a force-field. 
The shocks were progressively getting hotter and more painful.

“Ouch! Oww!” She yelped. Soon the pain became nearly unbearable and Sara was at her breaking 
point. They came second after second after second, like a round of tiny bullets, darting all over her 
body, but especially her face. She tried to shield her face by turning it to the side, which did no good.

“Please! Stop! I haven't done anything! I'm not a spy! I'm a time traveler! I got here by mistake! 
Please!” She pleaded. Finally, after the shocks became so intense she began to scream, it stopped. She 
was wracked with pain and sweat.

“She isn't a face-shifter, then. But she could still be a spy,” said the other man, named Dagwood. 
“Whoever heard of a time-traveler getting lost on a pirate ship? The most ridiculous lie I've ever heard, 
and I've heard plenty,” he spat in disgust.

“I agree, her story is highly unlikely. Though, the legends live on, my friend. And the devices used 
for such things are worth more than a star of gold. Leave me, Dagwood.” said the captain. His eyes 
were intensely bright as he examined her. He still brandished his dagger. 

Sara, now having spent all her strength, flopped backward on the bed. If she were going to die, she 
wished it was now. The others left the room.

“Get up!” He demanded. She didn't move, too stunned. And angry. He grabbed her by her hair.
“Who are you?” He demanded.
“I already told you!”
“Why should I believe you?”
“Either you believe me or you don't!”
“Not good enough, madam!” He brandished the dagger on the skin of her neck, drawing a pin-point 

of blood. He wound his hand lazily through her hair.
“I would hate to cut off this pretty little head of yours. Try again.” He shoved her back down. She 



swallowed hard and tried to pluck up her near destroyed courage to explain herself.
“I had a time machine. Inherited by my mother, from her mother. My mother's name was Mary 

McGregor. Her mother was named Anne McGinnis. How my grandmother came to the device, I don't 
know. All I know is that it was a family heirloom that I found in my father's house. It came with a 
gauntlet. I put it on out of curiosity and the device turned on by itself, I don't know how or why. I left 
my house and traveled here by accident. I swear it, I came here purely by accident.” She was watching 
his eyes very closely. His eyes brightened further at the word: gauntlet, but he didn't say anything. So 
she went on.

“I wore a gauntlet, of gold and copper, on my arm and hand. Two of your men found me, the really 
pale one with the strange colored eyes and the short, bald one. The bald one punched me out. When I 
came to, the gauntlet was gone. I swear that is the truth. If you find the gauntlet, you'll know I'm not 
lying.”

“Gauntlet.” His face betrayed little emotion except his eyes which grew suspicious. She knew it was 
over. She had just told this man a ridiculous story. He was going to kill her and dump her off 
somewhere and be about his business. 

But instead of growing afraid or disputing her, his expression turned thoughtful as if considering her 
story.

“A gauntlet,” he said again as if talking to himself. He glanced back at her. “And you're a descendent
of Mary and Anne? You dare claim they were your family?” She nodded weakly. 

“But they were. Mary McGregor was my mother, Anne was my grandmother. It's the truth. I'm a 
McGregor.” He gave her a dubious look.

“So am I. And my mother, the queen.”
“Queen?' She asked softly.
“Yes. The queen of pirates,” he said. He studied her face for some minutes. “You look similar to my 

mother, except your features are softer and your hair is golden instead of red. But your eyes are the 
same color jade. Same shape. Same defiance and temper too.” He rose and regarded her through 
narrowed eyes. She could see even in her distress he was tall and well muscled, built like a man who 
was a fighter, a brawler. He had near black hair and dark eyes with golden lights in them, a generous 
mouth and skin of a lusty, healthy ruddy color and a scar that ran down his cheek extending from the 
outside corner of his eye to the corner of his mouth on the right side of his face. His scars made him 
look more intimidating. It did nothing to lessen his beauty. His eyes were large, expressive and 
penetrating.  He had a strong, roman nose.

“This gauntlet, they are nearly impossible to come by. We call them wayfinders. Wayfinders are 
made for only certain kinds of time travel devices.”way-finders

“Then you believe me?” He gave her a withering stare, which made her insides draw up and curdle.
“Don't try my patience, woman. You say Androlis and Cain took it?” He asked. 
“Who's Androlis?”
“The pale one as you called him. He's an android.” Android! How far have you traveled, girl?
“Yes, yes, he'll know! He knows I have it! Just ask him! He'll know what I'm talking about!” She 

was hopeful. If her fate rested on finding the gauntlet she hoped he could find it.
“Hmm,” he said skeptically but at least he was listening to her instead of threatening her. There was 

a long silence as he continued to study her. Sara wondered what he was thinking.
“Where am I?” She finally ventured.
“You've traveled through a time machine and you don't know where you are, woman?”
“No, I don't.” This time he did not bother to hide his astonishment. He stared at her as if she'd just 

grown another head. After a long and uncomfortable pause, he spoke.
“You are in the Epsilon star system. On my starship, the Coriolis. It is the year 2592 A.D.”
. . .



Firen found himself reluctantly in a room on his ship that he rarely visited. 
Records. 
Right when he should be readying himself for the great Convening of pirates back home, he now 

found himself doing research. Normally this job would have been assigned to someone else, but he was
intrigued by this strange woman on his ship. One reason was because she truly did not speak modern 
English when she was found. She spoke one of the old English dialects that hadn't been spoken in 
centuries! And she claimed to be a McGregor, which he and the queen took deadly seriously. That 
made her the oddest of oddballs. So he wanted to investigate this himself. 

The work-bot, J2, was standing by to greet him.
“Hello, Captain Firen. How may I assist you today?” Greeted J2. Firen wondered if the thing needed 

dusting off. But J2 and the room seemed well kept and dust free.
“I need to look at the family history of the McGregors. The family tree.”
“Very good, captain. Here you are.” The bot had immediately opened up two holo-vid screens and 

conducted a search for the digital codex. The second holo-vid sprang up above the first in the globe-
like image of a verdant tree, with all of the names and in many cases, paintings or photographs, 
depending on when the person lived in history. This holo-vid continued to grow and expand out, its 
branches spindling out over the table, its green and white lights reflecting in the highly polished table. 
Firen sat back, gazing at the holo-vid family tree. He took a forefinger and turned and flipped through a
few of its branches carefully. The image moved lazily through the air, its branches swaying back and 
forth. It was impressive but also overwhelming for actual research. All those thousands of names and 
branches snaking out. Senior branches, junior branches, bastard lines, and the grand old trunk, old 
Gavin McGregor. But it was too much. It nearly filled the room and he felt he was visiting a holo-vid 
illusion palace

“J2, please close out the family tree holo-vid.”
“Right away, captain.” The family tree disappeared and the codex holo-vid remained.
They also kept a written paper and leather codex of the family tree on Garinthia in the queen's 

personal library.
“Let's start with the first one, Gavin McGregor. Do not go further back than that.”
“Yes, captain. Here is the beginning of that section of the McGregor family tree, on this page,” said 

the bot dutifully. The holo-vid was actually a high-resolution recording of the actual codex. It was so 
lifelike it was as if the codex had simply appeared above the table. Codex was constructed as a 
medieval illustrated manuscript and its letters and art images gleamed with tints of red, silver, green,  
and gold inks, along with black ink. The script was old, but Firen had no trouble reading it. He was 
familiar with Blackletter and Carolingian scripts, having become an amateur student of Medieval 
European literature, history and music after having stolen a great many reliquaries, relics, texts, codices
and other treasures some years ago from a research ship on its way to the Galway system, and falling in
love with these earlier periods in history.

“Thank you, J2. I will call on you if I need you.” J2 promptly went about his other duties, cataloging 
and organizing the newest inventories on the Coriolis. Firen settled down to take a good look at 
whether there was a Sara McGregor in the family in the twenty-first century. He used his finger tips to 
flip through the holo-vid pages. To find The Root.

Gavin McGregor though not the first McGregor or progenitor of the family line, was the one they all 
saw as The McGregor because he was the first one in the family who had become a pirate; he was their 
rootstock. He was born on the twelfth of April, 1660. He had miraculously received a royal pardon 
from the British government, became respectable and had become a privateer and merchant and 
afterward set down the family tree of all his known descendants, sons, and daughters. He had bastard 
children before his marriage to Jane McDougal, a laird's daughter who had run off with him, and was a 
loyal, loving wife to him. He recorded the names of his bastards that he knew about on a separate 
branch. His true born children by Jane were quite numerous and only three of them had become pirates.



Gavin had acquired a special ring of gold with an emerald from a Barbary pirate before he was caught. 
This special ring he was told would save his life if he wore it at all times and that he would not die. 
Evidently it was true because he didn't and passed on his wealth and knowledge of piracy and the high 
seas to his three children who did become pirates. McGregor had gathered all his children together 
before they were grown one day and told them that to whom he gave this ring with the emerald, that 
one must vow to write down and keep the family history. And so it was done. Alasdair McGregor, 
McGregor's youngest son was a crafty pirate captain never captured and who sailed the Caribbean 
inherited the ring when The McGregor died, and Alasdair's second son inherited the ring and continued 
the recording, updating and the keeping of the family records, and so on until Dundee of Delphi, Firen's
mother's first husband. His mother herself was a first cousin of Dundee and her last name was also 
McGregor. Firen's last name was originally his father's but he took on the surname McGregor, for the 
name had power and he was related to the family by blood through his mother.

Queen Diana also held the mysterious emerald ring.
But enough of history. Firen's attention came down towards Anne McGinnis a distant relation of the 

McGregors through one of the First Bastards and her daughter Mary, both who had come into the 
family through marriage. But Mary had disappeared, it seemed, from history. Mary married a John 
McGregor,  a direct descendant of The Root, and a pirate captain, but he was eventually captured and 
executed and his line extinguished. What had happened to Mary? There were a few others that had 
disappeared from the family tree as well and this puzzled Firen. 

There was a notation in the record stating that there was a journal, written by Anne a few months 
after the birth of her daughter, Mary. He made a mental note to search for it and read it.

After a long time of searching through the records, there appeared a “Mary McGregor, nee 
Honeywell” who married a Daniel McGregor in the twentieth century. She seemed to come out of 
nowhere, this particular Mary. Also, around the nineteenth-century piracy in the family had waned and 
then altogether disappeared. The ring too had disappeared by this time. 

There was one famous McGregor, Samuel, who in 2315 A.D. joined the Sojourners' Guild and had 
gone back in time to find the ring, and he did find it and restored it back to the family line. It was 
around this time that there was a resurgence of piracy in the western societies as space travel had 
become far easier. How Samuel McGregor had retrieved the ring remained lost to history. He had 
written of his account of how he'd found it and brought it back to the family line but the Guild had 
seized the journal for their own records, stating that time traveler's secrets must remain only in their 
possession. No one questioned or challenged the Guild, not back then, not now. They were like remote, 
godlike beings among the denizens of the known universe, mysterious and even. . .frightening. It was 
said even now that they were not mere men and women. The Guild was extremely selective about who 
they allowed in and once in, one could never leave.

Regrettable, he thought. But at least the family had retained the emerald ring. However, he wasn't 
here to research the Guild. Firen flipped back again to the family line spread out on the pages that 
encompassed the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. Mary Honeywell had married Daniel McGregor 
and they produced one child from this union, a daughter – Sara McGregor, born July 12, 1991.

So, a Sara McGregor did exist in the family, way back, as she'd said. She claimed that she traveled 
from her time to now. But the woman could have the resources to study the family history like he did 
and pass herself off as his ancestor for nefarious reasons. Who was she really? And the oddest thing to 
Firen was this: why would she call herself a time traveler, of all things? Time travelers were rare 
indeed. Most belonged to the secretive Sojourner's Guild. Of the few in history who didn't, the 
outsiders, they were relegated to legend and myth. The existence of outsider time travelers was 
doubtful at best. It wasn't that time travelers didn't exist, it was just that they were a rare and elite 
group. They belonged to the Guild. One didn't invoke them lightly or pretend to be one of them. Not 
just anyone could travel through time and space, and they as a group didn't share their secrets. His 
ancestor had traveled through time to retrieve an important object. But he too was part of the Guild, the



only one in the history of the family. Samuel would have shared his secrets. The Guild saw to it that 
this didn't happen. And that was centuries ago. 

  People loved to talk up stories of outsiders journeying through time to right wrongs, find true love  
or carry on grand adventures and such nonsense. These figures were lionized romantic heroes and 
heroines of imagination and the deep past. To travel time one had to have the resources which were 
astronomically enormous, the right equipment which was rare and few knew how to build them, though
many powerful people collected old time travel devices that they didn't know how to use, and they had 
to have the knowledge and the permission of the Sojourner's Guild to do so. Androlis knew something 
of time travel. He'd been stolen by Dundee, one of the only pirates who was able to carry out such a 
feat. Androids who were no longer useful to companies, governments or their private owners had their 
minds erased completely or were even given new brain processors while the old ones were dismantled 
and trashed. But he had no access to actual working time travel devices.

Still. There was that time, when he was a child living with his father on Cygnus, when his father 
entertained and formed a friendship with a mysterious, wealthy man and they would visit his wonderful
manse to see plays and perform with some of the greatest troubadours in the galaxy on Cygnus. This 
man had often spoken of his journeys. He traveled to many places and spoke of things impossible and 
places undreamt of. It was always a magical place. But that was no more.

Firen shook his head. No! He was a child and that was a child's imagination of the past. He wondered
if he even remembered things correctly. 

This was the strangest thing he'd encountered in a long time in this universe and he'd seen and 
experienced enough to make most men run screaming to a psychiatric asylum colony. He also noted 
that she was an extraordinarily beautiful woman. She could be a lure for him. A trap, as his mother had 
said. He'd taken such bait before and turned it around on his enemies. He didn't fear that. No, he 
decided, something else is at work here. Something very different. Something in her voice, a plaintive 
quality in it made him suspect that perhaps she wasn't lying, entirely. Her story couldn't be true. It just 
couldn't. But perhaps she had - amnesia? Or was confused? 

He recalled the way she looked. The curve of her chin, the intensity of green in her eyes, her tall 
stature, the shape of her features. The waves and ringlets of her golden hair. The temper. She looked 
every bit a McGregor. More so than he did. But still.

Perhaps a sleeper spy?
. . .

Finally released and escorted to another room by order of the captain, she was still under 
surveillance. Because of his investigation into the lost gauntlet, her life was spared, for now. Sara had 
no idea what time it was, what day it was or whether it was really the next day. She'd lost all track of 
time, having come so far in it. She was hungry, thirsty, tired and afraid, but there was an element of 
adrenaline-fueled excitement under her distress. She didn't know what to do with it, being a captive.

This room had one thing that brought Sara to wide-eyed astonishment. A large viewport, a window, 
to the outside world. She slowly crossed the room to sit and look out into the vast darkness of space. 
The stars even from here looked like myriads of tiny shining crystals. Far off, even from her current 
vantage point, they were swathed in a web of misty cloud. She stared at the sight in awe.

She was somewhere, so very far away from Earth, from her father, her life and everything she'd 
known as the real world. Gingerly, she touched the window. It felt cool to her fingertip. As she peered 
harder she saw the faint reflection of her own face.

“What will happen to you now?” She wanted to live, to explore this brand new world that she'd 
thrown herself into. But she had no idea if she would live beyond the next day. Oh God, please let him 
find the gauntlet. She really didn't know why she felt the gauntlet would save her but it was the only 
thing she could cling to.  She was beginning to wonder if this really was better than being locked in 
cubicle land.



She was undecided. And she thought that getting her mind off of her current predicament might help 
her nerves. So she set about exploring her room on the ship.

In these quarters, there was a bedroom, a bathroom, and a small living space. Alarms had been 
programmed right outside her door and there was what she could only assume a drone stationed right 
outside, hovering there to watch her should she try to escape. She could see its small dark shadow 
bobbing quietly up and down through the frosted window by the sliding door. She checked the front 
door. It was locked. She chuckled. Where they thought she might go was a mystery since she was on a 
ship voyaging through space and since she had never been in space, she would have no idea where to 
make a getaway. But, she supposed, they didn't know this. Most of the crew still thought she was some 
kind of spy intending to harm them. And they wanted to harm her. She was a prisoner. But she was 
allowed to bathe and she was grateful at least for that luxury. 

The bath looked somewhat similar to any bath she had at home, except the tub looked more like a 
small pool than a traditional bathtub. Sara took off her clothes and set them on a chair outside the 
bathroom door, then stepped inside.

“Ship water-table low. Hot water limited,” said a disembodied voice coming from somewhere in the 
room overhead.

“Hello?” She said feeling slightly alarmed. There was no answer back. There were two buttons 
installed in the wall of the bath, blue and red. She knew she could at least handle this part. She pressed 
the red button and poured water for her bath and, finally satisfied that there was enough water, stepped 
in, luxuriating in the warmth. It wasn't hot, as the ship's computer had warned, it was rather lukewarm 
but it served well enough. She dunked her head down, soaking her hair. There was a steel canister 
sitting on the side. She opened it and sniffed it but had no idea what kind of soap it was. Or if it was 
soap. It smelled something akin to soap. Sara was very particular about her hair. She'd use it to lather 
up elsewhere but she decided to just use water on her hair. She felt her body decompress, falling into a 
place of lower level alert as the water washed over her body and soothed her. 

She was allowed to bathe. That seemed a good sign to her. But what did it really mean? What if he 
were merely playing with her? The word “pirate” came to her mind again. What if he were going to use
her or sell her as a sex slave? That woman, the tall, cruel-looking, red-haired one who reminded her 
more of a malevolent fairy than a woman, she had mentioned to the captain something about sex 
slaves. It appeared some things had never changed within the human race, even this far out into the 
future. It saddened and frightened her to think of it. Was that her future? Forced prostitution? A long 
forgotten memory came to her as she washed. It was something her mother told her as a girl. Her 
mother had always possessed a quixotic quality in her personality that was hard to understand or define
but it made her wholly woman yet inaccessible; something fairy-like, beautiful and melancholy, fading 
away into a romantic ideal, something unknowable, even when she was flesh and blood, hugging and 
kissing her daughter or her man. 

Her mother had told her that they had several famous pirates in their family centuries ago and some 
of them were far nastier than others. Now she had found herself accidentally thrown in with a den of 
pirates. Did it mean anything? Just relax in the moment. Whatever is, is supposed to happen in the 
moment. Roll with it. That's what Troy had taught her. And her mother had always said something 
similar: Carry on as if each moment is the last one. Because, girl, one day, it will be the last one. 

Right now, that was the future. She coughed, feeling a dryness in the back of her throat. There was 
still a mild pain sensation there where they had injected the liquid filled with nano-bots. She hoped they
wouldn't cause any injury or some other issue, swimming around in her brain. She rubbed the back of 
her neck, wishing she had hard, strong hands to massage and relieve the dull throbbing there.

Finished with her bath, she looked around for a towel. She saw none. Frustrated she searched around 
for anything to dry off with until she saw a small stall right beside the tub. There was a slim rectangular
bar in the wall that said: ”dry”. She pushed a small panel light there and waited for something to 
happen. Suddenly, a few seconds later she felt an icy cold wind blow over her, feeling as if tiny 



fingernails were tearing at her skin. It was so sudden and painful that it elicited a yell from her and she 
nearly fell over. After about one minute of that, Sara had decided she was as dry as she needed to be 
and smacked the light off.

She came out of the bathroom peeking around the corner. Her clothes were gone, to her dismay. 
Someone had been in her room while she was bathing and she hadn't even known it. She hated that 
invasion. It appeared that now, her quarters were empty. Naked, she slipped out of the bathroom and 
found lying on a hovering chair a gray suit. It looked sleek and felt soft to the touch yet it seemed 
durable. She saw nothing else resembling clothing in the room. She put it on and it seemed to fit and 
round her body's curves and contours perfectly. There were cups inside that helped lift her breasts as 
well. 

She went to the viewport and gazed outside again. She remembered her dreams of sailing off into the
void. Of the excitement, the passion. . . .

Was this it? It was different from what she'd imagined. But it was still thrilling to look at the distant 
stars. It took her mind off her troubles. A chime came at the door. She almost didn't hear it in her silent 
reverie. A young woman walked in.

“Who are you?” Sara asked. The woman wore a friendly, warm smile. She was a small, gamine-like 
woman with wide-set eyes and dark curly hair. She was the same woman in white who had held the box
with the nano-bots the android injected into her.

“My name is Alyse. I'm one of the ship's nurses.”
“You're a nurse?” The woman blushed.
“I've never gone to a school or anything but I know some healing techniques. I do my best.” Sara 

wasn't sure how she felt about that. Was there no doctor aboard?
“Where's the doctor?”
“He died in a drunken fight a few weeks ago. It might be awhile before the captain finds another. 

How are you feeling after the Fluid Universal Language Translator was inserted into your brain?” The 
girl asked cheerily. “I know it can be a jarring and frightening experience, even when you know what 
it's supposed to do. I can only imagine how terrible it might be for. . .a. . .time-traveler, who knows 
nothing of the twenty-sixth century?”

“So, they believe me, then?” Sara asked hopefully.
“Well, I believe you,” Alyse said.
“That's a start. I feel a dull burning and a dryness in the back of my throat. Is that normal?” She 

nodded brightly.
“Yes. Is there any sharp pain at all in the throat or in your head?”
“Not so far.”
“Good, they are assimilating nicely with your system the way they're supposed to, then.”
“Alyse, there's so much I don't understand. Are you all, really. . . pirates?”
“Ay, this is a pirate ship. A pirate fleet, actually. Captain Firen is one of the few pirate captains who 

heads a fleet.”
“So, he's like a pirate admiral, then?”
“Maybe. We don't much go in for titles like that. We just think of him as the high captain.”
”What do you guys. . .uh, trade in?” Asked Sara. Alyse smiled patiently.
“Weapons, natural resources and ore from asteroids and moons, drugs and medicine, sometimes 

plain old hard currency, goods from merchant ships. Antiquities. He has his hand in lots of things.”
“Do you trade in human cargo?”
“Our captain doesn't. Some other pirates do. Firen has low tolerance for the slave trade or slave 

traders. He even made sure that if the queen herself wanted to join his fleet she couldn't engage in 
trading slaves. She was displeased but she abides by the rule now that she joined her ship to his fleet.” 
Alyse seemed to come alive, talking of Captain Firen. Then Alyse bowed her head a bit, putting her 
hand to her mouth and then looked up at Sara shyly.



“Oh! I've said too much! And you thought a spy and all!” Alyse almost sounded as if she was about 
to wail.

“No, no! It's alright. I'm not who you think I am. I got lost here.” Alyse paused as if unsure of what 
to say next.

“I. . .used to be a slave. I was rescued from the station near Ryus D-4.”
“And what is that?”
“A planet where one of the popular pleasure houses in the Magus star system is located.”
“Oh my God, Alyse,” Sara was horrified. Alyse looked no older than seventeen.
“It's all in the past now. Firen and his crew rescued me. He does that sometimes, in between raids on 

other ships, cities or spaceports throughout the galaxy. Charity missions, rescue missions. He's fair and 
just.”

“He must have a lot of friends and champions in the galaxy then?”
“He does. He has many enemies too. Deadly ones. It's a marvel how he survives from day to day.” 

Sara watched the near worshipful look on Alyse's face as she talked about Captain Firen. He was a hero
of mythic status to this girl. Perhaps this Firen was not a monster after all. He certainly cut an imposing
figure. Sara began to relax a little. Whoa there, girl. She thought suddenly. Alyse is a part of his crew. 
You aren't. And there's still the other crew members to think about. Like Hatchet Face.

“Alyse, I don't mean any disrespect, but, is he going to make getting a doctor a priority?” Sara was 
feeling a little worried about her own well being should she become sick from the injection. Alyse 
shrugged.

“Doctor's who aren't charlatans are hard to come by on pirate ships. Sometimes you can find one 
who's been disgraced and actually knows his discipline well, but most won't work on a pirate's ship, for
obvious reasons. The respectable ones have to be kidnapped, especially if they need one badly 
enough.”

“Oh. But wouldn't that be a kind of unwilling slavery or servitude?”
“I suppose it would. We treat them well though. We don't abuse them. We do have healers back on 

our home planet. The native peoples are wonderful healers. I've learned a little bit from the tribal 
mother. So for now, Captain Firen says that I function as the medical help. But when we're out here in 
space and someone in the crew is badly injured we need a doctor. We have no other choice. No one 
who doesn't want trouble from Earth Fed helps pirates. We're the damned, not angels or saints.”

“I see.”
“Well,” Alyse sighed and gave her a once over and put her hands on her hips. “Is there anything else 

you'll be needing?”
“I don't think so. Thanks for seeing about me, Alyse.” Alyse nodded.
“I see the suit I brought you fits very well. Do you like it? Does it scratch or itch you?”
“I like it fine, actually. It feels soft to the touch. Did you take my other clothes?”
“I did. I'm also the resident washerwoman here too!” She laughed. “I'll have your clothes back here 

clean and dried in a little while. Also, if you need anything just press the sensor panel here by the blue 
indicator light,” she pointed to the light panel by the front sliding door. “And ask for me. A meal will be
coming soon. I think it's pork and gravy with turnips and potatoes, freeze-dried, of course. And some 
mediocre ale. It isn't until we get back to base that we truly eat like kings, Sara.” She smiled warmly, 
turned and left. Sara didn't detect any slyness, malice or suspicion from Alyse. Just genuine 
friendliness. She hoped to see Alyse again. 

Just as Alyse said, an hour later a meal was brought to her by a drone.  It was serviceable enough by 
most standards for freeze-dried food but because of her ordeal, it seemed especially mouth-watering. 
The forces that had carried her here were hard on the body. The current environment was brand new 
and those experiences plus the dry air of the ship made her ravenous. She wolfed everything down and 
finished the ale afterward. It fizzed warmly in her stomach, giving her a comfortably fuzzy feeling. It 
helped to relax her so that when the captain paid her a visit a few hours later she didn't jump out of her 



skin.
Captain Firen walked in two hours after she'd eaten. Unannounced.
“I see you've made yourself comfortable,” he said. She supposed it was his ship, after all. But still. 
Firen had an odd but pleasant lilt to his accent, she now noticed. 
“I've tried to make do.” She threw him her most defiant stare. He seemed amused. 
“Disobedience and defiance won't help you on this ship. You're an intruder and I still haven't decided

what should be done about you. So watch yourself, madam.” 
She couldn't help but notice how the muscles and sinews in his body underneath his suit moved as he

did, and how the long, powerful legs told of the strength and the grace of a dancer. He moved with a 
supreme confidence and control she had never seen in any man she'd known. His lips were generous 
and full and he had a slight a swagger. It wasn't full of bluster or false bravado, which she'd become 
adept at detecting in men. It was derived from a genuine confidence in who he was.

“So you're a pirate? A thief?” 
“Ay, I am and proud. And what are you, my sweet one? You insist you are not a spy but a time-

traveler. Why should I believe you? Tell me why I shouldn't sell you to a slave mine at the next 
planetary system? Or a pleasure house? I know quite a few associates who would pay a ransom for a 
woman with your looks. Old as you are, too.” Well, there goes the hero! She felt her spirits deflate and 
fear crept up in her mind again. But her anger flared at the jab too.

“Old as I am? What does that mean? I'm only twenty-four!” She protested. He barked out a laugh.
“And I'm only thirty. I run a fleet of ships. So what? You're not that young compared to many. I 

presume you must be from that peculiar time in human history when people refused to grow up. I 
would say, 1991.”

“What on Earth does that mean?” She asked, truly perplexed. “And how did you know when I was 
born?”

“I checked out the name you gave me, Sara McGregor. Oh, I don't know, the mid-twentieth to 
twenty-first century where childhood was extended until one reached, oh, what was it? The age of 
twenty-two? After they graduated from. . .university? Or was that thirty? That time where people 
stopped getting married and behaving like real men and real women with purpose. Extended 
childhood.”

“I have no idea what you're talking about!” She felt her face grow hot. He shrugged.
“Just as well. Through the long lens of time, that period seems strangest of all to me. Your clothing, 

when we caught you onboard, suggested you came from around that time period. At first I thought it 
was a costume until I realized that no one would wear a costume of fashions that drab. Forgive me if I 
insulted you by even suggesting it.” She was flustered by these asinine comments, so she said nothing. 
But he was right about when she'd been born. Nor did she want to go further down that path.

“So, you truly don't know how your grandmother came by the time traveling device?” He asked. 
Sara gathered that this was a fact-finding mission by the captain to get answers for himself and his 
crew. She wasn't out of the water yet. She decided that perhaps defiance and the fiery McGregor temper
wouldn't serve her well right now. She sighed, gathering herself together.

“To be honest, I don't know much about my maternal grandmother. I know her name was Anne 
McGinnis. That's all I really know.”

“According to record, Anne was married several times. After her life as a pirate, she remarried again 
for a third time and settled down with a man named Gil McGregor. Nothing shakes your memory? You 
truly don't know how she found the device?”

“No. Only that she gave it to my mother.”
“According to record, your grandmother found it on a raid somewhere in the Caribbean, off the coast

of Jamaica. They'd stolen it from a French merchant ship, after attacking and destroying the ship. Anne 
stated that it had originally come from a Barbary pirate ship.”

“How do you know that?”



“We keep extensive records of our family heritage here. There has always been a McGregor who has 
done so throughout time.” Sara was thinking deeply now as if trying to recall something. He went on, 
after pausing.

“Anne McGinnis,” he said, pensively. He threw her a sidelong look. “Not many knew of her exploits
as most of them she didn't write down, but she was a legend in this family. You talk of time travel. You 
weave a fanciful tale, madam.”

“But I have no reason to lie! I'm not weaving a tale! I have no other explanation! It's the truth,” she 
insisted. Calm down, Sara. She reminded herself. He seemed faintly amused by her outburst which 
angered her even more. She tried counting silently to ten.

“Ay. I had a fine time traipsing through the family records and so far you've told me the truth. So far. 
Do you know much about your mother? Who she was?”

“Again, only a little. She didn't talk much about herself or her folk.  All I know is that her maiden 
name was McGinnis. She'd been married before, I think. And then she married my dad, Daniel 
McGregor.” Sara frowned, thinking back. “When I was a girl, I sometimes saw her writing in a journal. 
An old journal. She'd write in it every Sunday night. When she was done she would put it away in a 
wooden box. One day I opened the box and saw what looked like family heirlooms. But no journal.”

“What among the heirlooms did you find?”
“Once I found an emerald ring.” Firen's face drained in color. He didn't speak for a few moments.
“What?” She asked. He shook his head and didn't answer.
“I see. So, how or why did you try to use it? The device? Did you even understand how to use it? 

How to chart your course through the doorways it might open to you?” He sounded as if he were 
familiar with such things. She gave him a questioning look.

“Well, no, actually. I. . .sometimes don't think things through, I guess. I was intrigued and I just 
wanted to see what it would do. It was. . .well, it was such a fascinating object. And it was shrouded in 
family history. No one in the family would talk about it. It was a hidden thing in the family. Honestly, I 
had no idea what I was doing when I tried to use it,” she said. The expression on his face had changed 
to something akin to sympathy. Or she thought so. And it was intense as if he were reading her very 
soul and making a decision about her from this soul gaze. It was just as well. She had nothing but the 
naked truth. If that wasn't enough, she didn't know what else to do. She would be doomed.

“A time traveling device is a very dangerous thing, madam” he chided. “for several reasons.” He 
produced a small, thin pad from the inside pocket of his suit. He set it on the center table and turned it 
on. A bright, sharp three-dimensional image sprang up of several different strange looking devices. One
was a pyramid. The others were similar to the one she had at home. 

“In case you don't know, these images are called holo-vids. Short for holo-vision images or videos, 
an older word for them. Tell me, Sara,  which one of these devices fits the one you said you had?” Sara 
examined each of the holo-vid images in fascination. She pointed to one of the astrolabes. 

“I also had a gauntlet that came with it, or wayfinder.” He seemed to look slightly relieved when she 
said that. She wasn't sure if that was the actual emotion registering on his face or if she was reading his 
expression wrong.

“I haven't found any evidence of a gauntlet,” He said flatly. Sara shook her head vigorously.
“I had one. I believe it was the only way I could get here. Or anywhere with the device.”
“Hmm,” he merely said, frowning. His brown eyes were penetrating and now that he was much 

closer to her she could see them clearly flecked with amber, gold and even tiny streaks of orange. They 
were strange and striking, almost alien, like the rest of him.

“Where are you. . .from?” She asked. He leaned back.
“I'm from Cygnus Station, of Uranus. I was born there. It no longer exists.”
“Uranus no longer exists?” She exclaimed, shocked.
“No, Cygnus Station. It was very large. So large that it looked like a native-built city rather than a 

station. It existed not in space but within the upper levels of Uranus's atmosphere. It was destroyed in 



the War of the Outer Planets. I never saw or took part in that battle. I was too young, but my mother 
did. Afterward, she took me aboard her ship and fled before the last battle, which annihilated the city, 
and I was raised on the Artemis.”

“Oh, I'm sorry.” 
“No need to be. It was an important pirates' hideout. Those don't tend to last long in the solar system.

It lasted much longer than most.”
“I still can't believe you're a pirate,” she said, almost whispering.
“Ay, I am.” He threw his head back proudly. He laughed deep. “You look as ravishing and beautiful 

as the full moon. You ought to be a pirate king's woman.” Sara felt flustered and aghast at this last 
comment. He seemed amused by her discomfort. 

“A pirate king's woman?” She scoffed.
“Indeed. I hope you really aren't a spy. You intrigue me. A woman all by herself in this part of the 

galaxy with no weapon on her, no family, and a cryptic history? Fascinating. Are you a golden-haired 
angel or golden-haired fiend? I wonder. You're the most interesting thing that's happened to me this 
week.”

“Only in a week? You must run across a lot out here. I'm glad you find me interesting instead of 
threatening,” Sara said. His face darkened though his smile never faltered.

“I did not say that. Let's hope you turn out to be an angel, my sweet one. Because if you are lying, 
things won't end well for you.”



Chapter Eight

Firen left the prisoner in the ship's reserved quarters, usually for the rare honored guest but lately 
they hadn't had much time for entertaining. There was too much politicking and intriguing to keep up 
with, especially now that his mother traveled with the fleet. It was something his mother loved with a 
passion and something he loathed. And now he had either a stowaway or a spy on his ship and no one 
quite understood how she got there and the woman herself was a mystery when it came to her 
explanation. It was possible that he would have to perform another execution in a few days if her story 
didn't pan out. He still had the gauntlet to search for, if there was one. He had set a trap for her by 
allowing the nurse Alyse to come and go from the prisoner's quarters. Sweet, unsuspecting Alyse. The 
drone that guarded her door would be turned off at night. He would watch to see if she tried to leave the
quarters to communicate with whoever she was working for or if she tried to use Alyse in some way to 
escape.  Any move from her and she would be shot. 

He fixed himself a glass of Belerian wine and went over to his wrap-around-sized viewport and sat 
down in his favorite chair to brood. 

I don't know. 
Firen always seemed sure of himself but at times he was plagued by doubts. He hated it. A part of 

him was beginning to think that perhaps her story wasn't so far-fetched, that maybe she was telling the 
truth but he knew the crew wouldn't accept her story. The chair rose to fit the contours of his body. He 
didn't know when he'd been so tired and they hadn't made a proper raid in nearly three weeks. The 
small cargo ships didn't count. No challenge or fight there to get the blood boiling. 

It was mental tiredness. He tapped the computer console built in his chair for music to soothe him. 
He chose an ancient tune of Rabelais Villon to sooth his nerves. 

They had received a tip months ago that his mother would be assassinated. His nerves were on edge 
ever since. Everything had been put on hold in order to root out this threat. It spread him too thin. He 
also worried whether any spy had gotten wind of the secret stargate project that he and the most trusted 
members of his crew had been planning for years.

The first attempt was traced back to Guy Luzane, one of the crime lords of the Scorpius Syndicate 
who had connections to the Saturnalian pirates. He'd taken down Guy a year ago, chasing him all the 
way to the Outer Rim, destroying Luzane and his crew. But there were others.

Extra care had to be given to set a watch on her everywhere she went. Not to mention that his 
mother, the Lioness of Garinthia, had made many enemies in the first quadrant by simply living longer 
than her rivals and outsmarting them in their games. She was vengeful, deceptive, haughty, 
bloodthirsty, and given to sudden fits of rage and temper. Long ago she and her crew had suffered a 
terrible wrong, her first crew killed in the process and among them, some of his elder brothers and 
sisters. The villains were a crew of Saturnalian pirates who were trying to take over as the preeminent 
pirate gang of The Brotherhood syndicate right after the pirate king was killed. The incident had 
happened before he was born but ever since then, she had vowed to destroy every Saturnalian she 
encountered and she nearly succeeded. But in the process she'd made enemies in other syndicates 
aligned with the Saturnalians. 

Her saving grace was a well-kept secret. Two of them. The Brotherhood jealously guarded these 
powerful secrets, along with possessing the wits and contacts to stay just ahead of most of their pirate 
rivals, government agents and merchant companies that sailed the stars. They had their own stargate 
protocols and were in the slow process of finding the necessary materials to build their own stargate. 
Second, and most importantly,  they knew how to cloak their ships and their greatest hideout, the planet
Garinthia. The source of their advantage was a piece of advanced alien technology called the Scepter, 
technology stolen from a derelict alien military ship lost just beyond the Outer Rim, beyond the very 
edges of the Milky Way galaxy. It had the ability to cloak entire planetary systems. And the McGregor 



family, out of the entire brotherhood, owned the Scepter.
The Saturnalians, once powerful, were now a straggling collection of poor ships, maneuvered out of 

the race for power after the pirate queen was done waging war on them. But she'd made other enemies 
because of her vow and these, less bold and rash than the Saturnalians, lurked in the shadows.

And she didn't give a damn. That was his mother's worst flaw.
On the other hand, she was as generous and broad-handed to her friends as she was fiendish to her 

enemies. She was a pirate, through and through, bold as ten thousand suns. Most of his brothers and 
sisters had died in this life. One day he would too. That was the way of it. He was her last and youngest
child. And in some ways he was like his mother. But he had a quiet side to him that needed solitude, a 
side that drank in the romantic things of times past, that appreciated the beauty of the stars they 
traversed instead of always pillaging and raiding and killing. She had no such desires or any quiet life 
of the mind. She thought such things ridiculous.

Now, instead of harrying or running from privateers and merchant ships he was gathering a convoy 
to protect his mother. Not that he didn't want to – he'd skin alive anyone who threatened her – but she 
tended to start fires all around the galaxy and he had to rush to put them out. But he had to admit she 
was well loved by the people.

They were headed back to Garinthia, protected by the Scepter and, therefore, one of the rare pirate 
hideouts that flourished into a complex web of prosperous, relatively peacefully co-existing societies. 
There were hundreds of pirate hideouts on the planet and for pirate ships that happened to be passing 
near the planet, Garinthia offered rest, comfort, security and escape if they were on the run or needed 
supplies. 

He gazed out at the vast starry night of deep space. He wanted a woman he could share his deepest 
passions and innermost thoughts with, who wouldn't laugh at him or think him weak. He could fly a 
fleet of ships through an asteroid belt to escape capture, kill a man for looking at him wrong but he 
rarely had any outlet for the other side of him that loved music, poetry and the appreciation of beauty. 
Not just for the purposes of satisfying his lusts, though he enjoyed that too. But for its on sake. Most of 
his comrades and friends and fellow pirates saw art, sculpture and the antiquities they stole or looted in 
the middle of continental or planetary upheaval as valuable artworks that simply provided a lot of 
money and nothing more. But he preferred to collect some of them. One outlet he did have was stealing
pharmaceutical drugs from drug merchant ships and medical ships and giving them to planetary 
outposts, poor cities on Old Worlds and economically depressed colony stations that were often 
neglected. It was dangerous work and no profit in it, but he enjoyed doing it. Most people there were 
ignored because profits could no longer be made in such places. The resources dwindled or mined out 
and the area left more or less a blasted, ruined heap. Some were natives to certain planets chased out by
government and business interests that wanted the resources. These people often dealt with famine, 
disease and were preyed upon by other gangs and cartels. When he could, he helped such desperate 
colonies with food and weapons to protect themselves, and money and medicine. He had a regular raid 
and run operation set-up that took food, goods and medicine and sometimes money going to waste, 
stolen from merchant, military or government ships sorely needed and gave them freely to these 
forgotten places. He was well loved and fiercely protected by these people all over the galaxy. This 
gave him some small happiness. But who to share such things with? Most women in the business were 
tough, many beautiful and good fighters, some captains of their own ships, but so far he'd found none 
who shared his love for these acts. Pirates expected and respected strength. So, the hard exterior had to 
remain. 

An urgent message was sent from Dagwood. The alert bleated. He sat at his personal console and 
opened a channel to Dagwood.

“Yes, Dag?” 
“We have a problem, captain. The Artemis has broken from the convoy towards the Hydra system. I 

believe a Saturnalian ship is within that vicinity.”



“Again? Without reinforcements? Without alerting the rest of the fleet? Damn her!”
“Ay, captain. From Mara, there are two Saturnalian ships on scientific exploration in the area. They 

are not pirate ships.” There was a pause. Firen felt a creeping sense of dread deep in his bowels.
“Something isn't right. I don't understand why she doesn't see it. Have the Ponce, the Dragon, and 

the Barbarian follow the Coriolis. We will follow the Artemis. The Starbird will take the lead in guiding
the fleet back to Garinthia.”

“Ay, captain. And captain?”
“Yes, Dag?”
“The prisoner on board. You know she's a spy, don't you?”
“You know nothing of the sort, Dag. The situation is being dealt with.”
“Will you keep someone aboard that is an obvious threat to the queen? We've already caught one 

assassin.”
“I'll determine what a threat to her is. Follow my orders!” 
As for the stowaway and her so-called gauntlet, there were a few pertinent questions he had for the 

android and Cain when this latest incident was resolved.
“Yes, captain,” said Dag. He could hear the sour disapproval in his voice as the com-link broke off. It

wouldn't be the first time his orders disturbed the crew, but they were a loyal bunch. Mostly. Lately, his 
mother had done much to erode confidence in his authority and in her own ability to lead her own crew.
People were talking. He even once heard the word “senile” fall from someone's lips. That crew 
member, one of the galley cooks, got a sound beating for it and was ousted from the crew at the nearest 
landing port but it didn't change the fact that people were wondering if she was still fit to rule 
Garinthia. 

If they got out of this alive they were going to have a talk. That talk would probably end in a battle 
royale. But pitched battles among kin wasn't unusual in the McGregor family.

. . .
Arriving near the Hydra system, Firen found that his suspicions were correct. A trap had been set and

the queen was headed straight for it. Through his ship's sensor scanners, five other battle ships were 
detected, deploying a primitive cloaking shield in the vicinity, waiting for the Artemis.

“Hail the Artemis, damn it! Cloak the channel as best you can!” He shouted as they drew closer to 
the Hydra system.

“Ay, sir. Hailing the Artemis!” Said Mara.
“Captain McGregor! This is Fleet Captain! Where in the hell are you going?” There was no answer.
“Captain Diana McGregor! You are headed into a trap! It's a trap!” Then she answered.
“I well know they try to deceive me! I have a gift in store for them when I arrive.”
“I order you to break away from the chase and head back to Garinthia-” she cut off the channel. He 

had the Artemis hailed again and again, but there was silence. He sighed in disgust.
“Follow that ship!” He demanded. The Artemis disappeared from his sensors.  A slight signature 

remained, but it winked in and out of observation.
“What's she doing?”
“She's disappeared completely!” Said Lyle, one of the bridge crew. Then all of a sudden one of the 

hiding battleships came out of cloaking and as soon as it did it was fired upon by the Artemis and 
exploded. A few seconds later the other battleship close by was attacked. Laser torpedoes seared the 
ship nearly in half. Small explosions went off in a chain reaction in the ship, detritus and debris and its 
crew flying out into space. The Artemis then came out of cloaking mode.

“That was the Artemis? Where did they get a cloaking technology that can hide from us?” Exclaimed
Dag.

“Most likely from home,” Firen said, frowning. Diana definitely had something up her sleeve.
“Enemy ship on the Artemis's tail! I guess they aren't scientific exploration ships after all!”
“Open fleet channel!” A channel was open to the remaining ships in his fleet.



“All fleet ships, stand by. Dag, engage the third ship. When we get into position, fire!” Commanded 
Firen.

In only fifteen minutes, the battle was over. 
And Firen was furious.

. . .

It didn't matter that they'd won. It's what it represented. They could have all been killed. It was 
astonishing how blind his mother's hatred had become. It was fouling her ability to reason. She'd never 
met a Saturnalian she didn't kill after that fateful day so many years ago. Their entire race probably 
rued the day they let Queen Diana survive. Her hatred extended beyond the pirates of their race. Once 
she had captured a Saturnalian pleasure cruise ship going to the Vega system. She and her crew boarded
the ship and killed everyone on board, men, women, and children. 

She was losing her ability to lead. This would be reported, he was certain, to the council back on 
Garinthia, where they had been traveling in a convoy to the Great Convening. This would affect 
everything. They held the Scepter and with it kept Garinthia hidden and safe from the prying eyes of 
Earth Federation and all those who hated pirates. The McGregor family had held the Scepter for over 
twenty years. They couldn't lose it. It just couldn't happen. 

Firen and his mother had held The Brotherhood and its satellite pirate gangs together for many years.
They believed in Garinthia, in a place of their own for pirates and other outsiders. It wasn't just about 
self-interest, at least not to him. It meant having a bond and an organization of power behind them. A 
power base. When The Brotherhood rose in power, the Earth Federation and other governments and 
mercenary groups had found pirates a powerful force to be reckoned with in the galaxy. It all started 
with the finding of the Scepter, a piece of alien technology from beings now long gone from the known
universe, found in an ancient derelict ship near the Great Unknown.

They couldn't lose this or their whole way of life would be destroyed. The other syndicates were 
mainly for self-interested profit. They didn't understand the importance of having a true ruling seat of 
power or a truly protected place. They didn't care.

After being waylaid by an unnecessary battle, they were now back on track to Garinthia. Queen 
Diana had come aboard the Coriolis as he'd demanded to his private quarters. She swept in imperiously,
as was her usual way and sat down across from his desk, crossing her long legs and leaning back with 
an expression bordering on a smirk.

“You really ought to overhaul this ship, Firen. It looks old and tired.” Insults. Her usual tactic when 
she knew he was annoyed with her.

“I would if I wasn't spending so much of my precious time chasing after, guarding and protecting 
you, mother,” he said sarcastically. He spared her the humiliating informality of calling her mother in 
public but in private they were mother and son. Her smirk was full on now.

“Good,” she said, showing teeth. “If I weren't here you'd be writing bad poetry and filling your days 
with angst-ridden daydreams of rescuing ice princesses in crystal-spired cities floating amongst rose 
and lavender painted clouds. Apparently the Fates have weaved me into your life, son, to remind your 
primitive mind of your manly duties.” If she weren't his mother he would have struck her for that veiled
insult against his father. He shifted slightly in his seat, making his face a calm mask, refusing to be 
baited

'”Be still, mother.” 
“Be still,” she said derisively. “How respectful you are. You are the only one in the universe who can

command me to come and go. I'm sure you enjoy it. What is your will, Master?” She emphasized the 
last word with sarcasm. Her eyes danced with fire. 

Of course. After you've ignored my orders to have your way, now you obey.
“Don't test me You've put our entire family legacy in jeopardy over this foolish act!” She raised a 

brow.



“Foolish act? Is that what you think this was? I made a vow. Do you think that because my vow was 
made decades ago that I've forgotten it? Should I simply forget about the lives of my crew and the 
disgusting cruelties they were put under just to assuage your pride, my son?”

“It's not about my pride! Your pride is the problem! As for your old crew, you've avenged them three 
times over. What happened to them was grievous, but we are all pirates here. Pirates die. That's the 
life.”

“What happened to them was a crime against nature! And would you be so cavalier if it were your 
life hanging in the balance? Your crew?”  

“Every time I set foot on the Coriolis I'm under threat. And so are they. We chose this life. You are a 
damned fool, mother! Don't be surprised if we lose the Scepter!” The smirk disappeared.

“Lose the Scepter? Whatever are you talking about?  How ridiculous! We will not lose the Scepter! 
You know what? Not even Rikol could talk to me the way that you do.” Her face stewed with scarlet 
color and color darkened his face as well.

“People are speaking against you. The council no longer supports you.”
“But they still support you. And you still support me, don't you?” She threw him an expectant look. 

He didn't answer. She leaned back, watching his face. “People are always speaking against me. What of
it?” 

“This time the talk is serious. There is talk of overthrowing the family. Even my crew is not over 
fond of your actions lately. And they tolerate a lot because of me. Many on the Grand Council think the
McGregors have lost the ability to lead and to keep Garinthia and its people safe from destruction! That
is your doing. And do not speak to me of Rikol!” He spat. Other pirate gangs did not love Garinthia like
he did, other than being glad of having it as a lush planetary hideout from capture. But there were 
native populations and colonies on the planet who relied on its vast natural resources, the trade of pirate
booty and the protection of the McGregors to live and flourish, away from the oppression and violence 
that would come from the Earth Federation and its allies. Garinthia, larger than Earth, was a planet full 
of verdant life, like Earth once was so long ago, and rich with natural resources. He didn't want to lose 
Garinthia to Earth Federation attacks, prospectors, unscrupulous businesses and government 
contractors looking to make a killing nor allow them to get even with the pirate gangs that bled them. 
But he'd learned these values from his father. A home was important. It was not just a place where you 
put up your feet. It was a place where you put down roots. People who have no home and don't know 
where they came from don't know where they are going. Where there is no root, there is no protection 
and there is no legacy. His father's words. The exact opposite from the values he'd learned after his 
father died, when he was taken aboard his mother's ship.

“You have a lot of nerve! The reason why we aren't beset by vile attacks from flesh reavers every 
day is because of my vow, son! I'm not as old and senile as everyone thinks. I have my reasons and 
they aren't always led by caprice.”

“That could have fooled me.”
“Besides, if we want to talk about foolish mistakes, why do you still have that intruder on board your

ship? Shouldn't she have been put to death by now? Is she really one of us? Don't tell me a pretty face 
has got you all caught up?” She sneered.

“We may be distant kin. As far as I know she descended from pirates. You know the rule.” He still 
wasn't sure about this, but he hesitated to kill the woman.

“And you have verified this?”
“Yes. My investigations aren't finished.”
“Of all my children, you are the most soft-hearted. How is it in this black universe that the Fates took

them from me and allowed you to remain, Firen?"
“A mystery. Why don't you climb the loom and ask them? I think I still have a sister or two left, 

somewhere in the galaxy.”
“A pity she never calls or comes for a visit.” 



I wonder why? He thought dryly.
“I think I would prefer she be captain of the Coriolis, instead of you.”
“I know you didn't mean that, mother."
“Your brother Rikol was my very image. Now he was a real McGregor, through me and his father. 

Savage as a glorious beast and greatly feared throughout the galaxy. Far more than you. He would have
rightly done away with the council. But then, I suppose that was my mistake in choosing your father to 
have you." She was goading him again. He counted to five silently to compose himself before 
speaking, struggling to keep himself from smashing the table, which would only add to her amusement.

“He would have undone all the great things King Dundee built. But then, Rikol had more savagery 
than sense.” He said coldly. Not many pirates would willingly start a pissing match with Earth Fed or 
the New India Spice Company. Rikol was also very much like his mother when it came to displaying 
cold, hard reason. He had none. The queen rolled her eyes and changed the subject. 

“So what are you going to do about this feral cat named . . Sara, was it?”
“That's not for you to worry about. I'll deal with her. If she proves to be unfit to carry the blood of 

her forebears, all the worse for her,” he said coldly. “As for you,” he pointed a finger at her, “you will 
be confined to your ship for the rest of the trip. I thought that I could trust you to use better judgment 
now that we are in such a delicate time. The Great Convening is nearly here and your actions only give 
fuel to our rivals' accusations of incompetent rule. And no, I don't enjoy imprisoning my own mother, 
but after today, you leave me no choice.” She twisted her mouth, making a sound of disgust.

Here it comes, he thought annoyed. He braced himself for the missive.
“Rikol would never have treated his mother, his queen, in this abominable manner! Rikol was a true 

and noble warrior and a good son." She always brought up Rikol when she was angry or frustrated with
him. Rikol this, Rikol that. Like a hammer.

Rikol was her firstborn child from the pirate king, and her favorite. He was her spitting image and 
had been old enough to be Firen's father when he was still living.

“Had Rikol actually been intelligent he would still be alive," he reminded her. A fact she hated to 
hear. He'd hated Rikol and Rikol had no love for him either. Rikol had been utterly fearless like the 
queen. He dared to tread where no pirate dared unless forced to - the Earth Federation naval bases and 
the powerful ships of the New East India Company. But there was boldness and then there was 
stupidity. Rikol had stood far closer to the end of the stupidity end of the scale and paid for it with his 
life and the lives of his entire crew.  

Rikol's cruelty was legendary and he had no pity for anyone, blood relative or not. He had killed one 
of his own brothers in a dispute over a stolen cargo ship full of copper ore and he'd killed a cousin in an
argument over a woman in a bar. Kinslaying was the worst. Even the queen couldn't ignore that. She 
had reluctantly banished him from Garinthia afterward. Rikol had gained all of the worst qualities of 
his parents' personalities, in Firen's opinion, and none of the good ones, and met the end he'd deserved.

She'd had ten children, four from the pirate king, the other six, including him, from other lovers after
the king's death. She'd often lamented Firen's disposition. As a child, he'd never understood her 
antagonism toward him. Now he did. Her other lovers and consorts, including the man who made her 
his queen, were outward focused, brash and violent like her. But his father was a sensitive empath and a
musician from the windy mistborn sky city of Cygnus on Uranus. Often called The Diamond Sky City 
for the diamond mining industry that had grown up around it for over seventy years, it had grown 
wealthy in the diamond mining and trading before its destruction. It was known for its music, arts and 
architecture, unrivaled anywhere in the solar system. As a child, he still remembered the glittering 
spires of the unique station and the beautiful, ethereal culture that surrounded it. And he remembered 
his father's imaginative music, poetry, his depths in thinking and imagination, and his gentleness. 

Firen sighed. He wasn't a true empath, but he had a faint echo of his father's empathic ability. His 
father taught him how to use his scant abilities to understand the people and the world around him 
through minute observation of their feelings and emotions and Firen fought to keep this trait, though 



the queen had tried her best to drive it out of him. 
While she rose he called five men and women of his security team to his private quarters to escort 

her back to her ship and he opened a channel to Dag.
“Dag, I need a level eight tracking beam attached to the Artemis for the rest of the trip. And lock it 

down with an electro-vise.” 
“Ay, captain,” said Dag. He glanced up at his mother as she left under guard. She turned and gave 

him a sour look. 
“Make the vise triple secure. I don't feel like fighting any more impromptu battles for the duration of 

this accursed trip!” He said, a smirk forming on his face.
“Yes, captain!”



Chapter Nine
 
Sara learned that the fleet of ships was on its way to a planet called Garinthia, in the Epsilon Eridani 

star system, which had dual suns. The only thing she recognized from what Alyse told her was that they
still remained somewhere within the Milky Way galaxy. They were somewhere within the vicinity of 
this planet now, after over a week of traveling.

From her viewport, she could finally get a tantalizing glimpse. It was a beautiful bluish green world. 
Large cottony clouds drifted over its surface, bluish green seas, massive rivers interspersed with vast 
green and brown land masses made it look like a twin of Earth. She wondered what creatures and 
peoples existed down there on the surface. She even saw several small space stations or space cities, as 
Alyse called them, rotating right above the planet's surface.

What disturbed her was the silence for the rest of the trip to Garinthia from the captain or anyone 
else. Sara got the feeling that Alyse was here to watch her as well as keep her company. At least Alyse 
was kind. Just as these thoughts entered her mind the captain suddenly entered. Sara caught a glimpse 
of the hovering drone just outside the door.

“Alyse, prepare for landing. We'll be at the Fissure in one hour.”
“Yes, captain,” she said, leaving the room. He turned to Sara, his expression unreadable.
“I made a search for your gauntlet. There was no such thing found on my ship.” That can't be! She 

thought unhappily.
“I swear to you, that's the only way I got here! Did you ask the android and that other man?” He 

nodded calmly, his face still unreadable.
“Well,” she sputtered, “well. . .I have no other answer! I had a gauntlet and that's how I got on your 

ship! I had one! By accident. I hadn't meant to come here. I have nothing else to tell you,” she said 
helplessly. He said nothing, merely studied her.

“When I came here I had the gauntlet on. The android found me first. Then the other man with the 
huge eyebrows and the bald head walked in. He hit me and knocked me out. When I came to I was tied 
up, sitting in front of you and your crew, and my gauntlet was gone. That's all I know.” There was 
nothing else she could tell him. She felt hope and confidence drain out of her. She felt cold inside. She 
folded her arms against his unrelenting gaze. Perhaps she'd sealed her death by coming here. Why 
would they keep her on board now?

“The android has to know. He was the first who saw me with it. He knows I'm not lying,” she said. 
She could hear the tremor in her own voice which further punctured her hope. It was hard to keep the 
desperation out of her voice.

He approached her, holding something in his hand. It was a metal bracelet. He strapped this on her 
wrist. It was a thick, wide band of metal that was actually warm to the touch. It had several lights that 
blinked and lit up as the metal touched her skin. 

“It's an identification bracelet. If you are more than three hundred feet from me or this ship, I have an
alarm that will sound.”

“What's it for?”
“That's for me to know. It's important that you hide it under the sleeve of your suit. Get ready. We'll 

be leaving the ship soon for the fortress.” He turned abruptly and left, leaving her perplexed.
. . .

Firen had many things on his mind and foremost among them after the near disaster the queen had 
caused was his prisoner. He had the messages received by the Artemis examined and one, in particular, 
he found odd. It was a message from someone marked: Unknown. It was the very one with the 
erroneous information about where the so-called scientific exploration ships would be found. The one 
that had led to the ambush. When he further examined the source, he found that the message was 



untraceable. But there was a callback or echo of information that seemed odd, as if wherever it was 
generated from, it came from the vicinity of the fleet. If there was a spy on the ship, it wouldn't be odd 
at all. He questioned the queen on it and she'd said that those particular messages were always marked 
as unknown because she had requested this. She didn't like her secret transmissions examined. But 
something was amiss here. This particular transmission was intended to deceive her.

DNA had been taken from the prisoner, hair samples, and saliva samples, unbeknownst to her and 
studied against the DNA markers from him, his mother and a dead ancestor. The would be sent to the 
lab at the fortress as soon as they all de-boarded. She looked like a McGregor, but biology would tell. 

The more he thought about it, the more he doubted that she was lying, but he still wasn't sure. He 
glanced down at the tracker. The little blue light blinked every three seconds and sent information 
about the prisoner's life signs, indicating where the prisoner was located. It would turn red if the 
bracelet was removed, tampered with or broken. Or if the prisoner was in distress or dying. That 
bracelet would serve not only as a way to track her movements but as a protection for her should 
anyone decide to make a move against her. The desire to kill the prisoner from certain members of his 
crew remained. And he needed to be sure of things before anything like that happened. The gauntlet she
claimed she had hadn't been found anywhere. But maybe she really did have one. 

Two days prior during the hours when most of the crew was asleep he had the ship's computer do a 
thorough sweep scan from front to back and back to front, three times. Nothing. He questioned Cain on
how he found the prisoner He questioned the android. They both said that she was not carrying 
anything like a gantlet when they found her. In fact, no weapons had ever been found on her nor were 
any weapons unaccounted for on the ship. But there were some discrepancies he didn't like in their 
stories. 

Sara said she woke up in the treasure room sitting in a pile of rugs and textiles, wearing her gauntlet. 
She never mentioned anything about being in the lift. But then, she probably wouldn't. She said that the
android found her first and tried to help her. Then Cain had walked in, found them both and knocked 
her unconscious, tied her up and brought her in front of the crew after alerting him on the matter. 
Androlis's view of events fit exactly with Cain's. Cain had said he found the woman in the treasure 
room after Androlis called him to alert him of the intruder. Cain said she never had any gauntlet on her 
at all. Androlis never mentioned it until asked. Androlis said he did not recall her wearing any such 
device. 

Both Cain and Androlis had said she had been hiding in one of the turbo lifts in the treasure room 
when they caught her. Androlis wouldn't lie, he was an android. Firen didn't know Sara at all, she could 
very well be a liar and a sleeper spy. Cain had the same capacity to lie, when it suited him, which was 
true for everyone else in the fleet, including himself. Her story was the most unbelievable and strange 
and reason dictated that she was lying. But time-travel devices most certainly did exist. He'd seen a few
and even tried to collect them in the past, without much luck. They existed in the murky, dark world of 
special antiquity and alchemical items that people believed had special power. And he knew that certain
ones, those made in ancient Phoenicia on Earth were originally made with gauntlet-like gloves, but he'd
heard that all of them had disappeared. Thus time-traveling devices these days were often broken or 
unusable. This didn't stop people from collecting them, stealing them or committing murder over them.

As for the mysterious call that had the queen running headlong into a murderous trap, he found no 
extra communication devices aboard the ship that the prisoner might have used to engineer it. And he 
had the work-bots search diligently through transmission records and activity on the ship in the days 
leading up to the misdirection.

A sudden, sharp thought occurred to him. Sara's desperate look and the plaintive quality in her voice 
nagged at him. He could tell that she was not good at lying. What she felt was written on her face. He'd 
guessed that by closely observing her. It was time to do some more investigating. He would keep the 
woman close. To watch her. He had a plan.

As the fleet had entered the atmosphere and prepared for landing, he watched the great green 



landmass of Dodecea, the land they dwelt in. The giant circular bay doors to the underground bay and 
docks rose high above the water line of the lake, bending the great water trees growing from the floor 
of the lake. Hanging vines and all manner of vegetation slid down to reveal this construction rising out 
of the misty deep. The doors opened like the petals of a huge metal flower and the fleet of ships, one by
one lowered themselves into the underwater docking bay of the Fissure, the family fortress and the 
biggest and most well guarded hiding place in Garinthia. Some ways off there was a large, natural 
looking rock formation jutting out of the swamp, the fortress proper. Because of the shielding 
technology they used, it looked merely like a giant rock until up close.  

Cranes and other birds, their pink and white feathers a pleasing contrast to the dark greens, browns 
and blues of the vast swamp lands and bogs flocked together and flew away in languid formations, 
shuffled and disturbed by the ships coming in. The air was especially thick today, even greenish. If any 
human wanted to go outside they would have to use masks. Only the natives could withstand such thick
moist air without having trouble breathing. Sometimes the air was so thick with moisture and oxygen 
that normal human colonists and pirates passed out. The humans well-adapted to the atmosphere fared 
better. But they were often third and fourth generation inhabitants, descended from the first colonists 
that had settled here two centuries ago. If any hapless victims remained passed out they didn't last long 
in the swamps. All manner of hungry creatures looking for an easy meal would get to them before they 
came to. The first colony was abandoned and most of them died. But some hadn't. The environment-
adapted humans learned to get along with the native populations and these descendants looked slightly 
different from Earth humans and humans from the other inner realm of planets and stations. They 
looked slightly alien and exotic.

. . .

Their hideout was surrounded by vast stretches of forested and swamp lands. High above there were 
mountains that rose up out of the thick, musk, vegetal and floral scented swamp forests. The Fissure 
fortress hideout also hosted many long, wide circular housing structures that spread out along raised 
floating foundations just above the water line around it. Other more natural looking structures that 
looked much older seemed to be built within the swampy waters. They were dome-shaped buildings 
and to Sara, and the older ones appeared to be sinking. The entire place looked like a wild, primitive 
kingdom with its castle, or great house and a rambling spread of villages sprouting up all around it. 
Above it there seemed to be dwellings among the trees. He took the communicator box from his hip 
and opened a channel.

“Lilith, this is Captain Firen. You and Cora need to escort the prisoner to one of the cells under my 
private chamber. Keep her under careful guard.”

“Yes, captain,” she sounded more enthusiastic than he'd heard in a long while. Then he made a 
location search for the android.

“Computer, authorization code one, Captain Firen,” he said. The ship's computer voice was 
activated.

“Yes, Captain Firen?” It answered.
“Locate the android Androlis.” There was a slight pause as the computer tracked Androlis's 

movements on the ship.
“Androlis is in the data and cache cleaning chamber on deck two.” Firen felt slightly alarmed. 
“Why?”
“Unknown, captain. Androlis is in the middle of a clean sweep of his processes. Do you want to 

arrange to have him come to your private quarters afterward?”
“Yes, please.” Firen thought this strange and he didn't like it. If he tried to pull the android now, he 

might destroy valuable components and systems he needed for Androlis to perform his duties properly. 
Androlis rarely ever had his processes wiped clean unless he was on a secret mission with him or 
another captain of his fleet where top secret information would be gathered by him. Such a process 



prevented enemies from retrieving such information out of the android. But this was a routine trip for 
him. He posed another question to the ship's computer.

“Computer, is there anyone else with him in the chamber?”
“No, captain.”
“Who directed Androlis to wipe his systems?”
“Unknown, captain.” Unknown! Why unknown? Who was covering their tracks? And why?
He had an idea to resolve this issue of the prisoner. He waited for Androlis to appear which would be

in about two hours. Once the android entered his private quarters he would do another private 
examination of the android's systems and find an answer.

The Coriolis and the other ships had docked and were now being unloaded and prepared for 
servicing by a flurry of bots and grunt workers that hung around the docking bays. Firen made for his 
ship's quarters one last time before de-boarding.



Chapter Ten

“It wasn't me! I'm not the one you're looking for!” She screamed. But the words fell on deaf ears.
“You think I care? You actually think it matters?” The woman taunted. Sara was tied, again, this time

with her hands behind her back. She could feel the swelling of future bruises on her arms and legs from
the beating the woman had given her. She'd taken Sara to a dungeon-like room, tied her up and without 
word or warning took out a long, thin club and started beating her with it once the doors were locked. 
She'd slapped her several times and Sara was sure the left side of her face was as swollen as a balloon. 
She'd kicked her several times after Sara fell to the ground. Now the woman held her by her hair.

“All this long, beautiful hair you have, princess. I wonder how you would look if you were bald, and 
maybe with a few grooves in your scalp for good measure!” She produced a knife from her belt and 
slid it over Sara's cheek. Sara screamed in rage. The other woman just laughed. And grabbed a handful 
of hair at the root, jerking her head back so far Sara heard her neck joints crack. She began shaving at 
her scalp. Sara, from the strength of a rush of adrenaline, lunged herself into the woman, catching her 
nearly off guard. The woman stumbled back against a chair with Sara on top of her.

“Help! Help!” She screamed though she knew no one would come to her aid. They tousled on the 
floor and the woman threw her off. She still had the knife and now Sara could feel blood spurting from 
a wound in her arm from the tousle and it was running down in a warm stream from her right side and 
down the side of her face. She crashed to the ground with a thud, feeling the room spinning around her. 
The woman was still laughing, still brandishing the knife, which was bloodied on its edge. She licked 
the blade's edge and came after Sara again until the doors suddenly opened.

“What in hell's blazes are you doing, Lilith?” It was Hatchet Face. Or Cain.
“What's it look like, love?”
“When Firen gets down here he'll have your hide, woman! We've no time for your sadistic games! 

We've work to do!”
“Why not? What is she now? His new bed warmer?”
“Get up! We've work to do!” He approached and stood, staring down at Sara.
“Well, you didn't bang her up too much. Thank the stars.” Sara said nothing but looked up at him 

through a blood and sweat-soaked face.
“Get someone to clean this up,” He ordered Lilith. He had the cold look of malice. “We've got a big 

problem.”
“What's new?” She asked, putting her knife away. “There's always a problem on this ship. If this 

were the Artemis or the Hell Mouth she would have been dealt with already,” she said.
“Forget her! Come on, love. We need to talk.” He grabbed her arm, looking perturbed about 

something. Finally, the woman left with Hatchet Face. 
This new adventure was not going well at all. Sara wondered in fear what her last moments would be

like. If only someone would find the damned gauntlet! She hoped the thing would turn up soon because 
she wasn't sure how much more of this she could take.

. . .

“Androlis, I wanted you here because I need to check something. You went to the system and cache 
cleaning chamber after a routine trip. Why?”

“What do you mean, captain?”
“You don't usually do that unless we're on a private raid or top security mission. What prompted it?” 

Asked Firen as he downloaded a special rollback-search program onto a chip from his computer 
console.

“Every so often an android must keep its systems and processes fresh and renewed so that 
functioning doesn't slow down at critical junctures. It isn't always true that an android won't to wipe a 



system after a routine mission on a pirate's ship.” 
“But it's still unusual.” Firen frowned. That was an unusual answer too. He'd never heard the 

Androlis say that before. With advanced androids such as Androlis, this procedure was no longer 
needed except once a year but he didn't find any need to argue the point. There were very specific 
reasons why an android's memory banks might be wiped.

“I need to do a full scan on your memory.”
“But captain, you won't find anything there. It's been wiped clean of everything of the last three 

weeks. There's no trace left of what I did before this morning.”
“So it wasn't a full wipe?”
“No,” said the android, “but enough that you may be wasting your time.”
“I'll determine when my time is wasted, Androlis.” Firen was even more suspicious now. He had his 

private apartments locked and ordered a command not to be disturbed. Someone was at the door. His 
chime rang again and again. He turned it off and ignored it. The computer beeped to indicate it was 
downloading.

“Captain, what is this for? I find it highly unusual, and your behavior towards me, highly unusual.”
“That's because I've found some highly unusual activities happening on my ship, of which you no 

longer remember, Androlis. I'm going to insert this chip into your brain.” He rose and inserted the chip 
into the base of Androlis's neck and activated a wireless line from his desk console to the android's 
brain. He had a special program, one given to him by a friend from a data lab years ago to retrieve 
information erased in such instances. He'd found it very useful when he needed to find data companies 
had thought erased from their androids or computer systems. After the program downloaded it would 
only be a matter of time when he got the information he sought, an hour or so, and he was very 
interested to see what it had to show him. He turned on a com-link channel and called Dagwood, who 
was making preparations for the Convening, which was in five days. Ships were coming in from all 
over the planet and from different parts of the galaxy. 

“Yes, captain?”
“Is there trouble?”
“You bet. Godfrey and his gang, Lady Nyx, and the Scorpius syndicate are all making formal 

disputes against the queen over the right to possess the Scepter. Seven members on the Dodecea Grand 
Council are supporting their challenge.” Seven? He felt it like a blow in his gut. He heard Dag sigh 
heavily. “And the council wants this challenge addressed and dealt with before anything else is 
addressed at the Convening.” 

“That leaves us with a small majority on the council then. Have you word from the Lilonna and 
Zhun nations representatives yet?”

“Not yet, captain. They will be arriving soon. I'm confident that the queen and you still retain their 
support. And also the people's support.” That was some comfort. But things were precarious, which 
meant they had to act fast. And the populace's support could wax and wane though so far it remained 
solid for nearly twenty years. There was a growing, small contingent of the populace that wanted to see
more development of the planet. The scorpions might be able to garner support from them. That had to 
be watched and contained, fast.

Pirates weren't the sort to let themselves be organized on any large scale and for good reason, until 
Dundee by force of will, had convinced many to unite for their own survival against the privateers, 
corporations and various para-military organizations in the galaxy. Even with the powerful front they 
put up against these interests there was a lot of infighting, competition, grudges and feuds and the 
queen had done little to quell or mediate these in recent years.

“I'll be along to help in a little over an hour, Dag.”
“I can handle 'em, captain. I've got to go. I'm being hailed again.” He heard the channel click closed. 

After just over an hour, the download and scan and deep search of the android's processes and memory 
was finished. He took the chip and inserted it back into a bay in the computer to download and study 



the information gleaned. What he was looking for was hard to describe but he would know it when he 
saw it. After some minutes, as he had assumed, opening a screen and a menu, the systems drop down 
displayed that Androlis's memory had been wiped clean, and in some places rearranged as if he'd gone 
through some defragging too. He made a search for a certain time period. Between the Wednesday 
before last and yesterday, when it was known the woman was found on the Coriolis.

He found that before the wipe, Androlis's memory had been altered manually. The deed had been a 
subtle piece of work and had he not had the special program he would never have known it. At the time
of 18:00 hours on that Wednesday the android had gone through a micro-memory alteration where 
something had been erased. He saw the signature for it, a tiny black asterisk that indicated such a 
change in the data stream. This was a few hours after he was told of Sara's appearance on the ship. 
Why? What was erased and who did it?  It was possible that the prisoner might be working in tandem 
with someone else on his ship, but he was finding that idea increasingly unlikely. But others who used 
the android for various purposes might be involved. He cursed himself for not having a 'round-the-
clock ship recorder system. 

Firen suspected that Sara really was telling the truth and someone else on his ship or even his fleet 
wasn't. At first he'd hoped to get rid of the woman and be rid of the spy problem. But it wasn't that 
simple now. His suspicion of a spy within the ranks of his fleet had been an issue before Sara had 
arrived.

What happened between the hours of 18:00 and 20:00 when he'd been alerted of the intruder? Maybe
there really was a gauntlet stolen or hidden during that time. And maybe the memory of it was wiped 
from Androlis's mind processor. If so, where was it? Who had it? Cain? Someone else?

It was time to make a search for this mythical gauntlet. 
If there was gauntlet it had been stashed aboard the ship and then taken to the Fortress or somewhere

nearby. Likely it was somewhere on the planet, floating around on the black market or hidden in 
someone's collection. Something like that would go very fast. Whoever had it in their possession either 
could point him towards the spy, or they were the spy.

“Androlis,” Firen said, finally looking up from the computer screen.
“Yes, captain?”
“You may go.” He then issued an electronic fleet wide command to have all ships, bays, and freight 

lifts swept for this object. There would be a terrific amount of grumbling and cursing from the dock 
laborers over it but he needed to know if this object was still floating around somewhere on one of the 
ships or the loading areas before he braved the marketplace shops and the swamp forest. 

Firen realized that this had to be handled directly by him. He couldn't delegate it. And, wandering the
markets would actually be excellent public relations for the family right now. 

It was the swamp he feared. He doubted it would turn up in the shops, but he'd give it a try. He hoped
to the long arms of the Lady of the Rivers that he wouldn't have to leave villages or the towns that had 
sprung up around the fortress. Damned woman! Mucking everything up into confusion! He did his best 
to quell his resentment. She had appeared at the worst possible time! This search would require him to 
go deep. 

And there was no telling what could turn up, or happen, in the swamps.
. . .

The next morning Firen brought Sara up to his private quarters himself, getting strange looks from 
crew members who happened to be passing by. He ignored them. He was on the trail now and after 
seeing what Lilith had been up to he wanted to protect her from any more abuse from crew members. 
She seemed to relax visibly as he walked with her. But he noticed the tension in her back and legs, the 
tenseness in her demeanor. Once they reached his apartments he noticed at the corner of his eye Sara 
watching him carefully as he sat down before her and stretched himself out to full length in a polished 
leather chair. He interlaced is fingers together and regarded her for a few seconds before speaking.



“I got a chance to do some investigative work about your, ah. . .gauntlet,” he said, letting it sink in. 
She breathed heavily, but she didn't say anything. He rose and got a towel and wet it from the refresher 
for her to clean up her bruises and the blood. She flinched at first when he handed it to her but slowly 
she took it from him, eyeing him suspiciously. She relaxed a little as she began cleaning her wounds, 
touching her swollen face gingerly with the towel. Firen felt slightly guilty about her treatment at the 
hands of Lilith, but if she was going to insert herself on a pirate's ship, random acts of violence was 
something she was going to have to get used to. He decided not to address it. And she didn't mention it.
He continued.

“I didn't find the gauntlet. But I don't think you're a spy or an assassin. For now. Convincing the 
others will be difficult. But with my most trusted friends, if they see I have confidence in you that they 
won't trouble you,” he said, as she wiped blood away from her eyelid. 

“The problem is that the gauntlet is gone. I've had all the ships in the fleet searched, I've had the 
docking bays searched, the fortress is being searched, and I'm not sure whether I'll ever be able to get it 
back. You may be stuck here forever.” 

The woman didn't say anything, but large silent tears rolled down her cheeks. She turned her head 
away from him and her body started to shake as she tried to strangle her sobs. She buried her face in the
towel. It was strange to watch and it made him uncomfortable. The only woman he'd seen cry recently 
was Alyse. But Alyse wasn't a warrior or a fighter. Apparently, neither was this one.

Most of the men of his fleet would have gotten annoyed or jeered at her for it. And usually he didn't 
have much time for such weaknesses either. But pity suddenly overcame him, and something more. He 
wasn't sure what. He didn't want her to go away just yet. He was intrigued by this time-traveling 
woman. He wanted to find out more about her and who she really was. 

She finally stopped crying after a few more gulping, muffled sobs and wiped her face, composing 
herself. He handed her a clean towel. She shook it off and leaned away from him. He threw it on the 
table.

“I'll have fresh clothes brought to you. When I come back, I want you to come with me. There's a 
special market here that I want you to see. Maybe we'll find your gauntlet there. And since you're stuck 
here, it won't hurt to get you used to your new surroundings.” 

“Do I have a choice?” She suddenly asked, her voice raspy and hoarse. She rolled her sleeve down, 
glancing at the security bracelet and gave him a reproachful look. He gave her a hard sidelong glance. 
He got up and left, and had the room secured for her privacy and safety.

. . .

Sara was relieved that he believed her. For now, as he was so careful to stress. And wept for her life 
back home. She let out another choking sob as soon as he left. Her emotions were churning between 
gratitude, anger and despair. Her head was spinning. So far, her adventure had turned out to be 
disastrous! She tried to recall what Troy might have said or done in this situation but right now she was 
too battered to care. She felt she had no control over her feelings from moment to moment. 

But there was a different quality to his attitude towards her this time. It was good to know that he no 
longer thought she was out to get his queen mother, or whoever the hell that woman was.

Now that Sara felt her life was relatively safe, she noticed and recalled every detail of him. The dark 
and penetrating gaze, the golden and amber lights in those dark pools, his near black hair, shaggy and 
nearly down to his shoulders, the slightly bronzed skin, somewhere between ruddy and bronze, and full
lips. She was still angry, but she could feel her own distrust and fear of him starting to melt, at least 
inwardly. She also felt the urge to strike him with something sharp and hard for putting her through all 
of this. Roughing her up! Cutting her with his dagger! She came here by mistake! She hadn't done 
anyone any harm.

At least she'd survived the ordeal. She hadn't been torn to pieces for being an outsider. One threshold
had been crossed. She would figure out how to continue to survive and make her way through this new 



world. She thought of Lilith's beating, just for the hell of it, and of Cain. Now that she could relax a 
little and be with her own thoughts, she recalled every step of her ordeal so far. She touched the small 
part of scalp Lilith seized to cut off her hair. It wasn't bad enough to notice if she could fix it. And it 
could have been far worse had Cain not interrupted the torture session. 

Lilith and Cain. They were up to something. Cain had to have taken to gauntlet. Either he or the pale 
man. Somehow, Cain kept coming to her mind as the culprit. But she wondered if it would be wise to 
mention this to the captain. They were part of his trusted crew and he had far more cause to believe 
them than her. But something wasn't right about them. Anything she could do to cast guilt away from 
her might be a wise decision, depending on how she approached the matter. And Lilith could very well 
have killed her. Sara was no slouch. She'd been in her share of fights. Usually with one of her ex-
boyfriend's many side-chicks. Her face turned hot with rage thinking about it. She needed to learn how 
to defend herself in this new world. Maybe that woman was a sadist. Or maybe that woman was just 
doing her job. All Sara knew was that she didn't want to meet her again without a weapon.



Chapter Eleven

After dropping the DNA samples off with Mara and instructing her to take them to a testing lab, as 
he'd promised, Firen took Sara on an outing the next day. Untied and unbound. She'd been given a 
clean, form-fitting suit, all black, and it fit her well. His eyes rolled appreciatively over her svelte and 
shapely figure. Her hair was a glorious, thick cascade of golden and honey toned blonde locks 
cascading down her back in waves. She looked like a goddess just born out of the sea, like Venus 
herself. But he kept this to himself. No good in letting the woman think she had him where she wanted 
him. She, noticing his gaze, threw him a haughty glare. He grinned, which seemed to irritate her even 
more. The edges of her cheeks shaded slightly pink. She tossed her head and turned her gaze elsewhere,
which made him grin even wider. 

Hypatia, another captain within his fleet, glanced at Sara and then cast her gaze on Firen with that 
deadpan look she always wore.

Hypatia stood in sharp contrast to Sara. Both were tall women, Hypatia the taller of the two and 
slightly more muscular. Where Sara's face seemed an open book of emotion, Hypatia was reserved and 
collected. Her silvery pale blonde hair was straight and she wore a severe bob, the hair falling just 
above her chin on the right side of her face, with the whole left side of her head shaved. Hypatia was 
the captain of the Starbird and she was also very good at ferreting out problems he needed untangling 
or lending support to him on sensitive missions. She had light gray eyes and her expression always sat 
somewhere between serious and inscrutable, which belied a crackling dry sense of humor. 

“Seems odd to do this a few days before the Convening, Firen.”
“I would never ask anyone to do this unless it was important.”
“And who's your new lady friend?”
“This is Sara. A stowaway on the Coriolis. She's a special case. She's lost something extremely 

valuable. We're trying to get it back. She's coming with us because it might be safer for her here than 
being left at the Fortress. My crew still thinks she's a spy.”

“Am I to assume that you no longer do?”
“For now my judgment is being held in reserve until I can answer some questions in my mind.”
“Ah. So, this is the lost intruder,” said Hypatia. Sara shot her a dark look, which didn't seem to faze 

Hypatia.
“The queen may still be in danger, Firen. What's changed your mind?”
“The evidence against her doesn't add up. And also some strange clues I've found in my investigation

which might lead to someone else being the spy.” Hypatia narrowed her eyes slightly at him, glancing 
at Sara again.

”So what are we looking for again?” Asked Hypatia. 
“Well, that will take some explaining. Sara, here, is a time traveler, from what she's told me. She had 

a rare device she used to travel to our time and she accidentally ended up on board the Coriolis.” 
Hypatia's gray eyes darkened ever so slightly in surprise. Sara remained silent, looking hopefully 
between them both.

“She said she had a gauntlet with her. You know those things that no one believes exist anymore?”
“You mean a wayfinder? Where ever did she find one?” Asked Hypatia, surprised. Sara spoke up. 

Firen noted a hint of irritation in her voice.
“I found it inside a compartment in the actual astrolabe device! It was a family heirloom that I found 

in the attic!”
“Attic?” Asked Hypatia.
“That would be like the uppermost floor of a house, or a space just under the roof,” said Sara.
“Ah,” said Hypatia quietly studying her. She didn't seem to take offense to Sara's snappish replies. 

Another quality Firen liked about Hypatia.



“I once glimpsed a. . .gauntlet before. I was a little girl. It was in a museum and it was very old. I 
don't think it worked. It was covered in glyphs,” said Hypatia. Sara seemed to relax.

“To be honest I had no idea how to use the thing. I traveled here by accident.”
“Clearly. But you used it anyway?”
“Curiosity got to me before common sense, I guess.” Hypatia gave her a slight smile.
“Well, where is it now?” Sara shrugged.
“That's what we're trying to find out,” Sara added this last quietly.
“I would imagine only select people would even know what it is,” said Hypatia.
“And would pay astronomical sums of money for one. Time travel machines don't work without 

these devices. . .or they don't work safely,” said Firen.
“Wouldn't people in your time know how to build one though?” Asked Sara. They shook their heads.
“No, we don't. Or if someone does, they aren't sharing the information. There are certain mysteries 

lost to the common people. Ancients knew things that are lost to us,” said Firen. “We have the 
technology to travel nearly at the speed of light and we know how to open wormholes to make leaps in 
space from one place in the galaxy to the other. But traveling forward and backward through time and 
space is a secret known only to the Guild. How you did it is a giant mystery.” 

Hypatia took Firen by the arm and pulled him away.
“A time-traveler, Firen? How can this be? A time-traveler outside of the Guild?” She whispered.
“I believe her, Hypatia. I know it's crazy, but I've seen things in the past to make me believe that such

outsiders do exist. And I have reason to believe she actually did possess a wayfinder and that the 
wayfinder is still on Garinthia, somewhere.”  The expression on her face was doubtful, her eyes 
flickering over to Sara and then back to him.

“I trust you, Firen. Let's hope your trust isn't misplaced.”
“I'll know for certain in a day or two if my trust was misplaced. But I don't think it is. Have you ever 

known me to steer you wrong, Hypatia?” She fixed him with a long stare.
“No,” she said finally. 
He glanced back at Sara who looked at the two of them, a lost, overwhelmed look in her eyes, 

though she put on a brave face. He wondered what she had to be thinking. If they were going to steer 
her wrong, if they still didn't trust her. Something about her manner and her way told him that her story 
had the ring of truth. She was vulnerable, lost in space and time. She needed help and right now he was 
the only one who believed her account of things.

“Let's find your gauntlet.”
They were at one of the biggest outdoor markets of Dodecea. Dodecea was not so much a city but a 

chain of old colony outposts that had grown into sprawling towns and villages along the swamps near 
and around the Fissure, with large markets that connected them. Some were high in the trees and others
on the floating foundation, that was continually being repaired and expanded, spreading slowly through
the swamp forests of Dodecea. There were about one hundred thousand people in the land of Dodecea. 
Firen figured this was a conservative estimate. Fissure Fortress, where these collections of towns and 
villages existed around, was part of a vibrant economy supported and flourishing on naturally produced
and pirated goods. 

They kept to the ground markets. Any shopkeepers and dealers that bought and sold antiques were 
mostly located in the markets on the floating platforms. The floating markets were connected by a 
series of hanging walkways, bridges and tunnels. The occasional speeder bike or shuttle flew by 
overhead or landed on one of the many small landing pads around the edges of the market.

Sara drank in the intoxicating color of this new experience and the dizzying array of goods. It was 
even more varied, exciting and more exotic and alien than the bazaars and markets she and Troy had 
been to. There were foods that she had no idea were even foods, goods that she had no name for nor 
were they all recognizable to her. And to her shock and amazement, not all of the people or denizens of 
this sprawling organized chaos looked entirely human. A few didn't look human at all. 



She also noticed that when Captain Firen came wandering through the market, he was regarded 
nearly as a king.

She saw Firen stop and talk amiably with a few sellers, farmers and denizens there to shop for their 
households. She watched how he interacted with mothers and their children, the men, even a tavern 
owner, a great fat woman with arms like barrels who on seeing him gave him a hearty yell, waving, and
then heaved herself out of the doors to hug him. Afterward she promised to send three barrels of her 
best ale to the fortress, to which he gladly accepted. 

Sara was trying to process this new information all at once. It was like one long fever dream of 
sensation; of smells, visions, hearing the chorus of aggressive calls of stall owners, the samples, tastes 
and sensory touch of details. Cheery greetings and hearty laughing and smiles abounded from 
passersby, townspeople and shopkeepers. Articles and objects and foods her mind couldn't explain she 
tried to understand by tasting, looking, smelling and touching all at once. It was invigorating and tiring.
Firen touched her arm lightly to direct her towards a steep walkway. His touch grounded her a bit and 
she held onto his arm so as not to run too deep in this new explosion of experience and faint. 

Their hair soon became plastered to their heads. The air was thick with moisture and a soft drizzle 
descended upon them. The dank, murky smells of the swamps mingled with the savory scents of 
cooking foods, fresh produce and raw meats, creating an intoxicating brew. At each shop and stall and 
even at intervals along the walkways there were floating lanterns in the waters below and hanging from
the stalls and shops, bobbing silently, pale lights dancing in the daylight mists. Below the walkways 
was the swamp and the mists that kept it partially enshrouded in greenish, blue vapors.

Suddenly an impish little boy, not much older than seven or eight from what Sara could tell, nimbly 
wound his way through the crowds and sidled up to Firen. He looked largely like a human child, except
his skin was a faint, iridescent green color and he had small markings Sara could see through his scant 
clothing along his torso. The little boy turned and looked at Sara, sticking out a long, skinny, forked 
tongue. She drew away in shock.

“Suti!” Hailed Firen.
“Captain!”
“What news for me, Suti?”
“What kind you look for this time?” They ducked around a food stall where they were now standing 

in between two shops in a long, narrow alley. Firen squatted down to Suti's level.
“Something was stolen from my ship and I think it may have landed here somewhere. Have you 

heard of anything special being bought or sold here in the last day or two? From the shops that sell 
antiques?”

“Antiques or antiquities, sir?” Asked the little boy. His accent was rather thick and he said the words 
with some mild difficulty. Firen laughed and Hypatia made something approximate to a grin. Sara 
watched with keen curiosity. The little one was sharp.

“I'm looking for information about any buyer who came into possession of a time traveling article or 
piece of machinery. Something rather small, about this size,” Firen gestured, “very, very expensive and 
very rare.” The little boy's eyes lit up.

“Oooh! I heard the men that play backgammon down by the mud sink pools talking about something
that was sold to a hidden shop up on the high port that had not been seen in the many a year. They all 
think it of great import. The man who owns the shop with the emerald doorknocker. He bought 
something like this, I think.”

“When?”
“Last night I went swimming in the underground pools and as I was coming out of the pools I saw 

someone, cloaked and hooded in the black color. It was night, but I still saw them. They wore a mask. 
Hide themselves well. I could not see the face. I don't know if it was man or woman but they had 
something, a package hidden under the cloak and they ask direction to the tube lift and asked to be 
taken to the place with the emerald doorknocker.” 



“They had to ask for directions?”
“Yes. I thought perhaps they don't know the markets too well,” said the little boy. Firen grinned and 

took a small pouch of money from his belt and handed it to the boy.
“As always, my eyes and ears. Thank you, Suti!” Suti smiled from ear to ear, bowed to Firen grandly

and in a few seconds the little imp was  down the alley, disappearing in the mists.
“Seems rather clandestine,” said Sara.
“What else would you expect? The place with the emerald door is known only to those who trade in 

time traveling devices. Not just anyone goes there. The owner specializes in banned time travel pieces 
and alchemical objects.”

“Banned by. . .the queen?” Firen smiled.
“No. By the Guild.”
"The Guild holds sway here? They can make laws here?"
"The Guild is a law unto itself. When it comes to their work they can and do enforce their laws with 

anyone. Anywhere."
“Oh.” 
Sara was feeling bewildered as if she were falling down a perverse rabbit hole. Things were getting 

more interesting.
After an hour of wandering through the vast market, they found the tube lift which took them to the 

high port, one of the marketplaces up among the trees. Firen sighed. He'd wanted to avoid this, but here
they were. 

 The tall, massive trees were lit and buzzing with softly glowing lanterns at intervals where they 
housed platforms and houses, shops and stalls. These were intersected and connected by a wide and 
winding criss-cross of wooden and vine-rope bridges. They went across a rickety wooden bridge 
toward a small, nondescript shop covered in vines sitting between the massive, twisted branches of a 
water tree. Firen knocked a special knock. They waited. Then the door opened. Inside, the place was 
brightly lit with white lanterns.

“Captain Firen! My good man! What a blessing from the Lady of the Rivers! It's been a few years! 
Do you bring rare goods for me today? Or even better, information?” Firen's face erupted in a broad 
grin. He laughed heartily.

“Jeral! I wish I had. You trade in esoterica which is hard to find. Regrettably, lately I've been going 
for the low hanging fruit on my raids. I am so sorry. Actually, today I am the one in need of 
information.” The shop owner laughed too.

“And what treasures do you seek from my humble shop?” He asked brightly.
“Jeral, I'm looking for a very special object that might have come through the marketplaces very 

recently.”
“Oh?”
“Indeed. An object that one would use with a time travel device.” Jeral's face took on a slightly 

guarded look.
“Ah. Well now. I don't have any such devices in the shop right now. In fact, it's been some years 

since I've come across those types of devices. In a way. It is interesting that you mention it. I did have a
rare and beautiful object come across my desk last night. You know how these things go, captain, I'm 
sure. With certain objects, as soon as I get them, they are already bought, they are so sought after. I 
suspect you seek. . . a wayfinder?” He asked. Firen nodded.

“I do. This wayfinder belongs to the lady here,” Firen gestured to Sara. “and it was stolen from my 
ship and sold. We're trying to track it and the one who took it. Did you buy a wayfinder from someone 
recently?” 

The little man steepled his fat fingers together, his bulging eyes shining. He too, Sara noticed, had 
that faint green tinge to his skin. She also noticed that all of his fingers were webbed. He too had an 
accent like Suti's but his was softer.



“I did, indeed. It came last night by way of a mysterious woman I'd not ever seen in the high port 
before.”

“It was a woman, then?”
“She was masked and hooded, the voice ran through an old voice-distortion box. But by the gait, 

movement and the cadence of voice I thought it was a woman. I couldn't describe the physical 
characteristics to you for she was fully suited and masked. She came to me with a wayfinder of 
exquisite beauty! Gold and copper it was. It wasn't as old as the Egyptian one I saw in the past. But 
better made. By its design and markings, I'm guessing it was originally from ancient Phoenicia.” Sara 
felt herself tremble at hearing this news. It was her way back home in time that they spoke of so 
casually. She felt sweat forming at her temples.

Firen sighed, folding his arms together across his chest.
“I know we all deal in stolen objects and this is going to sound hypocritical-”
“Who did I sell it to?” Jeral asked, grinning knowingly. Firen nodded.
“I wouldn't ask if this wasn't important but if we can't find it this lady won't be able to make her way 

back home.” This was the first time Jeral frowned. He gazed at Sara in wonder.
“I'm a time traveler,” said Sara. Jeral's large eyes became as wide as moons and they brightened 

several tints.
“An outsider traveler? My stars,” he exclaimed, seeming to ponder this. He splayed his webbed 

hands on his front desk.
“Well! I suppose I've been given two gifts in two days. Great stars! It's been fifty years since I've met

an outsider. I am honored to meet you, madam.” Sara smiled, feeling fairly surprised.
“It's a pleasure to meet you too, sir.” 
“Normally I don't give such information away, but to you captain, and because of your special guest, 

I suppose I can help you with this. In fact, I don't mind. The one who bought it is the preeminent 
collector of such things in Dodecea. No great secret to those in the know. His name is Jiff. He lives near
the heart of the western swamp lands. Just a few kilometers from the Murky River.”

“The heart of it,” said Hypatia quietly. Her face was somber. Jeral nodded.
“Well this is good news,” said Firen.
“Why is this good news?” Asked Sara.
“Because there is a huge chance that the object is still in Dodecea.”
“No place to fool around with, there. It is primal land and the natives view it as sacred ground. As do

many of us sylphs,” said Jeral.
“Sylphs?” Asked Sara.
“Descendants of the early human colonists. Some of us have the native blood in our veins. That's 

what the Water Men, the natives, call us. Sylphs.”
“What do you call yourselves?”
“Dodeceans or Garinthians.” all three of them said.
“Ships can't fly near the Murky River either. You have to walk through the jungle to get there.”
“Yes, yes,” murmured Jeral. This last bit of information seemed to cast a pall over the adventure. 

Sara wondered what this Murky River looked like and why ships couldn't fly there. It sounded like a 
dangerous place. Like the Bermuda Triangle, where Earth bound planes and ships disappeared.

“And another thing. Jiff can be cordial, or he can be. . .unpleasant. Depending upon his moods, your 
manners, and how much currency you have to make him an offer.”

“Do you think he'd be willing to sell it?” Asked Hypatia. Jeral shook his head, and Sara felt her heart
fall through her stomach.

“I doubt it. He's been on the lookout for this kind of object for a long time. But you might try 
anyway.”

“Thank you, Jeral. You don't know how helpful you've been.”
“Oh, I'm sure I do.”



. . .

“What is this place? This Murky River?” Sara asked when they left.
“The dark heart of western Dodecea. There is a force there that prevents ships from flying too close. 

We can fly part of the way and we will have to walk the rest of the way. Jiff is a leader of sorts there. 
It's partly his domain.”

“More like a would-be petty king,” grumbled Hypatia. “He rules over one of the smaller native tribes
of Garinthia. Or thinks he does.”

“Is he a bad person?” Sara asked. Firen shrugged. Hypatia shot her an unhappy look.
“He is who he is, I suppose. Some think I'm a scoundrel despot as well.”
“There's scoundrel, and then there's plain old wicked,” said Hypatia under her breath.
“Perhaps. But there are other things there more worrisome than he lurking there,” said Firen.
“Like what?” Asked Sara.
“The Lady of the Rivers. Besides that, the animals are very dangerous. Some poisonous, others 

venomous, and many are crafty, vicious hunters, with a great lust for fresh meat. We must worry about 
them before we worry about Jiff.”

“And this guy lives there?” Asked Sara.
“Well, perhaps I'll have you taken back to the fortress-” began Firen.
“No! I'm coming with you, captain,” said Sara firmly. He looked surprised.
“But the way is difficult and very dangerous.”
“I'm still coming with you. It's my gauntlet, I want to help you find it. And I want to see this world. 

It's brand new to me. I don't want to be cooped up in some room.”
“Please understand that you might. . .get in the way. Be a liability. No offense,” said Hypatia.
“None taken. But I'll hold my own if you don't mind.”
“But-” began Firen. Sara felt heat building in her face.
“No! I'm coming with you two! It's my gauntlet!” 
If the truth be told, she had no wish to be surrounded by his crew, who didn't trust her. She wanted to

be near the captain, who was the authority and protector for her. And she had no desire to meet up with 
Lilith or Cain again without help. 

Firen stared at her, his expression unreadable. Sara remained defiant, placing her hands on her hips. 
They weren't leaving her out if she had anything to say about it. Firen nodded slightly to her.

 They went back to the Fortress to get a small shuttle and proper gear for their mission into the dark 
heart of Dodecea.

. . .

They were deep within the dense swamp forests of Dodecea, a land that according to Firen and 
Hypatia, bordered the southern land of Tapat. Garinthia was still a wild, largely uninhabited planet. 
Only thirty percent of its surface had been explored and only fifteen percent of it inhabited by sentient 
beings. 

 A giant flock of brilliantly colored raptor birds, Firen called them, burst from a deep hanging canopy
of fish tail trees. The mists played tricks with Sara's eyes as she watched the scene from the windows. It
seemed the shuttle was inundated with a raptor bird flock so large that for a few seconds they could see 
nothing but colorful feathers, scaly tails that whipped against the outside surface of the shuttle and 
sharp iridescent beaks. Hypatia switched on the holo-vid view screen to get a look of the map they 
were following to track their location. The screen maps glowed a lurid red against the control panels in 
the cockpit. The shuttle began to jolt and Sara held onto her seat, her palms pressing against the sides, 
her fingers digging into the hard cushion. Absently she felt for her harness securing her firmly to the 
seat.

“Think I'll crash, do you?” Firen grinned at her from his seat. Sara scowled.



“No. Just haven't ridden in anything like this in a long time.” She'd ridden in Troy's two-seater 
airplane and he had nearly crashed into the side of a mountain with her in it, laughing all the way until 
they'd landed and she'd landed a loud smack right in his face for almost killing them both.

Firen dipped and weaved his way through thick hanging vines that slithered along down mountain 
sides or along massive tree trunks like lazy pythons. Some of them moved through the air with the 
grace and power of ocean tidal waves.

“Thinias. They are massive. And one of the several flesh eating plants in Dodecea. They throw their 
vines around like ropes to catch their prey.” They both started laughing out loud, watching the horrified
expression on her face. Well, I guess I did ask for this. She turned and looked at her reflection in part of 
the cockpit console. Her face was drained of all color.

“Trust me, we're prepared to deal with them if we encounter any,” he said.
“Really? Where's your red gun at?”
“At the fortress. It needs a good recharging. I've got plenty of guns, don't worry.”
Even so, Sara was glad for the time spent away from the rest of the crew and the fortress. She didn't 

feel safe around them. The shuttle they were in seemed more like an air sailboat. There were two large 
sails on it making it seem like a giant dragonfly. There was a chime from one of the computer consoles.
Hypatia had drawn up another holo-vid map, this time of the forest floor at least five miles out before 
and beneath them. A sensor sweeper was scanning the floor beneath as Firen search for a safe place to 
land. An alarm sounded from the shuttle.

“Warning! Approaching area dangerous to all air vehicles and transporters. Warning!”
“Hmm. It looks like we might have to settle into one of the mountainside cliffs. Maybe that one, 

there,” he pointed to a crevice with a crop pf lavender colored bushes growing around a small plateau 
just beside a thin, long waterfall. Hypatia made a sound of agreement. 

After landing Firen helped Sara out while Hypatia took out a large pack of supplies. Hypatia fitted a 
machete to her belt and handed one to Firen. They then added extra weapons and laser guns to their 
utility belts. Hypatia took out and assembled a device together and turned it on. Firen made a call to 
someone back at the fortress.

“Yes, captain?”
“Arcturus. I'm sending you the coordinates of our location and the location of our shuttle. If we're 

not back within two days send a rescue party. We're on our way to visit someone named Jiff. I'll send 
you the coordinates when we reach the place.”

“Isn't that near the Murky River?” Came Arcturus's voice.
“Yes, indeed. I'm on a secret mission. I wouldn't be doing this if it weren't necessary. How are things 

with the queen?”
“Things are well enough. She's been drumming up support among the people. She's giving a lavish 

merchant's feast right now. Don't worry. The security around her has been strengthened. We await your 
return, captain.”

“I hope that feast hasn't drained all of our spendable credits. I going to need as much as I can 
muster,” Firen said dryly. 

“Well, there's more where that came from. We still have a string of banking stations we haven't hit 
yet.”

“Thanks, Arc.” He put the comm-box away and secured the shuttle. She saw Firen take out a wooden
flute and put this in a special pocket. Attached to a small case were darts made of some natural material
with tiny feathers right above the nock and their ends were tipped with black. It was a peculiar weapon 
and he hid this in a special pocket in his belt.

Hypatia handed a laser gun to him and a laser gun to Sara.
'”Ever used a gun before?” Asked Hypatia. Sara nodded.
“One with bullets. Only once.” It was heavier than she'd thought, sleek and warm to the touch. Hers 

was smaller than theirs. She strapped it to her own belt. Hypatia grunted in acknowledgment.



“Here, put on this mask. The air here is thick. When it gets too thick it can choke you. The weather 
reports say there will be heavy moisture in the air today,” he said, handing her a mask.

“And watch your step,” warned Hypatia, “Nearly anything around here is looking to eat, rip apart or 
poison you.” Sara nodded, feeling a growing sense of adventure mixed with fear. Maybe I really should
have stayed at the fortress. She shook her head. It's too late to doubt now. She stumbled over a rock and
fell against his arms and chest. He felt solid as rock, his arms lifting her and helping her keep her 
balance. She said nothing, feeling slightly embarrassed. After only a few minutes out here and she was 
already stumbling. She didn't look him in the face, but she felt her body tingle. 

“Should we put them on now or later?”
“Just strap it to your neck like this.” He helped her fasten it on, his hands brushing her cheek.
 “The barometer here will signal when it's best to wear it.” Sara felt the wetness of the ever present 

damp of the air of the forest stifling even in the special temperature regulating suits they wore. It was 
hard to tell if it was raining or if the dew and mist were just that thick. Hypatia had a search scanner 
with her and she was waving it back and forth. She tapped her screen visor that she wore over her mask
and Sara could see in reverse information and images peeling across the visor screen.

“Just life signs of animal flora and fauna so far. His hideout should be about four hours from here, 
walking distance.”

“What's there that makes it dangerous to land a ship near the place?”
“Some type of powerful electromagnetic force in the area deep underground. It interferes with a 

ship's propulsion systems, engines, and computer systems. They go haywire and crash. He lives near a 
gravitational anomaly of some kind,” she answered. Firen extended his hand to Sara. Gratefully she 
took it. Hypatia lead the way forward through the dense foliage. 

As they made their way down the ledge, slightly slippery from the wetness of the spray from the 
waterfall, they wound their way down, letting the tough, riding vines, because one could grab hold and 
travel through the forest, threading down the cliff side ease their passage until Hypatia was the first to 
make it to the forest floor. These were smaller, normal looking vines to Sara's eye. Some were thin, 
others the thickness of a serpent's body and others as thick as tree trunks.

“Certain vines you can ride, like the light green ones. The dark green ones simply lay and don't 
move. You can use them for climbing. Stay away from the red ones. Carnivorous plants exist at the 
ends of them and they grab hold of and choke live prey,” he explained. She held onto his back as they 
slid down a vine. Beside them was a thick red vine. She saw within it what looked like liquid flowing 
through its inner vesicles. It pulsed like an organ. Animals and people had fluid filled vesicles. In 
botany, she'd noticed in her elementary study of herbal lore, vesicles in plants were air-filled sacs. The 
thought made her skin crawl that these plants were probably something more than mere vegetation And
predatory. She watched it with horrid fascination. An insect alighted on its surface as they slid down, 
poking a wicked looking razor like stinger into the vine, puncturing the skin. Red fluid ran from it. 
Blood. She knew it, somehow. They reached the soft floor and the mists grew thicker. It was from here 
that Sara realized how impossibly tall some of the trees in the swamp forest actually were. They rivaled
sequoia's back home.

“How will we find this Jiff person in all of this?” She asked.
“The tracking sensors will let us know,” said Hypatia, her voice soft. The air grew so thick Sara 

began to cough trying to keep herself from choking. They pulled on their masks and tightened them. 
They followed Hypatia as she slashed through trees with her diamond machete, bushes, and foliage. 
Firen hacked away what didn't meet with Hypatia's machete. Both seemed to shatter and cut through 
branch, vine and leaf with ease. Still, compared to using a shuttle it was slow, hard going through the 
swamp. Mists curled up and climbed through the air like serpents. She heard the eerie songs of alien 
birds and the chirring of insects she couldn't see hidden in the swamp. Chirping, warbling, buzzing, 
moaning. A cat-like creature about as large as a dog slinked out of a crush of large leaves along a 
branch, its four eyes wide and shining. It crept along the ledge, hissing as they approached. It flexed its 



small but wickedly clawed, webbed feet, ready to pounce on one of them. Hypatia raised her gun and it 
crouched down making a half hiss, half roar, jumped off the branch and scattered into the bush. Sara 
looked at the long and vicious scratches its strong little claws made in the flesh of the bark of the tree 
and shivered.

After about two hours of walking, they'd reached an important marker. It was a lake.
“The bridge is right there,” Firen pointed to a very long, old looking, wide tree trunk bridging across 

a simmering stew of a lake.
“What's that?” She asked softly.
“The boiling lake. We're close to his abode. It's about two hours from here,” he said. She was starting

to feel tired. Her legs were feeling numb from the hiking through the dense bush. His eyes flicked 
quickly over her, his breathing a little heavier. And condensation partially fogging his mask screen.

“I think we'll rest here. Hypatia!” He called. Hypatia made her way back as they sat on a large stump
after Firen carefully inspected it to make sure no dangerous creatures had made it their home.

“How long?” Asked Hypatia.
“Half hour.” Hypatia nodded and sat down, taking out a small freeze dried bar. Sara rubbed her legs 

and knees slowly to soothe the soreness in them. They throbbed mildly with an ache telling of a great 
workout. She looked up towards the sky. It was a blanket of different shades of gray. Firen studied a 
holo-vid map of where they were and where they were headed, a soft blinking yellow light on the holo-
vid indicating where their destination ended.

“It's so strange how such a small thing can cause such confusion and problems. I didn't mean to 
interrupt your lives like this,” said Sara. Firen shrugged.

“Life is a patchwork quilt or one episode to the next. Some adventurous, others rather dull. I'd say 
things are unfolding in a rather interesting way. I don't resent it. At least, not anymore.” His smile was 
genuine.

“Do you have any idea who took it and sold it?”
“I have my suspicions.”
“Cain?”
“Well, that was direct,” said Hypatia. 
“I think she's also correct. And I think he had help. I'll deal with Cain when I get back. In fact, I think

I'll send a message to have him put under arrest. I suspect that it was him that tampered with Androlis's 
memory which is why Androlis had no recollection of finding you with the gauntlet.”

“I wondered about him. Out of everyone he was the one who most wanted to see me dead.”
“Ay. He was hiding his tracks. Sometimes a captain collects bad apples on his ship.” 
He programmed something into his comm box, typing his message and sent it out. Then Firen bent 

down, reaching an arm out and plucked a long, thin shoot with a delicate, pale yellow flower on the 
other end, stripped the shoot of its outer skin and held it above his mouth. Soon a clear, honey-like 
substance dripped from it onto his tongue.

“What is that?”
“Kibella. It nourishes you when you're hungry. Takes away hunger pangs in its most natural form 

like this. Gives you succor when you're thirsty. Here.” He picked one for her and stripped it. “The 
flowers are edible too.” Sara took it gingerly in her hands and tasted it. It was sweet, like a mild honey 
mead and the petals tasted slightly of pear. She copied him and tasted its delicate sap on her tongue. 
She licked her fingers. Firen leaned in next to her and gently fed her his stalk.

“Mmm. It's delicious,”  she said. 
“It's also an aphrodisiac,” he said.
“Is it now?” Sara gazed at him, her voice low. Hypatia rolled her eyes at them both.
“Stop it, Hypatia. If you-know-who were here you'd be all goggle-eyed.” Firen teased. This garnered

even more eye rolls from Hypatia, but there was a tiny hint of a smile at the corner of her mouth. Firen 
grinned, turning his attention back to Sara.



“It's mainly used for sweets. Sellers in the markets gather the plants in the swamps and boil them 
down in water into a syrup. After boiling they then throw in the flowers, then they let the syrup cool 
and harden, and then cut the hardened syrup into blocks. You can find them at nearly any market stall in
stacked in pyramids. It's nearly a work of sensual art, how beautiful they look and smell. And taste, 
especially with the fragrant flowers trapped in the amber syrup.”

“You could have just asked for a nutrition bar,” Hypatia said dryly. Firen made a disgusted sound.
“Those things are the worst. They might take away hunger but they don't truly fortify the body and 

they have no flavor. Besides, they aren't even real food. The body needs more than that. This here, all 
we see in nature feeds the body and soul in one way or another. The natural world and its treasures. 
Nutrition bars are a crime against nature,” he said indignantly. Hypatia shrugged and ate her nutrition 
bar. Sara laughed.

“You know something about botany or plants?” Sara asked.
“Actually no,” he laughed. “Only what the average denizen of a Dodecean townsman or villager 

knows to get by on a short excursion. Why?”
“Back home, on Earth, I once tried to study herbalism. I wanted to become an herbalist, study the 

lore. But it didn't work out. There's so much to know, to learn in the plant varieties there. So many 
properties these things have, so many secrets to unlock.”

“Oh,” he said softly. Hypatia looked somber again. “I've never been to Earth. Those worlds, from the
mother star system, they call them the Old Worlds. I know that Earth is the First World from the human
perspective. Where we all came from originally. I saw pictures of it once when it was new. It looked 
beautiful, like Garinthia. But now, I suppose it's like all the other worlds in that system. All the Old 
Worlds have the oldest, greatest cities. So stately, with a long history. They span those entire planets, 
Earth, Mars, and Venus. But they have nothing of nature there anymore.” To hear that Sara felt her 
heart fall. Nothing of nature?

“Those places have their appeal and had my father remained alive I would probably prefer such 
places, but as I am now, I like the wildness of the Outer Rim and its planets. Small pockets of 
civilization interspersed with large swathes of untamed land and space are what I desire.”

“So do I,” said Hypatia. “Out here, we are free people.” Firen nodded and ate another sweet shoot.
  Hypatia hummed a tune, an old folk song which Sara immediately recognized. Her mother sang it 

to her when she was a baby. 
“Dying Ploughboy. Where did you hear that song, Hypatia? I recognize it.”
“You do? Well, I've never heard it called Dying Ploughboy. I know it as Blue Hills Beyond, but my 

father sang it to my little brother and me whenever he went off to fight. He was a hired mercenary. One 
day, he sang it to me and it was the last I saw him.”

They rested for a full hour, then it was time to move again. As they waded through the vegetation, 
hacking, and smashing, the ground seemed to get a little higher as if they were now climbing up until 
they reached the tree bridge. The water was murky and fetid smelling, its surface a bubbling cauldron. 
Sara guessed there must have been an underwater spring somewhere beneath near the lake floor, but 
she wondered at the purity of its source. As they carefully made their way across the water at times 
seemed to change color from brown to dark blue to gray and then brownish red. Creatures of strange 
shape swam silently underneath. At every few seconds, a large fin would rise up and sink below the 
surface again. Steam curled up and crept along the surface of the murky lake which fed into a river 
beyond. We must be close to the Murky River, she thought. The air was warmer here. Firen held her arm
as they made their way across and Sara gladly held on close to him, terrified that she might fall and be 
eaten by whatever was lurking beneath. She caught a glimpse of gray sky and then a small break in the 
cloud cover. Beyond, the binary suns were like pale rounds of glass and a nearby planet rose upon the 
horizon like a star. It was evening, a dusty misty lavender sky mixed with soft gray. The sight 
captivated her. Such a new world she had never dreamed. The planet's one large moon was rising as the
suns were just beginning to set. Sara perceived what looked like lights on the other end of the bridge 



spread through the forest, but she wasn't sure. Will-o-the-wisps? She didn't know. Moss covered the 
bridge, making walking across slow and perilous.

They made it to the other side and continued on. The sounds around her of the swamp forest were 
elusive, some delightful, others fearsome. Many animal sounds she had a hard time pinpointing or even
understanding if they even came from animals. They passed a group of large bushes with waving 
flowers that spun around and then threw off their flowers into the air. There was a large brown stalk 
that looked like a stunted tree and it was covered in these same delicate blue and white flowers. The 
stalk pulsated.

“What is that called?” She asked.
“Wandering Wila. I hear it makes a good sleeping potion.”
“Sort of like Valerian root tea.” She said and then forgot he wasn't from Earth and probably had no 

idea what Valerian was. It certainly had a far nicer scent than Valerian. He gave her a funny look.
“Never mind,” she said.
“Wandering Wila was once a sylph creature of the forest. A beautiful girl that would lure 

unsuspecting young men to their deaths. She would pluck out and kiss the flowers she wore in her hair 
and blow them, sending them out to all parts of the forest. Anyone touching the flowers would fall 
under her spell if she happened upon them in the forest. One day a young man was coming home from 
a war. He stood down to pick up a bouquet of flowers to give to his lady love at home and among them 
were wandering Wila's flowers. When she called to him with her irresistible song he resisted her 
demand to come to her for a long time, insisting that he must get home. But her call after a time was 
too strong and finally he succumbed to her overtures. But out of all the young men who fell under her 
enchantment and died, she took pity on him for his was the strongest will. He nearly made it home 
before he succumbed and she took him for her own husband. To this day when you see the Wandering 
Wila bush you also see the tall brown stalk, her lover. He happily and dreamily sleeps beside her as she 
blows her seductive wiles in the guise of blue and white flowers from one end of the swamp forest to 
the other.”

“Reminds me of the stories my mother would tell me. Legends and myths and things.”
“This land is full of story and legend. Like the land of old Cambria, Caledonia and Eriu of old.” Sara

missed the stories almost as much as she missed her mother. But here was her voice and spirit raised up
in this pirate prince. Here he seemed more a romantic old soul than a dangerous man who might kill 
her.

 She took a deep breath of air from her mask feeling almost a little dizzy. Sara closed her eyes in 
bliss. After all that she'd been put through this wild outlaw was holding her in his arms. She wanted to 
revel in it. It was the excitement of the unknown she wanted and desired and now she had it. They 
could die here, they could travel anywhere, something could develop here beyond excited glances and 
touching. Anything. This was what she wanted. A place where she wasn't a number, where her time and
life were her own to spend, where she could make her own life and her own world and find a man she 
truly desired, one unfettered by the stifling, domineering rat race back home. Troy was just a fraction, a
pale light to what this man was, or so she perceived. Troy had shown her a taste of what life could be 
like. Yet, she didn't want to make herself look foolish by getting carried away. She closed her eyes to 
gather herself. 

Just then, a low moaning growl came forth from behind them. They were approaching a river up 
ahead. In alarm, Hypatia turned to Firen. They heard the noise again. 

“We need to hurry,” she said. They passed along the edge of the Murky River, every bit as dark and 
sinister a brew as the lake they crossed, until they found another tree bridge of fantastic size, this time 
the tree was halved and even longer and wider than the one spanning the lake. They crossed the second 
one with relative ease and speed, careful of the slippery moss. Sara turned back around only to see what
she thought was a fearfully long tentacle rising like a cresting wave from the steamy water of the river 
and then it slipped back under again, slapping the surface of the water and taking some small 



screeching animal with it underneath the currents. Sara stumbled away from the edge of the river after 
they crossed. Hypatia found a footpath. Firen raised his machete to help clear the way, cutting away a 
leaf as large as a shuttle. Underside several black insects as large as her hand skittered away. She 
jumped in disgust but made no sound. The sight of made her skin crawl, but she forged on behind them.

As they trooped up a hill and then downward again there was what looked like a large, round module
like dwelling made of mud and stone. It was draped in vines and moss and pinwheeled with tunnels all 
around its perimeter half risen from the ground that stretched out and sloped beneath the ground

. The dwelling was bathed in pale yellow light from the numerous small lanterns hanging from posts 
all around it. It looked like a giant fairy mound in the middle of tall and twisted trees The air was thick 
with the vegetal scents of rotting vegetation and other dead things deep beneath the mud. Sara slipped 
off her mask, setting it on her head.

“We're here, finally!” Hypatia said, relief in her voice.
“Thank God!” Sara muttered. “I hope we can get the gauntlet back.” But she was beginning to doubt 

that would ever happen. Once someone had something like that in their clutches, why would they ever 
part with it?

Hypatia took out her scanner again. Vector images sprang up in front of them as she swept it from 
side to side.

“Picking up any heat signatures that we're looking for?” Asked Firen. Hypatia shook her head.
“Too much life sign interference from the swamp. If he or she's been here it's being obscured by too 

many life signs from the environment. These mini-scanners don't have much power, Firen.”
“Keep it running when we get inside anyway. Maybe we'll pick up some useful information inside. I 

doubt we'll get a straight answer from Jiff,” said Firen.



Chapter Twelve

Jiff was a dimunitive man with small, narrow set pale blue eyes that seemed to look out at the world 
through ice. Other than that, his features seemed to have a certain bland, non-descriptive quality that 
normally wouldn't draw attention, but something about the way his features came together was strange 
and he had an air about him that bothered her. Something about him was off; he was a sinister enigma. 
Sara couldn't quite figure out why and it was quite an arresting feeling. She wanted to spring away 
from him. He looked exactly like what a human being ought to look like. And she didn't know why she 
felt this way. This didn't seem to bother the other two. Sara decided that she was new to all of this and 
that perhaps she'd better ask later.

Also, nothing about this man seemed friendly or normal. He greeted them politely enough and 
offered them seating in his study and some refreshment but even in his politeness Sara felt a lethal and 
cold personality lurking just underneath. His eyes seemed to miss nothing and she didn't like the way 
they rested on her or Hypatia. The gaze made her skin crawl, but she made no reaction to it. Neither did
Hypatia, who seemed stoic and serious as ever even in her mud-caked boots and suit leggings.

They had folded and put their machetes away. Firen sat down and made himself comfortable in a soft
leather and wood seat, crossing his long legs so that his soil and mud-caked boots stuck far out towards 
the table where sat a collection of strange, tagged objects that Sara guessed might have been rare. Or 
alien. This elicited a flicker of disdain from the man, but he said nothing. Hypatia brushed her hand 
casually over her machete.

The room he'd taken them to was filled with artifacts like bowls, vases, weapons of ancient make and
many other such things. The walls were painted with strange figures and markings. In a corner sat a 
short sarcophagus with the same markings. She couldn't tell if they were writing or pictures. Jiff was 
definitely a collector. She wondered what else lay in this house, hidden.

“So, what can I do for you? Normally people call before coming. It's been a long time since anyone 
from The Brotherhood darkened my doorstep. Have you come alone, you three?” Sara did not like the 
question. It was a chilling one, but she kept her mouth shut. This was their realm. Firen grinned 
slightly.  She suspected the place was booby-trapped but the weapons they had in their belts were more 
than enough for a nasty fight. All three of them were wary and tense but feigned being relaxed and 
polite.

“I'll get to the point, Jiff. I realize you are a busy man who collects rare and magnificent objects. I 
wouldn't bother you if this wasn't necessary, but I'm have come to find out that you possess a rare and 
magnificent object that was stolen from my ship. I would like this object back,” said Firen. Something 
shifted in Jiff's face for only a moment. And then it was gone. Sara watched him closely, watching the 
pupils grow larger as he gazed at each of them.

“I purchase things that come from just about anywhere in the galaxy. I'm afraid I don't know what 
you mean.”

“Then I'll be more specific. You came into possession of a wayfinder within the last twenty- four to 
forty-eight hours. It was stolen from my lady friend here,” Firen gestured at Sara. The man shrugged.

“Do we not all deal in objects ill-gotten? I have no way of knowing where these things come from.”
“Except that this object truly does belong to her. Sara, you can identify it?”
“It's made of copper and gold, it originated from Phoenicia and it has my mother's initials engraved 

on the inside.” Jiff feigned ignorance, but Firen and Hypatia stared at him silently, calmly. When he 
tried to excuse himself, saying he had other business, they did not budge.

“Well, this is all very disagreeable, I must say,” he said, icily.
“I agree and I wouldn't insist upon having it back unless I had to.”
“Perhaps I should call my attendant to escort you out then-”
“That would be a mistake.” Firen said calmly, standing up. Both he and Hypatia had their hands on 



their laser guns and their suits seemed to now be covered n some shimmering quality, their personal 
shields.

“You have a lot of nerve,” Jiff said quietly, his voice dripping venom.
“You are working with a spy and traitor to the queen. You remain out here unmolested on her 

sufferance, and mine. Let me remind you that you're a wanted man and I know who wants you and 
why.”

“I don't have tom for games, Captain Firen-”
“Let me put it this way. I know you're wanted by the Oneiroi Association and we both know what 

they do to failed shifters and renegades. They certainly would be very interested to know about one of 
their own out running around exercising free will. Couldn't have that, now could they?” The man's face 
visibly drained all color. Jiff was clearly shaken.

“You wouldn't dare rat me out!”
“'Your secret is safe with me unless you refuse to give over what is mine. I've never crossed you or 

interfered with your interests, but someone has interfered with mine and now you own something that 
belongs to me.” Jiff's eyes narrowed into slits.

“I'm not the only wanted man in the galaxy in this room.”
“I know. But the Oneiroi are far more subtle at capturing their prey than Earth Fed and what protects 

us both is a piece of technology that belongs to me.” Jiff cleared his throat.
"Let me have a drink, first,” he said and went to a table with a carafe and a small glass and poured 

himself a golden liquid and took a sip. He closed his eyes, ingesting it. Then slowly opened them. They
found their way back to Sara and he slid his gaze over her body as if flaying her skin from her.

'”Alright,” he said quietly.
“So, a bargain. I'll pay you twice the amount you paid for the object,” Firen offered. Jiff made a 

tsking sound.
“I have found an object, finally, through all my searching, revered by some, coveted by many in the 

know and even worshiped by those that live beyond the Inner Rim of planets and star systems. Finally, 
when I might find the secrets of the star people, I am to be robbed of it."

"What a pity."
"I will agree to this bargain. But I am not happy about it.” Sara sensed a growing threat in Jiff as a 

deadly enemy over this. Somehow he was going to make them pay for taking her gauntlet back. She 
wondered how.

“I know this is inconvenient to you. As it was most inconvenient to me to find it missing.” Jiff gazed 
calmly at all three of them for a long time without speaking, as if capturing their faces in his memory. 
Then he said:

“I'll get it for you.” He shuffled toward his desk, pushed a button and it lifted up silently and he took 
out the gauntlet. It was set inside a small display case. As soon as he turned to go to his desk, Hypatia 
grabbed something from her hip pocket in her belt. It was a tiny device that looked like an oval shaped 
box. She pressed something on it and the device flashed with a tiny green light. It was the same device 
she used to scan the area outside of Jiff's swamp place. The vectors and information seemed like Greek 
to her, but Hypatia was getting something from the different colors she picked up from its scanning. 
From green, the vectors turned reddish purple. Hypatia's movements were deft and silent. She slipped it
away back into her hip belt pocket before he turned around.

“I hear the McGregor family will meet with trouble at the Convening. I do so hope things turn out 
well.”

“So do I. The McGregor family has kept Garinthia safe for decades. We hope to continue doing so.”
“And what should you do, Captain Firen, if you and your mother are out of favor? I mean, you have 

come by yourselves out here in the muck. Who knows what you might meet up with. rather dangerous 
thing coming out here.” The air between them crackled with a tense silence.

“And you would know, would you? Do you think your interests will always be aligned with any new



power that should come to pass?” Jiff gave them a superior smile.
“People like me can find any place to hide. The universe is a big place.”
“Yet, you chose to hide here. Not all places are conducive to building a profitable business in the 

Outer Rim. Especially when the Oneiroi want your body parts and DNA for remolding. Of course, if 
you feel that the McGregors are no longer of any use to you, you can do and go where ever you will. As
long as it's not Garinthia.” His eyes darkened when Firen mentioned the Oneiroi. Jiff reluctantly 
handed Firen the gauntlet. Inwardly, Sara shouted: Hallelujah!

“You can't be too disappointed, Jiff. You're getting your money back, plus more,” said Firen 
pleasantly as he took out a thin card, no bigger than a credit card. Jiff took it and stuck it in a small 
device. His eyes widened slightly. Then he glanced up at Firen.

“See? I can be fair, Jiff.”
“You seem to be even more prosperous than I had suspected. Very generous indeed, captain.” His 

smile was cold. The smile on Firen's handsome, chiseled face matched it. 
“Thank you, Jiff, for your business and for your cooperation.” Jiff made an indistinct sound, then 

cleared his throat again.
“So, madam,” Jiff said to Sara as they were preparing to leave, “I take it you are a time-traveler?” 

Jiff's eyes had that look that left her feeling cold and violated.
“Something like that,” Sara mumbled.
“I find it interesting that you possess something so precious, and I don't even know your name. It 

would be nice to get acquainted with someone who might have the influence that, perhaps, you have? 
Perhaps you are working with the Guild in some capacity?” Sara smiled tightly and didn't say a word.

“I wonder, maybe you and I have similar goals of finding the secrets to time travel?” He said. His 
fascination with her was intensified, making Sara distinctly uncomfortable. She was ready to leave.

"It was a family heirloom is all. I don't know any secrets of time travel." He narrowed his eyes in 
suspicion. But she had told the truth. She didn't know any secrets. She'd crash landed into the 26th-
century by accident.

“Not all of us fear to dream and to go beyond the Outer Rim, captain. Not all of us fear the darkness 
of the Great Unknown. Some of us are daring enough to peer into it and seek its secrets.” Firen 
frowned as he handed the gauntlet to Sara. She clutched it to her chest. Her ticket back home. Jiff's 
expression became uncomfortably intense as he stared at Sara and then at the gauntlet and in his eyes 
grew an avaricious light.

“Yet, I see that you remain here, within the safety behind the Scepter,” said Firen.
“I study and learn,” said Jiff simply and he bowed his head slightly to them.
“There are other wayfinders out there, Jiff. I'm sure with your resourcefulness, you'll find another,” 

said Hypatia. Jiff grunted.
“And may I ask the lady another question before you go?” He suddenly asked. Sara stifled a sigh 

turned back to face him again.
“Yes?” She asked.
“And how did you come by it?” She hesitated for a few moments.
“My family was secretive about it.” His stare was so intense that she felt he was not only undressing 

her as if she were stark naked before him but that he was tearing into her soul. It was a look of both 
avarice and a sudden, delighted malice. Why, she didn't know. Firen placed a protective arm about her.

“I think you've badgered her enough. We'll be going now. Thank you for your business. If I ever run 
by any more of these objects in my raids and explorations, you'll be the first to know about it.” As they 
left Sara could still feel the man's gaze burning through her back. She was very glad to leave with her 
precious gauntlet.

. . .

Making their way back toward their shuttle Sara was on fire. 



Through her mask speaking was difficult. And night was falling. The last embers of evening were 
still fading from the sky. Hypatia had fixed their head gear with bright headlights and she and Firen 
now carried flashlights. The faint glimmer of their personal shields around their suits were more visible
now that they were outside.

“Here, you'll need your personal shield turned on. I get the feeling he's not done with us,” he said. He
activated something on her belt. She felt a slight vibration run over her.

“That will give you some protection from laser fire.”
“Firen.”
“What is it?” He asked quietly. 
“Who is that man?”
“He's a failed face-shifter."
"A. . .failed face-shifter?"
"Yes. I don't know what his original face looks like, or even if that is his original body. Face-shifters 

are grown in fluid chambers on Vactor-3, a moon in the Hydra system. He's a failed one. Don't ask me 
why or how. He escaped from service to the Oneiroi, the organization that creates and employs them. 
He's also a collector of rare and valuable objects, especially time travel devices and artifacts of the Star 
Temple. He's dangerous. But at times I've found him useful.”

“He seemed afraid when you mentioned the Oneiroi.”
“And with good reason. They're almost as powerful and secretive as the Sojourner's Guild,” said 

Hypatia. "They don't like it when failed agents escape their control. It's bad for business."
“He's been up to something for a long time. The mention of his former masters may keep him cowed 

temporarily but only for so long. I get the feeling he expects to retrieve this wayfinder shortly. Keep on 
the watch,” said Firen. 

“I didn't like the way he looked at me.”
“Neither did I. Let's get back to the shuttle. I suspect we're not out here alone.”

. . .

Up ahead Hypatia had beamed up a brilliantly colored vector map on display of the arduous trail 
they had forged through. The light from the map illuminated their footprints through the dense bush 
and the mud. There seemed to be faint footpaths of earlier travelers through the swamp forests but it 
was difficult to tell when they were made as the forest insisted upon quickly hiding any path forged 
through its floor. Hypatia warned that the blue footprints were the safest places to pick through and 
follow, and that these were the most recent – theirs. 

Sara took in a deep breath from her mask as the air was so full of moisture it felt as if she were 
drinking it. Thankfully her suit was made of some type of material that kept her body relatively cool 
and drier than she thought it might. She could hear the rushing water of the mysterious Murky River as 
they approached it once again. She saw glimpses of the moon, peeking out from behind clouds and the 
trees. Little firefly-like creatures darted away from them as they disturbed the foliage in their journey 
back, some alighting on branches hiding behind the leaves, which cast their yellow lights a pale green. 
Even in its deadliness, there was beauty in the forest. 

Suddenly, Hypatia stopped. Firen did the same, grabbing her hand.
“What is it?” Sara whispered. She felt the veins in her eye twitch, fear prickling up her spine.
“Shh!” He warned. Shots fired far up ahead.
“A search party,” Hypatia whispered.
“That's good, right?” Sara asked, feeling hopeful.
“No.  Most likely Jiff alerted them.” They hid within the dense foliage and low-hanging branches of 

a tree. Sara hoped nothing else was hiding under this tree with them. 
“How do you know?”
“I'm picking up their communications from a ship above out there. They're looking to kill.” They 



turned off their headgear lights and the flashlights.
“Luck would have it we're near bloodmord trees. These can make it difficult for anyone to find our 

life signs,” Hypatia whispered. Sure enough, seconds later they heard the engines of speeders passing 
by overhead with searchlights combing the brush. There was a crash far off and cries of distress.

“Idiots," she hissed. "Ships and speeders are notoriously unreliable around this area.”
“Which means that soon the search party will be on foot, with scanners sweeping through the bush. 

We need to get a move on,” whispered Firen. Sara felt something crawl up her thigh and tighten. She 
started to breath harder, feeling fear engulf her. She shook Firen's arm vigorously and pointed to her 
leg, afraid to look. Firen took out his dart whistle and carefully watched the creature tighten around her 
leg. Sara felt her leg start to grow numb. He drew the whistle to his lips and deftly shot it twice. It 
dropped around her feet. She shuddered a sigh.

“Quiet now,” he whispered. A speeder flew dangerously close to their hiding place and hovered, a 
straggler behind the search party.

 Firen took out his laser gun, ready to kill when the man suddenly lifted his speeder and flew off into 
the night. When it seemed safe and they had some distance between themselves and their pursuers they 
scrambled to get back to the shuttle. Then Firen started to run.

“Hurry! They're coming again!” He cried. A rain of laser fire tore through the trees. A huge fireball 
came roaring down nearly hitting them. The bloodmord tree where they were hiding erupted like a 
torch. 

“Go, go!” He shouted as another fireball let loose, illuminating the forest. Behind them there were 
sweeping search lights and yelling and laser fire. Animals and creatures screamed and fled their hiding 
places as fire lit the swamp in explosions of deadly laser light. Sara and Hypatia ran from the attack 
overhead and from behind. Hypatia disappeared down a small crevice in a hill twined with the 
misshapen trunks of giant bloodmord trees and Sara right on her heels, nearly falling on top of her. 
There was another explosion behind them. When the firestorm had passed, one of them was missing.

“Oh, no! Where's Firen?” Asked Sara.
“Hopefully hiding out somewhere,” said Hypatia, her gray eyes bright and alert, darting around. “He 

wouldn't want us to dawdle here. We need to get back to the shuttle as soon as possible. Follow me.”
. . .

Firen fell into a large quicksand pit, struggling against it. He grabbed hold of several vines, one of 
them a thinia red vine which lifted him out easily enough but then he kept rising up. He knew that if he 
didn't let go in the next few minutes he would be eaten and digested by the carnivorous plant waiting at
its end. Sharp talon like tiny vines whipped out through the air, following along the moving red vine, 
extending to grab hold of his flesh to hold him fast. He tore himself away, grabbing hold of smaller 
green vine nearby and swung himself down and around the bloodmord tree just as the jaws of a huge 
flower reached out to clamp down on him. The usual sounds of the night were disturbed as fire laser 
power rained down on hidden hiding places in the foliage as he fled,, burning through plants and wood 
and setting fires that quickly went out for the moisture. He swore violently under his breath as he found
a hiding place under a draping drugu fruit tree. More laser fire rained down, this time from a different 
direction. He heard the shouts of voices close by. Someone was coming. Whipping out his gun, he 
heard Arcturus and his best friend, Dagwood. He could have shouted for joy at hearing them. But they 
were farther away than he had assumed. The person who stepped through the leaves was Cain. He 
flexed his muscles, licking his lips, his eyes glinted with a hard light. 

“Why am I not surprised?” Firen said as he went for his gun. Cain went for his at the same moment 
and they both fired at each other, lasers bouncing off of their personal shields. Firen could feel the 
impact of the laser but no the pain but the force of it was powerful enough to through him back as he 
dove toward the ground. Personal shields, while well designed to protect against direct laser fire were 
not much use against weapons as knives. He was up a second later just as Cain was pitching toward 



him with full force, a long dagger in his teeth. Knocking him off his feet, Cain punched him several 
times before Firen was able to shove him off and plant a hard knee into his groin. Cain grunted in pain 
but it was not enough to take him out. Feeling his face swell from the blows Firen landed a hard fist 
into Cain's face. He caught Cain's arm holding the knife before he was able to drive it into his 
abdomen. They held there, in a death struggle in the mud, Firen holding Cain's fighting arm with the 
dagger, and Cain trying his bets to knock his opponent backside into the mud again. For a man his size 
Cain proved to be much stronger than he looked. 

“Why?” Firen grunted.
“Because you and your mother's time is over! We were promised much in the new regime! All we 

had to do is get rid of the queen, and then you!” Cain then slipped his dagger through sleight-of-hand 
into his other hand to deal a killing blow into Firen's gut. Firen caught the move just in time, having 
pulled out one of his poison darts from his side pouch and slipped it into Cain's neck a moment before 
the dagger entered his body. Cain strained against the prick at first, then his eyes widened in realization 
of what just happened. His body convulsed violently to the poison.

“Tell me who else you're working with and I'll ease your descent into hell!” Firen growled, pulling 
Cain's head up. Even through his shuddering and convulsions, Cain was full of derision. Blood spurted 
from his nose and he began to choke. His face turned white, then purple.

“Tell me!” Firen demanded. With all of his waning might and with a last, gasping breath Cain spat in
his face, then cried out in agony. A moment later he was dead, his eyes empty and his face stretched 
into a permanent howl, legs and arms twitching in involuntary spasms. A few moments later they too 
grew still.

“Damn it!” He cursed, finally getting up. All around him was laser fire and shouting. It sounded as if 
the tide was turning. He heard the sound of crashing brush and familiar voices.

“Dag! Arc! It's me, Firen!”
“Captain! Ho, men! It's the captain! We've trapped the attackers between the river and the snake pit! 

I chased Cain but he got. . .” Arcturus stepped forward only now noticing Cain's body, “. . .away.”  
Firen was breathing hard, his shield shimmering as he turned. He grinned.

“You men flushed the rat right into my arms.”
“Cain was the ringleader. We suspect he was working with Marius,” said Dagwood. Firen nodded. 

He suspected as much. Marius.
“How do things stand back home with the queen and the preparations?”
“She and her staff have taken care of all the rest of the preparations. The first delegates have just 

arrived. She's managed to get a couple more on the Grand Council to come back to her side.”
“Good to hear. We're not finished here, though!” Said Firen. “And I lost Hypatia and Sara in the 

attack. We have to find them.”
“Then let's finish it!” Shouted Arcturus, grinning. They all loved a good fight and had been spoiling 

for one for a long time. They went back toward their search party to finish off the rest of the attackers.



Chapter Thirteen

The stench of something dead nearby burned in her nostrils. She struggled to suppress the gag reflex.
“My God, what is that?”
“Get used to it. The bog downs and swamp lands reclaim everything. And there are many dead 

things in the dark waters of the river,” said Hypatia. They picked up their pace, running when they 
could, and eventually found themselves again at the edge of the Murky River. Hypatia looked 
uncertain.

“I don't remember crossing the river at this point, Hypatia.”
“That's because we're some miles downstream of the bridge.”
“Is there another bridge we can cross farther down?”  
“I don't think so. We got chased away from our original path. It will take days to get around the river.

We have to get across it, and soon.” Far upstream there were the ominous sound and sights of laser fire 
lighting up the forest. That way was blocked.

Sara hoped Firen was still alive. She felt sick and sour inside at the thought of what might have 
happened, what might happen to Hypatia, all because of her. She knew that he hadn't risked his life 
strictly for her cause, but he'd risked it just the same helping her. If he died because of her carelessness 
in using the device, she didn't know what she'd do. What would his crew think of her? What would they
do to her? Her distress manifested itself in sharp stomach pains. I hope he's alive. Please, be alive, 
Firen! She thought this not just for her own sake, but for his too. 

“We'll have to find some way farther downstream to cross-” Hypatia glanced back at her, frowning. 
“What is wrong?” Sara was holding her stomach with one hand and waved the issue away with the 
other.

“Never mind. It'll pass.”
“Are you certain?” Sara nodded quickly. She just needed to keep moving, to take her mind off of 

their present plight. Hypatia gave her a doubtful look but focused her attention back on their escape.
“I think. . .” she said, tapping her finger against the screen of her mask, looking around, “I think we'll

have to find the Three Crones.”
“And what's that?”
“It's three groupings of exposed rock in a shallow part of the Murky River that can make it possible 

to cross without a bridge or a boat. It's dangerous. The current there can be strong and can suck you 
under. And even though it's more shallow there than in other parts of the river, it's still deep enough to 
drown. If we can find a surface or an object to use to wade across then as long as the currents aren't too 
strong, we get to the rocks and then walk across to the other side. It's the only chance we have now.”

“I'd rather wait for Firen-” Hypatia shook her head vigorously.
“Can't. If we're caught out here too long we'll die.”
“Isn't there some kind of tracking device or a flare you can use to let someone know we're lost?”
'”Yes, later. Right now our enemies will find the signal and know we're still alive and where we are,”

she said, sliding screens away and bringing up new ones from her holo-vid map. 
“The Three Crones is three miles away. We leave, now.” They sifted, tore, cut and struggled through 

the vegetation and at times where they could follow a faint footpath they stepped as lightly as they 
could so as to not sink too far into the forest floor, their boots pressing into soft mud that threatened to 
swallow them down. After about three hours of walking, Sara felt her legs burning, ready to give out. 
Hypatia stopped to rest, pointing to the landmark up ahead. It was completely dark now but though she 
couldn't see the river, she could hear its boiling, bubbling waters. Sara was relieved for the short break. 
She sat on a log and put her head down in her lap. The map continued to illuminate the way with soft 
glowing lines tracking where they were in the swamp. Hypatia's flashlight weaved and bobbed slowly 
as she searched the area for anything that might be useful. She took up her machete and tugged at a 



large piece of wood attached to a rotten stump, chopping at it until it came loose. She heaved it away 
from the stump and a sea of tiny, many-legged insects came scattering out and into the bush.

“Ugh!” Cried Sara, grabbing her chest. The sound came involuntarily from her lips. She felt foolish 
and weak for doing it and hoped no one heard them. Hypatia gave her an irritated look.

“Look, I'm not used to this! And I hate insects! Besides, what if they were poisonous?” Hypatia 
shrugged and went back and chopped at the stump, pulling another piece of wood from it, shaking off 
any creatures still hanging to its underside. Sara's skin crawled as she flicked an insect from her 
shoulder. How am I ever going to be an herbalist if I can't accept all of the creatures of nature without 
freaking out?

As they made their way to the banks of the river moonlight shined over its black waters, casting dark
shapes in the mists. Hypatia looked uncertain, that silent and stoic image of strength to Sara now 
seemed slightly afraid as she watched the black waters of the steaming river as if looking of listening 
for something. The call of unseen night birds and the shrieks and growls other nocturnal creatures 
lurking about and Hypatia's reticence made her own heart sink in fear. She fought it mightily. She 
couldn't afford to be afraid. One mistake and it would be their deaths. Hypatia finally attached her 
machete and flashlight to her utility belt. She dragged one of the large pieces of wood over and handed 
it to Sara. Sara felt her hope of ever seeing Firen again dashed. The farther they journeyed away, the 
deeper Firen vanished into the secrets of the forest. As if reading her thoughts Hypatia softened her 
voice.

“Don't worry too much. Firen's been in worse situations than this many times. He always keeps his 
feet and his head. I'm sure he'll turn up.” But Sara found her courage faltering, looking at the ominous 
river. She could see the steam curling up and creeping over the surface like phantoms in the large eye 
of the moon's light.

“Maybe we should wait until morning?” Hypatia grunted in irritation.
“If you wish to encounter gana lizards, perhaps. They hunt at night in these parts of the swamps. We 

don't have enough weaponry or people with us for it to be safe. Unless we climb up the trees. Even 
then, there are the raptor birds to worry about. Stop tarrying! Come!” 

Floating the pieces of wood into the river first they both waded carefully into the water, Sara, 
reciting a silent prayer as she followed Hypatia into the river. The water was very warm and it bubbled 
and foamed around their legs and then their waists as they made their progress. Soon they were up to 
their chests. The river seemed relatively calm and the giant moon, now that they were away from the 
trees, loomed like a milky-blind cyclops eye. It shined so that they had just enough light to see by, 
pushing forward steadily against the currents. Finally, Sara felt her feet begin to float and she kicked 
swiftly to continue making her way across fast on Hypatia's heels, focusing on Hypatia's head, floating 
right above the water. She could see the large tips of the three crones only a few yards away. As they 
neared the first rock Sara felt the water swirling under her as if something apart from the normal 
movement was disturbing it.       

A sudden thought tore through her mind. The tentacle! She kicked desperately to get across faster. 
Hypatia, seeming to sense her sudden panic began to swim faster as well. Something chimed ahead of 
her, like a communication device. Hypatia reached the rock first and stretching up, pressing the weight 
of her body against the slick rock, deftly searching by hand for the tiny crevices and footholds in the 
rock where ever she could. It reminded Sara of the rock climbing she used to do and Hypatia was rather
deft at it. Even with the slipperiness of the rock Hypatia lifted herself from the water onto the flat 
plateau with relative swiftness. She turned and reached her hand out to Sara. 

Sara wedged herself between the large rock, which felt strangely soft and movable. Except it wasn't a
rock at all. Something grabbed at her torso, winding itself around her, pulling her deeper into the river. 
She screamed out. Hypatia yelled, pulling her arms, rasping at the I.D. bracelet, but Sara's hands and 
arms were slipping away.

She screamed, struggling against the fat, long tentacle that held her fast. The force and the heaviness 



of the waters against her chest reduced the volume and power of her voice. The tentacle pulled her 
underneath the water. Deep, deep under the black waters she slid. She could only hear the booming roar
of the rushing water as more tentacles entwined themselves around her waist and chest and slithered 
over her head. She fought the urge to breathe. Above her, she felt something break through the surface. 
White bubbles whirled around her. Sara grabbed her laser pistol and fired toward the tentacles holding 
her and the intermittent crackling of laser fire tore into the great dark mass attached to them. The laser 
shots fizzled out as they reached their mark. It was enough to free her and give her room to escape. 
Hypatia's machete blade flashed in the dark waters as she sliced open a tentacle still wrapped around 
Sara's chest. Sara bit into another one coming round to hold her, but this did nothing to loosen its grip. 
She shot again, emptying her laser gun into the creature below, but she was weakening. She felt herself 
giving into the dark waters of the river, feeling as if this were a dream and that soon she would be 
asleep in blackness. She was so exhausted she could barely feel her limbs. She felt as of she were 
quadriplegic, just a torso floating in the water. She tasted the bitter waters and the salty blood of the 
creature in her mouth. More shots were fired and finally all of the tentacles withdrew. She felt hands 
grab her, pulling her up. She struggled with all the strength she had left, bursting through the surface of 
the river, coughing and gagging and panting as if each breath were her last. When she'd caught her 
breath Hypatia covered her face with a mask.

“I've got you! I've got you,” said Hypatia as Sara choked and struggled to breath, feeling as if her 
esophagus was going to collapse. She held on to Hypatia with a death grip, shaking.

“Here. Breath deeply. I think we lost yours to the river. An offering, I suppose, though she would 
have preferred live meat instead.”

They were sitting on the first rock. Finally, Sara was strong enough to sit up.
“Think you can move again?” She asked. Sara was too exhausted to answer.
They stood up, the river running all around the rocks and steam and mists rolling over and around 

them. Sara closed her eyes. She was so spent she didn't think she could move another inch. Her eye 
caught something on the other side of the bank. It had crawled out of the river and slithered onto the 
bank, a giant, dark mass full of tentacles. An eldritch wail sounded from it, like the raw, ragged scream 
of an angry woman or cat and then the screams and wails turned into moans that made her bones turn 
cold. It waved its unbroken and undamaged tentacles in the air as if to command the Three Crones to 
come to it. The moonlight illuminated the horrible creature. It rippled and slid across the muddy 
ground, its eyes were sunken black orbs with tiny pinpoints of light. Then it slid back in the water 
quickly, towards the rocks. This spurred them on with an energy they'd thought spent. They both 
jumped toward the next rock and then climbed up to its small plateau, made the jump to the last rock 
and then hurriedly waded in the shallow water to the other side of the river onto the bank and deeper 
into the forest. 

Sara stopped, leaning against a tree to catch her breath more fully. She took a deep breath of oxygen 
from her mask.

“What in the hell was that thing?” She exclaimed. Hypatia's breathing was nearly as labored as hers. 
“The Lady of the Rivers. Garinthians have all sorts of stories about her. You just saw one aspect of 

her.”
“Was that the Swamp Witch aspect?” This elicited a brief burst of laughter from Hypatia.
“Actually, some do call her a swamp witch.”
“Hypatia, why did you help me back there? I mean, you guys thought I was a spy or an assassin. You

could have just left me in the water to drown or be eaten by that thing.” Hypatia gave her a steady look.
“At first when that search party came and attacked us, a thought came to my mind that maybe you 

were a spy after all, ambushing us and that Firen had been deceived by you. But had you truly been one
you would have killed both of us long before we reached Jiff's place. Besides, I trust Firen's judgment. 
He's tough, but he's fair and a good judge of character. If Firen trusts you, then I have no argument with
you.”



“Thanks.”
“Now let's go. We're not out of trouble yet.” She took out her machete. “Do you know how to use a 

machete?” 
“Sure,” Sara lied. Hypatia shot her a dry look, handing her the machete. 
“Might as well learn how.” Sara took it and it immediately began to move of its own accord. She 

held it away from her body, looking at it warily.
“What's wrong with this thing?” Sara exclaimed. Hypatia grabbed and held her arm steady.
“It's a motion sensor weapon. It moves with the power and force of your body. It works through your

own energy. Be very careful. Hold it this way and swing like this,” she demonstrated by raising her arm
with her hand against her shoulder as if the machete was resting above her head, making wide, graceful
sweeping motions up and down. “And turn the blade away from you when resting it on your shoulder 
or you'll accidentally cut your ear off. Or your own head.” 

Sara held it aloft, the blade turned away from her ear. 
After getting some distance from the river, they found themselves in a small clearing where the 

moonlight fell and brightened the field so that they didn't need their flashlights. One of them was 
broken anyway and Sara's laser gun was spent of energy. They took turns using the mask while they 
rested on large, flat rocks. 

While Hypatia fiddled with her flashlight, Sara's eye caught something in the grass behind her. She 
watched closely as the grasses parted in a thin line as some creature slowly crept toward them through 
the tall grasses. Suddenly, a thin tail appeared and whipped from side to side. From the movement and 
size of the tail, it seemed to her a rather large animal.

“Hypatia,” Sara whispered fiercely. Hypatia looked up and froze.
“What?” She mouthed. The creature froze too, as if knowing they were aware of its presence. 

Hypatia took out her gun and just then the thing pounced and in the bright moonlight she got a good 
look at it. It was a lizard creature, about as large as a Labrador. It lunged at Hypatia, knocking her over 
the rock and landing on top of her. Sara leaped up and with a powerful swing she sent the machete 
down across its back. Dark blood spurted out of the razor thin wound, but this didn't stop the lizard. It 
fastened a cruel mouth full of teeth onto Hypatia's arm, trying to wrench her arm from its socket. She 
screamed, lifting her gun to shoot but it wouldn't fire. Again and again Sara hacked wildly at the 
creature's back and tail until with one swing she took off its tail at the base and with another blow she 
made a mortal gash deep in its neck. It made a hissing wail. Blood spurted in rhythmic gushes from its 
neck. She continued to attack until the thing dropped, curled up and stopped moving. Then she slashed 
at its soft belly for good measure. She knelt down by Hypatia. Looking over her arm. In one spot, the 
arm of her suit was torn through and there were small holes where the creature's teeth had been. 
Hypatia gave her a mournful look.

“That thing wasn't venomous was it?” Sara asked. 
“Yes it was. We need to get to the shuttle within ten hours or I'm not going to make it. I had a poison 

and venom kit, but I lost it in the river.”
“We aren't far, are we?” Hypatia shook her head. She started breathing heavily.
“That was a gana lizard. We got lucky. A large one is about as big as a shuttle and even a sensor 

diamond machete wouldn't be a match for it.” Her breathing steadily became more ragged, a death 
struggle against the venom. 

'Just give me a moment to look at the map, Hypatia. We'll get there! Just hold on!” Sara stifled her 
panic and studied the vector map, the light lines barely visible from the moonlight. They weren't far. 
Less than a mile. But Hypatia was fading and the more energy she exerted, the faster the venom would 
make its way through her bloodstream. And Sara was going to have to help her walk. Sara moved to 
help her up, but Hypatia waved her away.

“I'll only slow you down-”
“Don't be ridiculous! I'm not leaving you out here-” 



“I meant that I'll follow you. Just use the map. I'm right behind you.” Worriedly, Sara took the lead. 
They forged on, eventually coming to another clearing until they heard the flying of speeders and 
shuttles overhead. The lights from the ships lit up the night. Hypatia collapsed. Sara helped her up, 
practically carrying her now and they ran and hid under the trees near the outer edge of the clearing.  
Hypatia's condition was worsening. Sara held her up with her arm around her neck. A voice could be 
heard above them in the trees.

“Ronin 306.”
Hypatia suddenly came alive with a burst of precious energy. She grabbed at her com-link box at her 

belt.
“Ronin 360!”
“Ronin 306, I detect the traveler with you,” said the voice from above.
“Yes! This is Ronin and traveler!” She retorted. She dialed something into her com-link box, her 

fingers slow and fumbling. Then there was a different voice above them.
“Ronin and traveler, you're among friends! It's me, Firen! My crew found me after the attack. We're 

coming down to get you!” Sara saw the tall grasses by the edges of the clearing sway and move with 
disturbing speed as other creatures were moving toward them. Ships overhead fired and a din of terrible
screeching was heard. Some of the hovering shuttles landed. Several well-armed men came out of one 
of the larger shuttles and guided them inside, shooting at the would-be predators to keep them at bay. 
Inside at the pilot seat was Firen, all tousled and filthy and even more handsome for it. 

“Please get her to a medical room or something,” said Sara. “She was bitten by a gana lizard.”
“Did you guys ended up in the river?” Asked one of the men. She recognized him as Dagwood.
“It's a long story, Dag,” murmured Hypatia. He rubbed her forehead and kissed her, then gathered 

her up in his powerful arms and carried her off to a medical bay, his long strides fast and urgent. A 
woman Sara didn't know dressed in white grabbed a red pack from a row of red packs on a shelf and 
followed them.

Firen glanced back at Sara.
“How is she?” He asked.
“If they have a venom kit she'll be okay. She was bitten by one of those lizards out there.”
“Well, we've got plenty of those. I'm so glad I found you two. Looks like more were on the way. Do 

you still have the gauntlet?” Sara froze, feelings of panic flooding through her. She searched and 
searched. Oh, no! I can't lose it! She felt for it and discovered that it was fastened securely to her utility
belt. She nearly fainted in relief.

“Please don't tell me it's lost!” He said.
“I have it. It's right here.”
“Thank the stars!” he said, looking visibly relieved.
The tiny com-link box on his hip beeped. He tapped it. The voice that came in was tinny sounding 

and breaking up, but Sara could just make out the message.
“Captain!”
“Firen here. Yes, Mara?”
“The samples you gave me came back positive. They share the same ancestry with the others on 

file.” He looked at her, a bright smile erupting across his face.
“Well, that's good news indeed! Thank you!”
“You're welcome, captain!” Firen tapped the box at his hip to cut off the com-link.
”What was that about?”
“Just tying up a loose end is all.”
“Was she talking about me?”
“Let's just say that I have no doubts about you now.” She smiled.
“So, how did you two manage to navigate your way back after the attack?”
“We got turned around somehow and couldn't get across by the bridge so we had to go farther 



downstream and cross by a place called the Three Crones. We saw something frightening there, 
captain.” 

”Just Firen, to you,” he said smiling. Sara's heart fluttered. “I should have known. Hypatia has 
traveled the swamps a few times already. What did you see?”

“The Lady of the Rivers. That's what Hypatia called her.” Firen was quiet.
“The Lady. You know, there's an old story that came from the star people long ago on this planet, Old

Garinthia. They were the first people who came and left long before the tribes were here. They said that
a woman who saw the Lady of the Rivers and lived would become a queen.”

“Really? That's quite a legend. Both of us saw her. Looks like there might be two queens,” she said. 
He chuckled.

“In those ancient times they worshiped the rivers and lakes all over the planet. That “lady” is a 
primeval creature older than we know. It was there when the star people were here. Before they built 
their edifice, the Star Temple, they would throw a young girl in the river or a lake. If she survived she 
would be queen. If not, she was a sacrifice to the Lady of the Rivers.”

“That's horrible!” He shrugged. 
“Garinthians get many of their legends and histories from the star people.”
“Okay. So what did they say if a man saw the Lady of the Rivers?”
“That he would turn to stone. It was only for females to commune with her. Not males.”
“I see,” Sara chuckled. “Well, I'm glad I saw it and survived. She was hideous. I can see why a man 

might turn to stone if he saw her face.” They both laughed. She came and sidled next to the navigator 
seat.

“I'm not a navigator but would you mind if I sat here? I'd love to learn what all of these controls are.”
She flashed her most winning smile at him. Both of them were wet, caked with mud, tired and 
exhilarated from a rousing adventure. She felt more full of life than she'd ever had in her life. His eyes 
were bright with amber fire.

“I don't mind at all.”



Chapter Fourteen

When they reached the fortress the dome dwellings that spotted the swamp lands below looked like a
profusion of pale toadstools. And the swamp lands below now seemed a faintly and romantic 
mysterious spread of wild paradise, like a scene in a painterly work of art. Its deadliness was a memory
now that she was within the safety of the fortress. 

 There were cheers and a rowdy chorus of welcome from crew members and many others when they 
got back. Sara noticed that stares her way weren't so hostile anymore. At least not by most. Firen 
investigations had laid to rest the issue of the spy. The information picked up by Hypatia's scanner 
while in Jiff's domed palace confirmed Firen's suspicions. They had picked up DNA signature traces of 
Lilith, who was working with Cain.

Cain was dead, a gift to the swamps. Lilith was still missing, likely far away by now. Others were 
perturbed that she hadn't been captured. Sara was just relieved she was gone.

She was guided to apartments normally reserved for special guests. It looked as if they were once 
luxurious if rather threadbare now, but it was spacious and comfortable and she desired some comfort 
after her ordeal. There was a large balcony that led out to a bird's eye view of the mountains far away 
and the swamps below and a glorious view of the wide moon above. It bathed the balcony in soft, 
muted light. She stripped her filthy clothes off and bathed, scrubbing herself vigorously. Cheerful Alyse
had come around to give her new clothes. When she was finished she was greeted with a small table 
laden with food, many of them quite exotic and unrecognizable. There was a silver carafe of wine too. 
Firen was nowhere to be found, to her disappointment, but there was a note on the table: “I like a 
woman with an appetite. Enjoy.”

She ate, especially the tamer more recognizable stuff, even a few of the things she didn't recognize. 
Most of it was delicious. She ate with gusto, licking her fingers joyfully and taking a generous drink of 
the deep red wine, feeling as if it were the last meal of her life. It gave her a feeling of safe excitement 
and secure warmth and calm. Midway as she was inhaling what looked and tasted like a beef rib the 
doors slid open and Firen, dressed in sleek, dark finery that gave him the visage of a prince, strode in. 
He regarded her steadily then smiled as she looked embarrassed. She set the rib aside, wiping her 
mouth and hands on a napkin, wishing he'd knocked first or at least used the door chime.

“Don't stop on account of me, my sweet. Eating is a sacred rite. One never knows if you'll live to see 
the next day. So eat as much as you want. I don't regard little bird eaters very much.” 

“This wine, what kind is it? It's like nothing I've ever tasted.” It was a wine that tasted like water first
and then flavors of grape and chocolate and others she couldn't place with a mild note of honey.

“It's Belerian wine. Expensive. Almost always well engineered and at times exquisite, depending on 
the decade. Even cheap Belerian wine is considered better than most other wines. We get it for a good 
price by the tank. Belerians are from the planet Rysal. They excel when it comes to culinary delights. 
They also run some of the most powerful banking corporations in the second quadrant of the Milky 
Way. I'd like to take you there one day.”

“I'd love to go. Are they human?”
“No. They look human enough. But a Belerian and a human couldn't have children. Pleasant people, 

though.”
“Have you ever raided Belerian ships?”
“I have in the past. I have a special pact with their Planetary Consul these days. The Brotherhood no 

longer raids their ships, they don't poison the wine that gets shipped off planet. Lot's of economic 
benefits trading with them legally, I've found.” 

Sara pulled down her sleeve, revealing the I.D. bracelet and gave him an expectant look.
He cocked his head to one side, frowning. “Ah, yes. Let me take that off you,” he said. “Good thing I

put it on you in the first place. It made it easy to find you two in the swamp forest after I lost you.” She 



extended her arm to him and he held it firmly, his fingers pressing into her skin, ranging lightly over 
her wrist as he unlocked it. She felt the hairs on her arm tingle. She took a slow, deep breath.

“There. I'm thinking you won't need that again.” He put it in a pocket in his robe.
“Firen, you don't feel bad about. . .stealing from others?”
“Bad? What is there to feel bad over? I am what I am. We have a long tradition of piracy in the 

family. Right or wrong, I'm a pirate. If there wasn't piracy many more people than you know would be 
disenfranchised, starving, robbed and oppressed; those with no power pillaged by those who frame 
mischief by legal decree.”

“I'm not sure I understand.”
“Many powerless people in this galaxy, alien and human, would be dead. Pirates tend to equal the 

scales. I don't know what it's like where you come from but out here, some corporations kill, maim and 
murder with impunity. The governments uphold their abuse as a right. Often people can't call on any 
government agency or security force for protection because they no longer exist to serve and protect the
people. They protect government and business interests first and foremost and unless you have 
connections, power or money, you're at their mercy if they've decided your land you've found on some 
remote planet or base is valuable for whatever they've decided they need it for. They do it to colonists 
and to native alien societies who don't have the technology to fight them off. Then they round the 
people up to live on stations when that happens. And some of these places are the most squalid, 
horrendous things you ever saw, poor quality building materials, poorly designed. A badly designed 
space station in operation is one of the most frightening experiences you could ever have. Some are 
placed in locations in space that no space station should ever exist in; too close to black holes, pulsars 
or quasars, and not designed well enough to keep themselves rooted in place they become roving 
derelict cities and the chaos and horrors that take place on these places is terrifying to behold, Sara.

“Oh my God.”
“Oh, and it gets worse. Some stations simply implode in space with thousands, sometimes millions 

of people dying and no one takes responsibility for these tragedies. Most of the time these things don't 
get reported. Even on the better ones people die. They're like leper colonies in space, ghettos of the 
worst sort. Death barns. And then they can say to Earth Fed and its alliance partners that they relocated 
people and compensated them according to the law for taking their land or uprooting entire 
communities. But of course, they didn't and no one checks these things out. No one wants to know 
what really happens.”

“I had no idea.” She felt a dark cloud fall over her hearing this.
“Look, I'm not an angel. I won't pretend I am. I can't speak for other pirates but for me it isn't about 

personal greed. I have these people on Garinthia to care for. If it weren't for my family keeping 
Garinthia safe from Earth Fed and its corporate partners, the colonists and the natives would be in 
trouble. This place is teeming with natural resources. Not many planets are. We're lucky here and I 
intend to keep it that way but I'm not turning my back on places that don't have access to the resources 
we do here. Nor on the ghetto stations where people are desperate for basic necessities.”

“That's very noble of you.”
“No, I'm not noble. Just not entirely wicked.” She sat back, regarding him quietly, as he did her.
“So, why are you so dressed up?” He looked stunningly gorgeous in his new attire. He wore a robe 

over a black body suit, of black material and on either side of his robe was a wide gold stripe. And a 
diamond stud in his left ear. Even though it looked formal and princely, there was something roguish 
retained. Perhaps it was the way he moved. Or the stud. He did have a slight swagger, which she liked. 
It smelled as if he was wearing some type of cologne. It was a light scent and reminded her faintly of 
gasoline and fresh pine. 

“The Convening. It starts tomorrow.” 
“What's going to happen at this Convening? Can I come?” His expression suddenly erupted in a 

wicked smile.



“Political business. And surely, you can come.” 
“Will there be trouble? What will I see there?”
“You've been trouble ever since you set foot on my ship. I like trouble.” Sara lowered her eyes until 

her lashes touched her cheeks and then looked at him through long lashes.
“You still trust me?”
“Should I not, golden-haired angel?” He said in that lilting accent.
“I promise I won't get in the way. So, what's a convening and what's going to happen?”
“A Convening is a governing counsel of pirates and other interests that make decisions on the 

governing of Garinthia, such as it is right now. It's a rather free form counsel. Either you'll see the 
triumph or the fall of the McGregor family on Garinthia. If we lose the votes of confidence by those on 
the counsel and the pirate captains who will be represented there, we'll have to pass on the Scepter to 
whoever will be elected next. Something I'm loathed to do.”

“What is the Scepter?”
“An advanced piece of alien technology. It's a kind of shield that protects this planet from our 

enemies. While the Scepter is in operation no one can find or approach the planet. No missile or laser 
weapon nor other weapons known to Man can touch us here. The Brotherhood through us holds the 
Scepter. Another syndicate of pirates and other confederates wish to control it, but I doubt they will use 
it to protect this planet. They have other uses for it, purely selfish no doubt, and that would put 
Garinthia's safety at risk for invasion and eventual slaughter. We sit on a vast amount of vital resources.
That will end if we lose the Scepter.”

“I hope you can keep it then,” she said.
“Ay. So do I.” He poured himself a glass of wine and sat on the couch, taking up a blue olive and 

popping it into his mouth.
“Firen, what do the natives call Garinthia?”
“Maressa. Or Blue Mother.”
”Why do you call them the Water People?”
“They have an affinity for water that we don't quite understand. They can swim and breathe 

underwater for hours. They have gills. They also perform certain sports and dances that are sacred, only
under the water. And their children are all birthed under the water. They can handle both fresh and salt 
water.”

“Fascinating. I wonder where they can be found. Do they trade with humans?”
“Sometimes. Many of their medicines and craft works are highly sought after. Much of it uses 

underwater plants and creatures. They also know how to trap and eat animals and plants that most 
humans find difficult to catch, dangerous or poisonous to eat.” Sara watched him take a sip of wine. 
She was impressed that he cared about such things.  

“Do you have a girlfriend?” She countered slyly.
“Girlfriend? You mean, do I have a woman or mate?”
“Mate? That's a rather primitive way of stating it.”
“Primitive?” He laughed. “Last time I checked, a woman was not a girl. That sounds primitive to me.

Girlfriend. I suppose the word comes from that odd time period you came from. No, not at the moment.
Bed partners, sure. But no true mate, as of now.” He gave her a sly look. She picked up her glass and 
took a sip.

“At first I thought perhaps Hypatia was, but-”
“Hypatia? No. Though I wouldn't object. Her affections lie elsewhere.”
“I'm sorry, I shouldn't have asked.”
“Nonsense. Nothing wrong with being direct. It's an asset here. Especially when it comes to battle 

and affairs of the heart.”
“I also meant to ask, is she alright?”
“She's healing fine. She'll recover in about another day or so. You saved her life. She wants to thank 



you.”
“She doesn't owe me anything. I mean, she saved my life first in the river.”
“Yes, she told Dag and me about the encounter. It seems almost like fate has brought you here under 

its protective wings.” His voice grew quieter. “We two find ourselves in a unique situation. Do you 
agree?”

“It does seem unique though it might be bragging to say so.”
“No shame in that. I rather like how you crashed into our lives, now that I know you are on the side 

of the angels rather than the fiends. Or at least not out to harm us. You're an accidental time traveler, 
which could put you in a dangerous position with the Guild, if it gets out,” with a gleam in his eye as if 
he delighted in this. “And I am a pirate with a price on my head in quite a few places.”

“Now, wait a minute! I'm in trouble? Why?”
“Time travel is the purview of a few. We have our legends of outsiders. But legends are no threat. 

You, a living, breathing outsider traversing the stars without their permission, are another matter.”
“But why?” How ridiculous and unfair! she thought, feeling her anger flare. He shrugged.
“I don't know what they do in the Guild in regards to time travel, but they don't like others knowing 

how to do it. I'm sure there's a reason for it, but I don't know what it is. They're the few legitimate 
organizations that will do business with pirates, but not openly. And only because of what we can do 
for them. Pirates, the Brotherhood especially, are the only ones who can provide the special substances 
they need to do their work, for a cheap price. There are certain drugs and other alchemical substances 
they work with that eases the physical pressures of time travel on their minds and bodies, I'm told. I'm 
not sure what sort of wrinkle you might prove to be in that relationship. Things could get interesting.”

“I hope I don't wrinkle anything between you and them. Certain kinds of interesting I can do 
without.”

“That's my hope too. Maybe they're afraid that someone will get your time travel machine and 
duplicate it and sell it to others who will do it themselves. Maybe they go back or forward in time and 
change things that should not be changed if that's even possible, and maybe they don't want anyone 
messing up their dark plans. Oh, they have plans within plans, you know,” he said when Sara frowned 
worriedly. He sounded as if he were teasing, but the words were ominous. “They are not to be crossed. 
What I do know is that they wouldn't be happy about you.” 

“And would you give me over to them?” He regarded her for a few moments and Sara didn't like the 
fact that he took his time answering. 

“If it comes to that because you've presented yourself as a danger to my crew and to the people on 
Garinthia, I would. Prove yourself an asset to them, and to me and to the queen, and it may never come 
to that.” She wasn't sure she was satisfied with that answer but decided not to push in that direction any
further.

.Mentioning time travel reminded her of all the trouble her gauntlet had caused.
It was lying on a table by a huge globe. She picked it up carefully. It was a true work of engineering 

alchemy and art. She had never really noticed its exquisite beauty before and berated herself for it. But 
now that she had it once again, did she really want to go back? If she could build a life here. . . with or 
without the man sitting before her. . .what would it look like? Of course, she had to go back. She 
wanted to see her father. She couldn't leave him forever in the past. But she didn't want the life she had 
back there. Not at all. Life back there was a form of servitude that no one really noticed because they 
were too busy to notice. Too busy being ruled by working. Too busy working to be with their families, 
too busy to have true leisure time to pursue things that actually enriched their lives. Working to make 
others rich instead of achieving the freedom to live how they wanted. She set the gauntlet down again. 

“What?” He asked.
“I don't know. Sometimes I'm not so sure I want to go back. I just don't know.”
“Then don't. There's so much to see and explore here. You can go back anytime you want. But stay 

awhile. You've seen the dark heart of Garinthia. Let me show you its beauty. In time, I can show you its



heights.”
. . .

From what she'd learned from him, pirates that traded in time traveling artifacts often reaped rich 
rewards from the Guild. However, they were highly secretive, odd, and by some rumors, a dark 
organization. But the information and wealth of knowledge they were purported to have about time 
travel was vast. It was said that no one knew what a real time traveler looked like because their 
extensive travels through space and time had changed their physical bodies, even their genetic 
structure. They wore full masks and body suits so that their true identities and natures were hidden. It 
was known that if they encountered an outsider, those outsiders disappeared. But since no one had 
really met an outsider time traveler, it was just rumor. 

Not anymore. She thought worriedly. But the universe is a massive place. Surely, no one will find out
about me beyond. Dodecea. She found this organization frightening and intriguing. If she could find a 
way to study them from afar, she wished this, but she had no wish to meet them.

And the most interesting piece of information that seemed to link Garinthia to the Guild was that 
because of his own tenuous ties with the Guild, Dundee McGregor was allowed to find and keep the 
precious contents he'd found on the alien derelict ship many years ago, far beyond the outer rim 
planets. In fact, he was given the coordinates as a “gift” for a special alchemical substance he'd found 
while trading with an alien civilization on a little-known planet in the third quadrant. This substance 
was one of the main ones they relied on for their work. Few people outside of the Brotherhood knew 
this. Ties within ties. She wondered where things would lead in the future.

After supper, Firen took her to one of the uppermost chambers of the fortress and from there they 
walked a long arched hall to a large atrium garden. It was so large that it housed several man-made 
ponds and pools. It was an open air space that also housed many fruit trees, potted plants and a 
profusion of native and alien plants, flowers and grasses. Rows of hanging flowered vines, heavy with 
their fragrant and alluring scents of citrus and honey filled the air. Tiny insects dotted these flowers and
flew in and out from outside through tiny vents in the plexi-glass and stone walls. It was a high-domed 
room and above was a wide sky full of starlight and the giant moon. This night it was was spectacular, 
high above and out of the way of the cover of the trees. A crush of stars and stellar gases that painted 
the distant night sky like vast mists danced across the horizon. Beyond were the wildlife and plant life 
of the swamp, some of them softly glowing. She caught sight of a procession of lights growing closer 
and closer, bobbing up and down. 

“This is beautiful, Firen. Are these flowers and fruit trees from the surrounding area?”
“Most. Some are foreign transplants from other planets and some from other lands on Garinthia. This

one here, for instance, is from Xankor Prime, a planet in the third quadrant. Beautiful place, with purple
skies and a blue sun.” The flower pulsed and glowed with a soft light. Sara was not sure what color it 
was at all. She stopped, in delighted and apprehensive surprise. It was the first time she'd come across 
something of a color she couldn't describe. Or a glowing plant.

“This place, this planet. I never thought of swamps as beautiful places before. I'd never thought of 
swamps at all.”

“I didn't either until my mother finally decided to marry with Dundee and make Garinthia her home. 
Before, I grew up within the ice and crystal spires of the Diamond Sky city. Between the time of the 
war and coming here I lived life as a vagabond on the Artemis.”

In the distance, little lights grew closer to the fortress, winding through the dense foliage, either 
torches or lanterns. 

“Who are they?”
“Those are one of the native tribes of the swamp lands and bogs,” he said. “The Water Men. They 

too are on their way to be represented here at the Convening. This particular tribe is called the Lilonna. 
They are the largest tribe in Dodecea. Their tribal mother will be here at the fortress, presently.”



“What will she do?”
“They do not necessarily make a lot of decisions unless it affects them directly, but the queen and I 

do make sure they have a say in matters. I want to hear what her thoughts on the issue might be. I hope 
she still supports us,” he said. Sara detected a fleeting look of concern in his face.

“And the queen. . .” his voice trailed off and his expression darkened.
“Your mother,” she said gently. 
“She has always been intemperate, but lately she's been more erratic than usual. I worry not just 

about our family and our way of life but about her.”
“What do you think is wrong?”
“I don't know and she isn't forthcoming. I wonder if she even knows if something is amiss.”
“You don't think it's a mental condition, do you? Pardon me if that's inappropriate.”
“I wonder. Some say its senility, which I find an insult to her vitality, intelligence and fire, however 

much she pours it out on me. I know she isn't senile!” Sara said nothing to this but noticed the loud 
protest in his voice that told that perhaps he wasn't so sure. Sara inclined her head.

“Well, I hope you can get the support you need. It sounds like you do a lot of good for the people 
here.” 

“I try.”
“I would think that if you and the queen are protecting their interests then you'll have their support, 

no matter what anyone else is saying.”
“The problem is other groups with lots of charisma, bribes or bullying who can convince people to 

vote against their own interests. And I dare say that the queen has angered many people who have had 
dealings with and are on good terms with the Saturnalians. Anyway, enough of that. Let's enjoy the 
night.” 

She was excited to meet another sentient intelligent thinking species. 
“What are the Lilonna like, Firen?”
“They look humanoid. Like they descended from both mermaids and trees. Very unique looking. A 

beautiful race. A shy people. But then, they often feel the same about us.”
“I heard that there are other native people here, like the ones near Jiff's place.”
“Ah, the Gapo. They are a very short, round people. They look very much like children from far off 

because of their small statures. We rarely have dealings with them. They prefer to remain hidden in 
their underground dens. How they build them in the mud and soft soil is a mystery to me. But yes, they 
live here in Dodecea too. Come, let me show you the gardens where we cultivate some of our foods.” 
They went down a lift tube to the ground floor and then he brought her to a large open air walkway 
where on either side there were many rows of cultivated vegetation, some growing in the ground and 
others growing on wide, intricate trellises.

“These are the hanging produce gardens. We cultivate them while they grow in the water first, in 
farming pools. We hunt our game wild. No domesticated foods in this part of Garinthia. The world 
produces so much and we eat well here. Plenty for everyone.”

“Impressive. What is this here?” She plucked a large piece of fruit from a trellis vine. It looked like 
an apple and it was a brilliant ruby red on one side and snow white on the other.

“The ruby pear. It has a special significance here. It's native to the planet. It has history behind it and 
by some even viewed as sacred.”

“Really? How?”
“There was a tale that is a long and storied one. A thousand years ago, because it's always a thousand

years ago,  a woman fell from the sky. No one knew where she'd come from. She spoke a language no 
one knew. She came from a people no one had known. She was beautiful like the starlight and her eyes 
were silver like the moon and her hair as thick as the stellar mists that curled round the heavens. The 
people feared her and she would have been burned alive for being a sylph witch, as they saw it, but a 
man took her as his wife and protected her and refused to let the people harm her. He took her to his 



home on Sylph Mound above the swamp and there they lived together and had many children. She 
would help cultivate the land by taking a wisp of her hair and planting it and there a ruby pear tree 
would grow. And then one day she vanished in the mists of the swamp. Her husband searched and 
searched but could not find her, but she left a lock of her hair which shined like copper and gold 
threads. So he buried the hair and at that spot a magnificent tree grew there, of which no one had ever 
seen the like or beauty of since. Bigger than any tree that ever existed. Some say that they would see 
her before they went on a long expedition or when they came home or if they were far away and 
wished to be home, and she became to modern people Our Lady of the Sojourners. The Sojourner's 
Guild has as their symbol, the ruby pear, by the way. Many say that it was the Sojourner's Guild that 
first knew about her and that she was really one of them from the beginning. And that they came and 
took her back home with them. Or that she left to join them again. Some say she had another family in 
a different time and place.”

“I love that story.” He gave her a sidelong glance.
“Many are not so sure it was just a story. There have been many stories throughout time that are 

similar, of distant travelers, but she was the first of legend.”
“Did she have a name?”
“If she did no one remembers it.”
“Is there really a tree that could be traced back to such an event?”
“I don't know.  But then I haven't traveled the planet as extensively as I would have liked, busy being

second in command to the queen, and all.”
“Do you think the Sojourner's Guild planted that story?”
“Interesting question. It's possible. What I do know is that the Sojourner's Guild is an organization 

far older than anyone knows. Their beginnings date back through the mists of time.”
“It makes me wonder if they have ties to the ancients who built the time travel devices.”
“Oh, I believe they do, Sara. I believe it.” She turned to look at him
“Firen, you say the pear is sacred. What does it taste like?” He smiled and took a thin dagger from 

his belt and sliced a piece of the ruby side off. He pressed it gently on her lips and when she opened her
mouth, placed it on her tongue. His fingers brushed her cheek and he deftly traced his finger across her 
cheek. She felt her cheek rise in heat and burn in color. He fed another to her.

“Do you like it?” He asked. She nodded slowly. “Lovers eat it on special days when they want an 
especially passionate night or a gift in the womb.” His expression changed. His eyes were filled with 
amber fire. The light in his eyes matched the intensity she was feeling in herself. She could feel herself 
throbbing as he drew close. The floral sweet taste of the fruit filled her senses like a cloud, heightening 
these sensations. His lips were generous, looked soft as cloud and inviting and. . .close.

“It tastes like young flowers in bloom,” she said, her voice coming out more raspy than she'd 
expected. He took cupped her face in his hands. They felt hard and strong, his fingers pressing into her 
cheeks. He kissed her, long, soft, at first, his tongue barely teasing her, then he became more insistent. 
She could taste the fruit on his tongue and on his lips. His fingers slid across the smooth skin behind 
her ears. She wanted to fall into him, to take more. . .

. . .when there was a sudden loud cough nearby. He slowly pulled away from her, sucking her bottom
lip briefly before completely turning away.

“Yes? What is it?” He sounded every inch the businessman. Sara didn't know who it was. He wasn't 
dressed like a ship crewman, more like a laborer. He glanced at her and then back at Firen with an 
almost knowing smirk.

“The queen desires your attendance at a private meeting. The Lilonna tribal elders and many of the 
queen's supporters have arrived.”

“Did she say anything else? The queen?”
“No sir. Only that she desires your attendance. I suppose some important information will be 

discussed before the Convening.”



“Tell her I'll be there shortly.” The man inclined his head slightly in respect to Firen and quickly left. 
Firen looked at her, a more serious expression on his face.

“She calls. And it's important. Would you like to be taken back to your apartments or stay here?”
“I'll stay here,” Sara said quietly. Firen turned to leave, with the barest hesitation. And then he was 

gone. And Sara was left to ponder the beautiful chaos she had fallen into. An attraction was there. A 
deep one. He was the most fascinating man she'd ever met. But what really could come of it? That was 
her whole problem. She was led by her emotions and passions. And always got into trouble because of 
it. She loved it and she hated it. She could only guess at what her life might be like here. Her dreams 
seemed to point to where she was now. But dreams could mean anything and could be misinterpreted. 
She didn't want another passionate romance that ended in her feeling and looking like a fool. Not again.

She moved slowly to a stone bench that sat under a citrus fruit tree and sank down, wrapping her 
arms and the folds of her delicate, silken sleeveless robe around herself, gazing at Garinthia's sole 
mistress in the sky, the pale, full moon.



Chapter Fifteen

Before dawn the next morning Sara could feel the place buzzing with movement and excitement 
even though she was not part of it. She was in a room that gave her a wide and spectacular view of 
what Firen had told her was the arena, where the general assembly of the Convening would take place. 
She'd eaten a breakfast of two soft boiled eggs of some type of bird and a small piece of water buffalo 
steak. Already people were moving in frenetic energy and pace, participants, laborers, androids, and 
bots were getting work done setting things up. It looked like a kind of controlled chaos. This was the 
first day of the Convening, just a few hours before the mayhem, as Firen had put it. Besides the brief 
call from him this morning by com-link she hadn't seen or heard from him at all today. But he sent 
Alyse to escort her to this special viewing room. She wished the good-natured Alyse had stayed with 
her, but it was a good time to have her thoughts to herself. To figure out how to – handle – Firen, if any 
woman could actually do that. Perhaps that wasn't the right word. Manage? She didn't want things to 
move too fast. But she didn't know whether she could trust herself to exercise self-control. Knowing 
that, she was rather glad he hadn't come to visit her today. 

She could still hear the rumble and cry of aircraft still coming in from above. She caught sight of 
Firen and his party at a lower level, making their way through the maze of gathering delegates who 
were finding their seats around the arena. Watching him from the wide, wraparound window, she 
appreciated what a beautiful looking man he was. His body was well-muscled, his skin was smooth and
a ruddy sanguine. He had scars from what she assumed were previous fights or injuries from dangerous
scrapes which only enhanced his masculinity in her opinion. His back was that broad-planed, slight 
triangular shape that revealed a lean, strong body that spoke of a man used to a lot of hard action, and 
in superb physical shape. His arms were long and broad, strong, the muscles lean and long and easily 
rippling under his skin, not bulging and obscene. He was dressed in another well fitting body suit, this 
time a dark copper with a black jacket with a gold stripe. His hair, near black and cut ragged, was wet 
and plastered against his head. She sat back just as he looked up and wondered at herself, smiling. She 
was like a predatory bird watching and studying her victim. Catching sight of her he smiled back at her.

The man had an air of danger about him, but she felt he was a hidden romantic whose imagination 
was far greater than most around him. Not even Troy had such wistfulness or imagination and love for 
things past remembered. In fact, Troy was the opposite. No sensitive soulful person he. He was blunt 
and outward focused. She'd loved those things about him. But with Firen she sensed there was much 
more beyond the surface. 

She quickly closed the drapes across the window, nearly making a half circle around the room to do 
so. She went to an ornate black wood and leather arm chair with elaborately carved animal claws at its 
feet and tried to relax. She unlocked the bottom under the seat and slid out drawer. The gauntlet was 
there. She'd brought it with her, not wanting to leave it behind. She locked it back in its hiding place. 

 Firen and his party finally reached the top level of the arena and passed through the front of the 
viewing room. To the left was a small stairway where they would ascend the top level where the ruling 
family and their people sat to preside over the Convening. He winked at her as they passed through and
went upstairs. This time, the others weren't hostile to her as before. Most, besides giving her a quick 
run down such as Dag, paid her very little attention. Their focus, naturally, was on far more important 
things. Alyse, in the rear, smiled cheerily at her which lightened Sara's spirit. She felt she had an ally in 
Alyse. Even the android was there and he was pleasant enough, giving her a child-like smile.

Against the pale light of the dawning suns, she could still see the moon, now like a faint plate of 
opalescent glass. The mists of the swamps were thick as soup over a cauldron, but the air felt cool. The 
water trees below spread out for miles like a lush carpet. The breeze disturbed the drapes lightly. She 
herself had been given a rather plain white suit and jacket, but the material felt nearly as plush and 
smooth as silk and she felt comfortably warm in it on this cool morning.



The arena was not far from the fortress. It was built inside a defunct volcano.  A flock of white birds 
flew past under the window. Two burly looking guards who were outfitted with large laser guns came 
and stood outside the doorway of the viewing room. Four others came inside and followed the first 
party upstairs. They didn't seem to mind her or pay much attention to her after their initial interest when
she followed them up the stairs. She kept just outside the door.

The arena was a strange natural phenomenon. It was largely open air with the exception of a few of 
the top levels which were covered rooms hewn from the rock. At its bottom was a huge lake. 
Underneath the waters was a propulsion system that caused the waters to churn and created a small but 
powerful wave motion. Often it was used for water games while the seats above and all around were 
built for spectators. Often much gaming went on at the arena on normal days. But today it was filled 
with pirates and mercenaries from the planet and various star systems around the galaxy, town and 
village magistrates and other colonist business owners and municipal governing bodies from all around 
the Fissure and Dodecea. They were here on serious business. It looked as if nearly ten thousand people
had gathered and more were coming.

The waters turned from aquamarine to dark blue to violet, then dark red, orange and then bright 
green and then back to aqua blue in a dazzling display with each roll of waves that ran across the entire 
surface of the lake. At the top of the arena under a large archway of rock was the family seat, currently 
the house seat of the McGregors. So far, there had only been one ruling family. For over twenty years it
had been the McGregor family, passed down from the original McGregor, the pirate king, then to his 
wife and queen, Diana after he died and now, jointly, Queen Diana and her son Captain Firen. 

Near the stone seat where the queen sat, there was a sounding box that amplified the voices of those 
near the throne seat. Sara slipped up the steps to this room and peeked in. The throne seat was a large 
stone chair with two ferocious looking stone gana lizards on either side of the armchair rests. Decorated
solely with a silken fringe pillow, this is where Queen Diana sat. She held a large ceremonial scepter in 
her left hand, given to her by the Lilonna, the largest native tribe represented in the Fissure region of 
Dodecea. This signaled that the ruling pirate queen of Garinthia had their support. A good sign, Sara 
thought from the tidbits of information she'd managed to glean.

Firen himself had been instrumental in helping the queen see the importance of gaining tribal support
and the need for other inhabitants to see this sign of support. It helped in maintaining peaceful relations
between natives, colonists, and outworlders, at least in Dodecea. 

Sara felt the wind coming off the waters chill the skin of her neck and face. The queen and Firen 
were surrounded by what she could guess were counselors, friends, and other important folk as well as 
a phalanx of bodyguards. There was a miniscule flash of energy that crossed the throne and the 
doorway, some type of shield. Below their level in the lower levels of the arena small black drones 
floated to and fro. A few hovered around the balcony of the doorway. The arena was filling up quickly. 

“What are they for?” She asked one of the security guards.
“They scan the area for bombs, hidden weapons that are not allowed in the arena like poisons, and 

they record data sending them back to the cameras. Some also work as record-keepers for special 
meetings, such as this one.”

Queen Diana turned to gaze at her son and a look of surprise flashed across her face when she saw 
Sara standing at the doorway. Then a look of anger. Her counselors looked dismayed as well.

“We don't know this woman. I'm appalled by your brashness and her brazenness in this matter. Why 
did you bring her here?” She demanded to Firen.

“Because I do know her. She's not a vagabond or a spy or a feral cat. We know who the real spy is 
now. She's a sojourner who was lost. A time traveler,” he said firmly. This did not put off the queen. 
Sara felt distinctly uncomfortable.

“That's no reason for bringing her to such a sensitive occasion.”
“We would not be having this session if it weren't for your actions. But if you feel more comfortable 

with her gone-”



“I would.” This last from the queen was full of ice. Sara was glad to oblige though she could feel her
face growing hot.

“Wait,” said a deep voice on the other side of the balcony. It came from a strange looking woman. 
Short, squat and mottled blue-gray skin with markings all around her arms that looked like tattoos. She 
had a presence very different from the queen but every bit as powerful. A counterpoint. Her eyes were 
wide and dark, like deep pools of water. She wore a long tunic wrap dress that started from her chest, 
covering her breasts that hung to the ground in strands that looked like fronds. Along the sides, her bare
skin was exposed and along her hips and lower back were small gills. Her ears were sharp, pointed 
against heavy braided silken coils of nearly black hair. As it caught the light Sara saw that her hair was 
actually a deep, jeweled colored green with brown and yellow color among her strands. There were 
colors of emerald green, forest green, sea green, the color of shoots and vines that shone and hid 
themselves as her head moved and the light changed over it. Ribbon-like vines twisted through, 
decorating her hair. She wore what looked like a diadem made of vines and wood with a highly 
polished opalescent stone set in the middle and she held a staff that glowed green at its tip like a 
lantern. A man who looked very much like her, except in stature, he was tall and thin where this woman
was short, stood at her side holding what looked like a great conch shell. 

She smiled warmly at Sara.
“A time traveler has come before us. Such people are honored among the tribes. And among the 

colonists too.” Sara felt relieved to have a supporter. 
 The queen wrinkled her nose and gave Sara such a withering look she felt her insides shrivel up but 

she didn't show it. The queen's eyes were cold as green ice, her mouth a thin knife-like line. Her long 
fingernails, hard and sharp as diamond blades tapped the stone chair arm lightly. Sara knew it best to 
hold her tongue in the queen's presence. She'd already done enough to draw her ire but she did her best 
to hold the queen's gaze for at least a few seconds before she turned and left back to the viewing room, 
immediately realizing that was a very unwise idea.  She supposed she couldn't blame the queen for 
thinking her closeness to Firen unsuitable, if that was the reason. Or thinking her a danger to them. But 
the more Sara thought on this the more her desire to be with this man grew in her. The excitement of 
something different, of this wild world living here. There were a chorus of confusing and even 
frightening thoughts filling her mind. She brushed them from her mind with effort. And focused her 
gaze on the arena beneath and the turbulent lake with its artificial waves. She couldn't afford to make 
enemies, especially of the queen or her life would be in danger. 

She saw some especially wicked looking pirates enter the arena and sit themselves near the top 
benches that sat under and awning. They fixed their hostile stares directly at the throne room. From the 
throne, room there was a loud sound, a horn-like call from a great conch shell.

 With that, the session began.
. . .

Sara did her best to concentrate on the proceedings. And had learned a great deal more about the 
hidden political machinations of this land between these pirate gangs. All in all, it looked like the 
McGregor family, in a political struggle for its life, had triumphed, though that was a tenuous triumph 
that could be easily toppled. She leaned back in her chair. The public proceedings were now over. Firen
had briefly come down to let her know there would be more backdoor meetings to hammer out issues 
and terms. She felt a little lonely and a bit annoyed that Firen had left her alone for so long. But there 
was nothing that could be done about it.

She wondered what was coming next. She hadn't dreamed it would look like this at all but the feeling
of chaotic dream and excitement of a life treacherous and fulfilling was what she was after. She wasn't 
sure if this was it yet, but so far she wanted to be tossed and turned in the rough and tumble life of these
pirates and aliens and other peoples on this alien planet. What would come next?

Something very unexpected that filled her with delight.



“I wonder what would be gained by someone else holding this alien cloaking technology?” She said 
to herself. The arena was clearing out and she watched the people milling around making plans for late 
night entertainments.

“Much, if you mean the Scorpius Syndicate.” Sara turned around to find the Lilonna tribal mother 
standing in the doorway of the viewing room.

“They have no love or care for what they call alien species, alien peoples, though here humans are 
the actual aliens, if one is to be technical about it. The Lilonna would not look upon any change in 
power as a good thing.” The woman's low, melodious voice was a soothing joy to hear. It wasn't a 
human sounding voice, but it made the sounds of speech that she could understand and it sounded like 
music and deep waters. It was unlike anything she'd ever experienced.

“Your voice,” Sara exclaimed, “it sounds so wonderful.” The woman smiled.
“I have a way of speaking to outworlders that is different and more compatible with your own ways 

of speech and modulations. Does my natural voice disturb you?” Sara shook her head.
“No. I like the sound of it. It sounds like the ocean. And the earth.” The woman inclined her head 

slightly.
“I sense you are a water person yourself. You have an affinity with water.”
“You do? I've always thought it was fire.”
“I sense the fire too. I could be wrong. Sometimes these sensitivities shift.”
“You know a lot about the plant life here?”
“I do. Why do you ask?”
“Back home I wanted to study herbs and plants, to make healing medicines and salves and infusions 

from them. But that dream died.” The woman's dark eyes brightened a bit.
'”Then we must resurrect that dream. I am a medicine priestess. The head priestess of my tribe. I 

instruct the other priestesses. I can teach you many things. I will not teach you all, for some things the 
swamps speak are sacred secrets of the Lilonna people. Only unless you are willing to join the tribe 
may you learn all our secrets. But I can teach you useful things and would be happy to. It has been a 
long time since I have had a pupil.”

“Oh, thank you so much! I promise I'll be a good student!” 
“It deepens my heart that you asked. The language of the trees and mud and the water and the 

creatures are all unique and different. And you must learn them to understand how this world works.”
“Maressa,” said Sara softly. This elicited a surprised smile from the woman.
“How do you know her Lilonna name?”
“Captain Firen told me.”
“Ah. He is a true ally of the Lilonna. He and his mother. Willingness in spirit and soul is the 

beginning of knowing how to heal and to be healed. What is your name?”
“It's Sara. Sara McGregor.”
“You are part of the family then? A relative?”
“Kind of. I'm a distant, very distant relative.”
“Yes, because you came from the past. I have heard. I will teach you one lesson now. Everything the 

–tribe knows we learned from the star people. The first one upon Maressa was a woman who fell from 
the stars. She was the first of the sojourners, the time travelers. The star people were the first people of 
many worlds. They are no longer here; they went far beyond the known limits of the universe. But they
left traces and marks of their existence here. The star people came to Maressa according to legend and 
it was they that first worshiped a queen. They had a long deserted, great temple in the thick, temperate 
forests of Hathen, across the Whirling Sea on the Unknown Continent. The legend of the sojourner 
woman is an old one, the most ancient one. It was here before the colonists came. She comes, it is said, 
again and again when momentous changes are coming for Maressa.”

“I love hearing the legends. But, I hardly think I can live up to a star woman legend. I came here by 
accident,” Sara said. The woman smiled.



“You may have come by accident from your own perspective, but to others, this may be no true 
accident. Besides, how do you know you don't belong here?” The woman placed a plump, bluish hand 
to her chin, then nodded.

“I will help you. The time traveler is a sacred myth and there is a reason for your being here, Sara, 
even if we don't know what it is. And your humility does you credit.”

“I'm honored. What is your name?” Asked Sara, feeling such a great deal of excitement at meeting 
this alien race, getting to know them and at what she might learn in the secrets of the swamp forests.

“I am Satronna, the Voice of the Lilonna,” she said. “And the first thing I will do is teach you which 
plants in this land can be used for the mystical purposes of love.” 

She gave Sara a knowing look. Sara felt a flutter of nervousness in her stomach. Things were moving
too fast. And she felt her cheeks grow hot with color. She wished she could hide her face just then. But 
truth was truth; she was taken with Captain Firen. Being an accidental time traveler seemed to tilt 
things in her favor with him, and she was beautiful, but he could have any woman he wanted. And there
were many beautiful women throughout the galaxy. She would need all the arts she could muster to 
capture this pirate prince.

Yes, she was very eager to begin her first lesson.



Chapter Sixteen

Having a fight in the general assembly arena was one thing, banging out terms face to face in a 
private room was another. Votes had been counted and given to the council, who would then cast their 
own votes and make their decision. Firen was angry that it had to come to this. Of all times! He needed 
to be out raiding! Not scurrying about in rooms arguing like some politician!

 On a holo-vid screen in front of him and in the screens that surrounded the meeting room, the votes 
tallied were seen in real time. Then the verdict from the council came in. The McGregor family held 
the right to hold the Scepter protecting Garinthia in the general assembly, by a rather wide margin. He 
expected that. The Dodecea Grand Council also voted to uphold the family, by a small margin. Slightly 
less than half of the council had voted against them. An improvement there over what he'd heard days 
ago. No doubt they were highly influenced by the Scorpius Syndicate. And the queen's brash actions of 
late. Firen felt his anger flare but stilled his tongue. Because of winning by such a sliver they would 
have to come to some terms which would transfer some of their influence and power to their 
adversaries in order to keep the Scepter without a fight. 

But they won. He felt himself let out a sigh of relief. Why? If they no longer had to attend to the 
business of ruling they could live far more carefree than they did now. But he knew he couldn't leave 
all this behind. Garinthia was a haven. And a pirate heaven. Or the closest thing to it. His fear was that 
the Scorpius Syndicate would turn it into something else. A hideout for despots of the worst kind. We're
all despots, but some are better than others. he reasoned. Money and bribes had to have changed hands 
for so many on the council to vote against the family. Not that it surprised him. It was just business and 
politics, but secretly he felt betrayed and hated himself for feeling this way. He was a pirate. So what? 
But it bothered him nonetheless. It also bothered him that his remaining siblings ignored his requests to
help them in this crises. He knew why they didn't come but he still resented them for refusing to feel 
honor-bound to help the family.

But at least they could all see the evidence for themselves.
“That vote changes nothing, Firen. You and your mother have had held the Scepter long enough!” 

Spat Tith, a surly pirate captain from the Shakti gang. Firen was about to remind him that it was his 
mother's husband who had first found it and that it belonged to them by rights of the family. He bit his 
tongue. That wouldn't help the matter nor would it persuade anyone. He rolled back in his seat and 
regarded Tith calmly.

“The vote is the vote. Are you here to come to some terms or no?” Saul, whom Firen suspected was 
one of the ringleaders of these machinations, sniffed. Firen found he could barely contain the sneer that
was threatening to spread across is face. Tith's eyes darted around the room, watching the other pirates 
uncertainly. Tith loved to talk big but he was only a follower.

“What are your terms then?” Asked Saul coolly.
“We, the Brotherhood, continue to hold the Scepter and control all of Epsilon Eridani space, but we 

will cease to enter the third and fourth quadrants. Those quadrants will be yours to cover. If any other 
syndicate wishes to troll third and fourth quadrant space I can do nothing about it but The Brotherhood 
will stay away,” he said, narrowing his eyes and watching their faces. How he would actually get the 
others in his syndicate to cooperate was another matter. He'd have to figure something out. There were 
eight of them gathered around the table.

“And you actually have the cooperation of the others in your brotherhood for such draconian terms?”
Asked Saul pointedly. Firen sighed, giving him a put-upon look.

“If I didn't it wouldn't be on the table.”
“That's not enough!” Demanded another pirate. “Those quadrants are no longer as lucrative as they 

once were. We have another proposal. We ask that you hand over the Scepter after one year.” Firen 
lifted a brow and regarded him coldly. That wasn't about to happen.



“I don't think so. First of all, you have no idea how to wield it. None. As for third and fourth 
quadrant space not being lucrative, the last time I checked it was extremely lucrative for those smart 
enough to avoid capture by the Zarians and the M'uctoth's military ships. If you can't handle them 
perhaps it's time to retire and take up touring trips for seniors.” This got the man out of his seat and 
Firen's laser gun was drawn first.”

'Gentlemen, gentlemen,” said Saul reproachfully. Firen smirked, ready to fire, ignoring Saul.
“Either shoot or sit down, Castor,” he said. Castor was shaking, his face plum purple but Firen had 

drawn first. The others sat back, watching carefully, some grinning, hoping for a blood bath. But it was 
not to be. Castor finally sat down, his face contorted with stifled rage. Firen continued.

“Or perhaps you don't want any terms at all. I don't have to grant anything to you. You gambled and 
you lost. Let me hear no more claims on the Scepter.” 

“Or else what?” Castor snarled. Firen simply stared at him without answering. But he knew they 
could cause big trouble and be within their rights in the eyes of all the gangs and syndicates. And so did
they. Saul smiled coldly.

“I thank you for the wild west show, gentlemen. How entertaining. But you play with a bad hand, 
Firen. You know better than to walk out on us now. I'll make you a final offer. Perhaps it will be to your
liking. Or not. I make this deal with you. We will make no claims on the Scepter. But we demand that 
when you finish your secret stargate project that we get a share in running the gate and any profits.” 

Damn! Firen was livid inside, but he remained calm. The scorpions were after more than the queen. 
They had failed there but had they learned from Cain and Lilith about the stargate he was trying to 
build? And how had Cain and Lilith learned of it? Well, that part of the puzzle wasn't difficult to 
ascertain. It was up in the air whether they would be able to finish building it and put it in space 
without it being detected. It was missing too many elements, too many resources that they had a 
difficult time getting their hands on. Marius! He was behind this. They had thoroughly scanned all of 
Cain's logs and transmissions, even the hidden ones. It took a lot of time, turning the drives inside out 
and they found encrypted messages they couldn't decipher. But many of these led back to a specific 
location of coordinates of an old space harbor. An old space harbor that the Dragonfire, Marius's ship, 
had been located at for an extended length of time. Marius, the shadowy one who ruled the Scorpius 
Syndicate from behind the scenes. Marius himself hadn't come down. He was somewhere up in orbit 
probably gleaning what tidbits he could, the Scepter blocking nearly all planet-to-ship transmissions. 

Firen felt a painful ball tighten up in the pit of his stomach. He was so angry that he wouldn't have 
batted an eye if a gun battle erupted right here in the meeting room. 

“Or we could just. . .fight for it.” added Saul coyly.
“Let's hope that was a joke and not a threat,” said Firen quietly. Saul smirked and shrugged.
“You're lousy at both, Saul. Was that's Marius's last offer?” He feigned ignorance. Firen wanted to 

punch him.
“Marius? Who said anything about Marius?” He shrugged again, looking around. The others were 

either silent or feigning ignorance as well.
“Stop it, Saul. Marius's stamp is all over that demand.” So Marius wanted to play a game, did he? If 

he refused, it could well mean they'd lose the Scepter anyway. He would destroy it before he allowed 
them to get their hands on it. Things were standing on a knife edge now. He leaned back and then after 
a few seconds he made a decision.

“What else do you want besides partial control of the stargate?”
“Partial ownership. Fifty percent of the profits from through traffic.”
“I'm curious, Tith and Saul. What would you actually do with the Scepter's technology away?” he 

asked. Tith scowled.
“Keep it safe just as you have. However, you give too much leniency to these aliens.”
“Shut up, Tith!” Hissed Saul.
“No, no! Let him speak his mind. That's what we're all here for,” Firen said, giving Saul a sly look. 



He turned back to Tith. “You mean the natives?”
“I mean aliens! We don't know who came to live here before them. They could have displaced real 

natives. Who knows?”
“Yeah,” chimed in another. “Besides, this place needs to be opened up for more development.”
“I see. So you're all industrialists now, are you? If I didn't know better I'd think I'd just walked in on 

a Karazin Stellar company boardroom meeting. Besides, who said it wasn't?” Asked Firen.
“We need more. And those natives are sitting on pure good gold, silver, diamonds and all kinds of 

other riches beneath these cursed swamps and mountains. They aren't the only interests you should be 
listening to.”

“I didn't know you could find gold and silver mines in swamps,” said Firen.
"Be quiet! Let's stay on target!” Demanded Saul impatiently. His face turned red. Well this was 

useful information. Firen knew exactly what they really wanted. They wanted to take over the planet 
and its resources for their own. But these were mere pirates. Someone else was behind this 
development plan. Marius. And how did having a stake in the stargate play into this? Somehow they 
were working towards taking over what he and his mother possessed. And another thought came to his 
mind. Whoever controlled the stargate controlled travel in the location. That was why traveling through
quadrants and even between star systems was so difficult and dangerous for pirates. Earth Fed, certain 
powerful alien governments, and various powerful corporations controlled all of the known stargates 
and jumpgates in the galaxy. And only their stargates were considered legal. Building a stargate was 
extremely expensive and they could be detected and legally destroyed by competing interests if they 
weren't registered through Earth Federation. Illegal stargates were a fantasy pipe dream. Until Firen's 
plan. And Marius had come sniffing around and found a way into controlling the Epsilon system. Or 
thought he had. Oh no. If there was a way Firen could get rid of these dogs, he would. He knew 
somewhere they were looking for a way to cross him and destroy The Brotherhood. But for now, he 
would play along until he found the best time to move against them.

“You want to take what isn't yours.”
“Isn't that what we all do? Don't get sanctimonious on us, Firen. You're a pirate, same as us.”
“Until recently we also had a code of honor among us. You don't steal from me or cross me, I don't 

steal from you or cross you. I suppose you're willing to do away with that code as well?”
“Since when did it extend to primitives?”
“I'm sure the Jhdoni would love to hear this. Don't you often raid with them? Or am I mistaken on 

that?” Said Firen.
“Pirates are pirates. I respect all pirates. But these water folk are mere primitives,” said Tith, twisting

his face with contempt.
“This planet is home to many people who support what we do. All of us. Don't deny it. And this 

place was created as a haven for pirates and lost colonists. Everywhere else in the galaxy we face 
terrors. But here we can live like princes with our gains. Or hide here in safety until one is ready to 
move on. You and your crew have always been short-sighted. You would put that in jeopardy. The 
natives here are allies and have always helped pirates in need. And pirates will always be in need as 
long as Earth Fed exists.” A few grunted or snorted in derision. Others were quiet, possibly refusing to 
voice their agreement on this fact. Firen well knew that if push came to shove the natives knew things 
that could bring down heaven and hell on the outworlders. He'd seen it happen before many years ago, 
and the queen had made sure the incident was never mentioned.

“Even so, Things change. Relationships and alliances change. Many of us in this room, including 
you, were once allies of the Krorg. Look what happened to that.” Said Saul. Firen felt the pit in his 
stomach tighten at hearing that name.

“Not everyone is like the Krorg,” said Firen in disgust. 
“Who can know with aliens, though?” Said Saul.
“And don't think we don't know you're spying on us too!” Said Donner with indignant defiance. “We



don't appreciate it.”
 “What are you talking about?”
“Intercepting our communications,” said Saul.
“What we're doing is standard procedure for an important gathering such as this. Nothing more. If 

you're not up to any wickedness then you have nothing to worry about. And don't try to change the 
subject.” Firen grinned, laughing inwardly. Their hypocrisy was breathtaking. The very ones spying on 
the crews in his fleet and plotting to kill the queen. But that was the way with rogues. He nearly wanted
to laugh heartily and kiss them all for it. Then kill them. Perhaps they suspected Cain was dead. He'd 
let them stew in their suspicions. 

“I'll make you fellows my last bargain. Yes. You may have a share in the stargate, should we get it up
and running. As you know, things like this take time and lots of money and secrecy. But I will not give 
you fifty percent. I will give you thirty-five percent of all earnings from tolls. My final offer.” Their 
eyes were now bright with greed. He imagined them all as a pack of fire mountain wolves, slavering 
over a rotting nundar corpse. At least Saul did a good job of hiding his.

“Forty-five percent,” shot back Saul.
“Thirty-five.” They went back and forth like this until it was settled on forty percent of all toll fees.  

A worker bot nearby who acted as recorder for the meeting drew up a document and they all signed. 
Whether or not they would abide by it was another matter but it helped to make things look official. 
Tith looked visibly upset and knocked over his chair as they all finally got up to leave. Firen had one 
more thing up his sleeve. 

“Oh, and Tith? Please tell Marius before you go that I found his spy on my ship. I wrung out all the 
information I could out of him and he squealed like a tusker pig before he died.” Tith glared at him but 
for a flicker of a moment he looked uncertain. Saul smirked. Firen returned the expression. Pirate 
syndicates had a pact. Any pirate attacking another was cause for all out war on that syndicate by the 
others and this was ruthlessly applied. But the Scorpius Syndicate sometimes went by different rules 
and because of their power, most were cowed by them. Except The Brotherhood. The Scorpions and 
The Brotherhood were now gliding on thin ice around each other. Who would fall? Or who would fall 
first?

“I have no idea what you mean.” 
“I'm sure you don't. Tell Marius he should have a care next time. Regardless of his own personal 

feelings, pirates in this galaxy do abide by a code of honor. He has broken it.” Firen hardened his voice 
with these last words. Tith glared at him then turned and stalked off. Firen watched them as their boots 
clasped the flagstone floors sharply as they all set off back toward their ships. Finally, he was left with 
the soft humming sound of the computers and holo-vids in the room. He got up and went to the window
to watch the roaring waves of the arena lake below. Then he went to his desk console and opened a 
com-link channel to make a call.

“Dag,” he said.
“Yes, captain?”
“Did you get all that?”
“I sure did. You're not actually going to share the stargate with them are you? That's the most 

important project we've embarked on in the last ten years! No one else has even dreamed of doing 
this!”

“I know, Dag. If I can find some way to wriggle out of it, I will. But the Scepter is even more 
important than the gate. If we lose that, we lose everything. We lose our distinct advantage against our 
enemies. And I'm not talking about the scorpions.”

“Right, captain. I know, as always you focus on the end goal. I just hated to hear that they know of 
it.”

“Well, we wouldn't have been able to keep it a secret forever. And I blame myself for being too lax. 
We hadn't had a conflict with the scorpions for years and became complacent. Even so, I'm sure Marius



will not want his betrayal of us to get out among other the other gangs. They don't necessarily like us, 
but I know many who hate him more.”

“Perhaps, but who wants an internal war right now? We can't afford one.”
“No. But we need to garner all the support we can muster in the mean time. They're up to something 

especially devious these days and I'm not exactly sure what it is, yet. We may come to war with them 
one day. And I want all the gangs on our side.”

“Ay, captain, I'm on it. I wonder how many spies from them are still among us? The search goes on,”
said Dag unhappily.

“I know. Sometimes I even wonder if the Rat King is truly dead. I hear rumors.”
“Say it ain't so! It's ghosts, captain. Nothing more. We have our hands full enough with flesh and 

blood rogues to be worrying on about ghosts in the black of the night.”
“Aye, Dag. True. Appoint someone from my staff to help the queen's staff get festivities ready for 

later this week. At least for now, we've won. I'll talk to you and the crews later about the meeting. We 
need to come up with a plan. I have a niggling feeling they are playing a very long con.”

“Ay, captain.”
Still, he wondered if there was yet another shadow crouching behind Marius's shadow. Somewhere 

out there.
They were going to have to be extra careful watching their backs. Something was wrong. Firen could

feel it. They'd given up too easily. Why couldn't he see it? The assassination attempts hadn't worked. 
But the loose string, Lilith, was still out there, probably holed up on Marius's ship or elsewhere within 
the various enemy gang hideouts.  

Then it hit him like a godsmack of lightening. Though it was rare, it wasn't uncommon for some 
pirates to turn tailcoat and work for Earth Fed or for some corporation, turning in their own brethren. 
Earth Fed had been after Queen Diana and Firen for years. But they were safe here and no one could 
touch them. Here they could rain down a deadly assault on anyone entering this space. Even Earth Fed 
didn't tread here.

Marius was out there, perhaps with his handmaiden Lilith, planning some terrible destruction for The
Brotherhood. He couldn't make the mistake of being lax again. And he hoped, having learned a lesson, 
that the queen chose not to let it escape her notice how closely they had lost everything the pirate king 
had built.



Chapter Seventeen

Sara felt sensation flooding back to her lips and tongue. The medicinal infusion given to her had a 
mild, pleasant taste at first, but later set her tongue on fire. For about an hour her tongue felt like a little
lake of fire burning the roof of her mouth. She'd been afraid to move the little organ at all and did her 
best to keep it still while hoping no one spoke to her. But this faded eventually. She pondered the 
workings of the properties of the plants the tribal mother had used and explained to her. The tribal 
mother had used what she called a “light” recipe for the expediency of the situation. The tribal 
delegation was scheduled to go back to the heart of the swamp forest. 

They were in the fruit garden near a wide trellis near the back of the fortress. Satronna said her true 
workshop lay in the middle of a pond and there was where all of the herbs, medicinals and utensils 
needed for her practice were. As Satronna had showed her what plants to pick for this particular potion 
and how to use them, she also had a reminder for her.

“This particular potion, though popular, is very potent. Careful use and the dose amounts are 
important to pay attention to. For a simple love potion, you make it an infused tea and drink two cups. 
To make an attempt to bind someone, one must transform it into a concentrated powder.”

“I don't want to bind anyone,” protested Sara. 'I don't like the idea of controlling anyone. He likes 
me, I know that. I just need a little more help to kick things in the right direction.” There were other 
women who resented her because Firen kept her at his side. She not only wanted this because of her 
attraction for him, but she wanted to establish a safe place for herself in this new world. 

And making that connection with a man as good looking and fascinating as Captain Firen wasn't a 
bad deal from what she could see. 

“I understand. Binding is a gray art. But you never know when something like that may be necessary.
Anyway, too much of it and too frequent use can cause a high fever.” Sara took up the cup Satronna 
handed to her and drank it down. After drinking this second cup, Satronna's words started to sound 
fuzzy, as if her voice were run through speakers underwater and far away. Sara thought she saw the 
whole world shift. Or rather, felt it. And then the sensation was gone. Satronna's words seem to weave 
in and out of hearing range.

“. . . this potion amplifies your body signals, the pheromones. It exudes a power from your pores that
can affect your victim and effect the matters of love. Or at least sex.”

The burning she felt in her lymph nodes, then in her chest, then the sensation then passed down to 
her heart. And later the slow burn drew down to her feet. It felt nearly like a strange sickness, a raging 
fever. Satronna had warned her of this effect. Still, she was slightly alarmed. Normally such a feeling 
after having drank or eaten something would make a person feel as if they were being poisoned or that 
they had come down with some dangerous illness. But there was no actual pain. She smiled inwardly. 
Wasn't the sensation of erotic love like a burn?

After guiding her to sit down on a large, low sitting toadstool and staying with her until the 
wooziness disappeared, Satronna pressed something into her hand and then she finally left. 

The convening was over. A festival to victory was now in full swing from village to town. There was
much gaiety in the fortress and its surrounding dependent villages and hideouts. There were lots of 
homemade beer and spirits available and in abundance and tables laden with choice foods. Sara availed
herself of this feast getting up to join the festivities, tasting everything that took her fancy. It was late 
evening and the first sun had already gone down. The long evenings here were something she could get
used to, love even.

The music of guitars, lutes and recorders and some singing complemented the soft chittering insects 
on the edges of the garden. Rising with the falling with the setting suns, the moon was as big as an eye 
and the color of fresh cream, looking out kindly on her night kingdom. It was an evening of eating, 
drinking and gossiping and telling tales, a favorite pastime of the people, Sara noted, when they weren't



out raiding and stealing. The air was heavy with a profusion of floral and vegetal scents. One of Firen's 
crew members, a man with a shock of red hair and several rings in his brow was singing and playing a 
fiddle. It was a foot stomping tune and soon very nearly everyone was dancing and laughing in small 
groups together. Sara finally rested herself, sitting on a wide, smooth stone shaped into a chair and 
suddenly remembered something Satronna had given her. It was a stone. She was getting ready to 
examine it when Alyse appeared out of the crowd and came to sit down beside her. Looking rather 
flushed and cheery, Sara was glad to see Alyse again. Sara put the stone away in a small pocket in her 
suit.

“How have you been? Do you like it here?”
“It's certainly been a learning experience. I find it enchanting. This fortress, the land, the planet.”
“Enchanting. I like that. It does work a type of magic, once you get used to the mists and rains and 

beasts that lurk about.”
“Beasts, right,” Sara said with a shiver. “I haven't seen any rain. As thick as the air can get in the 

swamps I wouldn't think this place needs it.”
“That's because this is the summer season. It doesn't get too cold here but cold enough for icy rain to 

fall and flood the rivers and the lakes.”
Someone came by carrying a huge platter of roasted meats.
“What's that? It smells delectable!”
“Roasted goat and roasted nundar,” Alyse said. Sara drained down her cup of the steaming tea.
“What are you drinking?”Asked Alyse. Sara was feeling still slightly woozy again from the infusion.

She put her hand gently to her throat, feeling that pleasant burn again. This time, it was quite a different
sensation growing in her. One that drew down and stimulated other, lower interiors of her body, 
creating a pleasing rush of sensation everywhere.

“Oh,” she moaned, nearly inaudible at the feeling coursing through her.
“What?” Asked Alyse, her mouth upturned into a small “o”. Sara shook her head.
“The smells and sights are just heady. That's all. It's all pretty overwhelming.”
“I understand,” she said, her eyes following the meat platter. She jumped up and grabbed a leg of 

meat from the tray of the passing server. She banged it down on Sara's plate.
“Want some?”
“Uh. . .sure!” Sara had never eaten goat but it wasn't that exotic considering some of the other 

delicacies being served. She was timid at first but seeing Alyse's gusto as she tore the meat from the 
bone, browned and hot steaming, and stuffed the chunks into her mouth it gave her a nudge to try. Sara 
took up a piece. It was very hot and she saw red salt crystals packed on the outside. She popped it in 
her mouth, fat and all, as it fat ran down her hand. The meat was delicious, mild, to her surprise and 
crusted with good salt which gave it a wonderful crunch along with the crunch of the seared outside. 
The tender inside ran with fragrant juices. She tore into another piece until they had cleaned part of the 
bone.

“I like to see women with good appetites,” said a voice behind them. 
“Captain! Congratulations!” Said Alyse. Firen smiled and nodded as Alyce flushed at seeing him, but

his eyes were mainly on Sara. 
“Where is the queen?” Asked Alyse.
“She is tired and resting for the night. You'll see her at festivities later in the week,” said Firen. 
Sara remembered the words of the tribal mother: “This potion amplifies your body signals, the 

pheromones. It exudes a power from your pores that can affect your victim and effect the matters of 
love. Or at least lust.” She'd added that last bit with a sly bit of mirth.

Alyse gave her a wink and left with her plate and the leg bone. Sara smiled and rose to meet his 
gaze. Tonight she didn't feel the least bit apprehensive about his passion toward her, or her own toward 
him. What would be, would be.

“So, how about showing me more of the surrounding gardens near the fortress?” She asked slyly. His



smile was wicked.
“Let's go for a walk, into the deep gardens this time.” Taking her hand in his, he led her off, leaving 

behind the rowdy conviviality of the feast. His face was slightly flushed. Sara was glad after drinking 
Satronna's concoction that she hadn't imbibed for fear she'd be completely out of her mind. The warm 
air and the woody, musky scents of the forest and the potion were heady enough. His fingers entwined 
with hers and she liked the feel of his hands, his skin. She almost thought she could feel the blood 
rushing through his veins in his arms, the beating of his pulse as skin touched skin.  

 They came upon a large bed of white flowers, fragrant with a soft maple scent and beside these was 
a small pool. 

“Let's go for a swim,” she said suddenly. She grappled at her zipper first, then unfastened the little 
buckles at her hips. She pulled the zipper down and peeled out as her suit fell like a skin around her 
ankles. Then she slipped her boots off. Firen unfastened and slipped out of his own clothes. She 
plunged into the water first, then dipped her head beneath the surface and came up for air at the other 
side of the pool, waiting for him.

“The water feels wonderful!” She called out to him. It felt warm near her feet and cool near the 
surface. He took off his boots, his graceful dive making hardly a splash as he came in behind her. The 
moon was reflected in his eyes as he swam to her, his arms encircling her.

“The moon. I've never seen one so big in the sky. It dwarfs the Earth's moon. The seas in this world 
must have incredibly high tides.” 

“I'll gladly take you on a journey to see all of Garinthia's natural wonders. The planet has two seas. 
The Whirling Sea and the Unknown Sea. But for now, I want you here, with me. Will you stay awhile?”

“Yes.” He pulled her close and kissed her, his lips had the faint taste of mint and pine, that 
combination she liked on him. His hands ranged down her body, then he cupped them over the curve of
her hips his thumbs sliding gently over the slight swell of her belly and then down over her hips and 
pelvis, and then his hands slid lower, toward her back. He squeezed her buttocks. Sara felt herself 
tighten in response to his wandering hands and gently probing fingers. Though the water was cool she 
felt electrified as if she stood in the center of the roaring sun. She could feel the gurgling of the springs 
under her feet. And lights beneath the rock pool added to the ambiance. Light mists rose from the 
surface, enclosing them both in soft, mysterious ambient light. He kissed her again, this time a deep, 
probing kiss and all her desires and sensations and the workings of plant magic flooded her senses into 
a singularity of hot-blooded passion. She felt the smoothness of his skin and the roughness of his chest 
hair against her breasts. She ran her hands through his hair, entwining it in her fingers and she wrapped 
her legs around his body beneath the water, licking and tasting him, all the night woodland sounds 
around them drowned out, but the hard beating of her own heart and the blood rushing in her ears. 

He thrust two fingers into her, probing her folds, the walls and then the little spot beyond. When she 
began to shudder, the wetness between her legs turning slick, he then thrust himself deep into her, again
and again. He was so large she thought she might split in two. She cried out as he took her again and 
again, deeper and deeper he thrust until her whole body quivered as she exploded in pain and ecstasy.

He turned her around and entered her from behind, low and high, then low again, over and over until 
she cried out, collapsing against his body, quivering.

Afterward, they lay side by side in a wide hammock a few feet near the pool, swinging gently in the 
breeze. She felt the nearly imperceptible trembling and rise and fall of his body, perceiving that he was 
sleeping lightly. Water droplets slid over his skin. She touched one, drawing an imaginary circle over 
his skin lightly with her fingertip. He smelled of a musky massage oil she might have used. It was a 
dark, masculine smell that mingled with his sweat. She had always assumed that the future and its 
people would be bright, clean and antiseptic. She rejoiced that it was just as earthy now as it was in the 
past.

A tiny raptor bird, its beautiful body a brightly lit jewel of red and orange color, twisted and flitted 
above the hammock. She lazily thought of catching it but didn't. Then she caught her breath, wondering



if larger ones were around, watchful and hungry. This little thing reminded her of a tiny pixie creature, 
and after exploring her, and Firen sleeping beside her, it lost interest and flew off into the orchard 
beyond the large white flowers that surrounded the garden pool. The water bubbled and gurgled softly 
nearby. The feast was still happening though the revelries were quieter. Sara reveled in the delicious 
soreness between her legs and buttocks and felt a fire slowly building there again, growing into a gentle
throb. His skin was smooth and the hairs prickly as he shifted in the hammock next to her. And then 
slid his arm over her chest, gently squeezing her breasts, rubbing his thumb over her nipple. And then 
he lifted his head and sucked one of her nipples while cupping the other breast with his hand, gently 
squeezing the nipple. He covered her neck and breasts with hungry kisses. He was ready again and she 
was willing. Sara spread her legs and arched her body as he rolled on top of her, excited at feeling his 
hardness against her, the tip of his member wet from arousal, leaking a thin trail of fluid along her belly
and against the inside of her thighs. Sliding her own hands and arms over his shoulders, she welcomed 
the weight of his body against hers.

“I hope I've been accommodating, my sweet,” he murmured, holding her hips firmly and pressing 
himself against her body.

“More than you know. More than you know.” She ran light fingers down his cheek and then through 
his thick, black hair. She lifted her head and kissed him, sucking his tongue, then his lower lip. He was 
in shadow now, but she could see the lights in his eyes, bright like fire. 

Love potions on Garinthia actually do work! She thought. And then once more as he entered her, her 
mind slipped into that primitive, beastly territory of mating; satisfying the pleasures of flesh, adrift in 
his kisses, his hard thrusts, his musky scent and other scents of the wild forest beyond them. The scent 
of roasting meats that wafted through the orchard, the distant sounds of nocturnal animals and revelers 
and her own heart pumping and the rushing blood in her ears reduced her thinking mind and raised her 
senses to the finely tuned instincts of the beast. She felt the slickness between her legs rushing down 
again as he lifted her leg over his shoulder and plunged deeper into that wet darkness, so deep that it 
hurt and as she felt him explode inside her she cried out again as her own body throbbed. They both 
consumed each other again and again, touching, sucking, licking and thrusting, their hearts thundering 
in her ears.

. . .

 A few hours later, right before dawn they struggled out of the hammock. Firen rather gracefully 
swung his legs over the side and pushed himself out. Sara grabbed hold of his back in an attempt to do 
the same and fell over. She was so sore that her legs collapsed together and she fell on the ground in a 
pile of damp moss and leaves.

“Ack!” She exclaimed.
“Careful, sweet. Here, I've got ya,” he said, laughing.
“It's not funny, Firen!” Seeming to realize the discomfort all his previous lovemaking had caused, he 

scooped her up without much difficulty and carried her toward their clothes by the edge of the pool.  
He dressed rather quickly and slipped on his boots and turned and went toward a tree nearby.

“Wait for me,” she called softly, struggling with her zipper.
“I'm, right here,” he called back. She glimpsed his rustling behind the tree, a few leaves shaking and 

falling to the ground. He soon reappeared carrying a strange looking thing.
“Here, eat this. It will give you strength.” He handed it to her. It looked like a giant egg, as big 

around as her hand but it was green and red with a few dark spots and a fat stem poking out one of its 
ends. He produced a small knife and cut it in half for her. It had white flesh and tiny black seeds that 
dotted the flesh throughout. She bit into it. It was sweet and tangy, the flesh soft. It tasted like kiwi 
fruit. And it was delicious. She ate it all, linking her fingers. He grinned with approval.

“It tastes like kiwi.”
“I know.”



“Does kiwi grow here?”
“It does. It's a rather recent crop imported from Earth about twenty years ago by colonists settling far

in the south. It's viewed very much as a love food, often given to the bride and bridegroom. It's called 
Drugu or dragon fruit, in English. That grows on Earth too. This is actually the tamest, conventional 
type. Fits the taste of the most people but there are many kinds of Drugu and not all are sweet.”

“Fascinating. I like it.”
“Want to know what else is fascinating?”
“What?”
“A gorgeous and mysterious woman using an herbal love potion when one is clearly not needed.” 

She stopped suddenly as if she'd been slapped. 
“What do you mean?” She asked slowly. He laughed.
“Your potion from Satronna? I presume she gave it to you? You didn't need to use that at all. Not on 

me, anyway. In fact, I have a difficult time believing that you need to use it for any man who lays eyes 
on you. A woman like you will have to be very careful in this galaxy. Someone might get a notion to 
kidnap you for his mate or play toy, or put you in a harem. The males of the Jhdoni race are famous for 
doing that to unwilling women they desire. It was rather a silly thing to employ. When I first saw you in
my ship I wanted to know you. Wanted you. If you want me, all you have to do is ask when, where and 
how. And for how long.” Sara felt the color in her cheeks rise. She felt more foolish than she ever had 
in her life.

“Well. . .that was. . .I don't know what to say.” She blew out her breath through her teeth. “But. . . 
Firen, how did you know?” He laughed again.

“I could smell it on your breath. Even through your pores. It was a sweet scent, I recognize it. You 
think you are the only woman in Garinthia or the galaxy that has tried to capture my affections? Hardly,
woman! You have captured my affections simply by who you are. You have traveled through space and 
time, a brave and bold soul. There is a courage and strength I see in you. It's alluring. You are like the 
sojourner woman who comes and reappears in our legends, time and time again.”

“But Firen, I'm hardly her. My father would call me more reckless than bold. Besides, was she even 
a real person?”

“All myths and legends start with truth. Throughout history, she has appeared heralding change, 
sometimes good, sometimes bad.” He smiled slyly, “As for recklessness, you can't be a pirate without 
it. You have it in your blood like we do. We of this family line traveled the seas, the stars and now, 
through you, through time. Maybe one day you will be the key to unlocking the mysteries for all of us 
and break the hold the Guild has on those secrets. You are a voyager, like all our people, Sara 
McGregor. And in you, perhaps the sojourner really has come back again.” Firen held out his hand to 
her. She took it and they walked back in each other's arms, back to the security of the fortress just as 
dawn's first light was crowning over the mountains in the distance.



Chapter Eighteen

“How to travel safely is another matter entirely. I've picked up some bits of learning from a secret 
contact in the Guild on this,” he said. “What I know is that time travel with these devices is imprecise 
at best, lethal at worst, and more often than not, lethal.”

“If I may, captain,” said the android, moving towards the consoles, “as I was once the property of the
Guild. You see madam, in order for you to come back to the very place you jumped to, the captain's 
ship, you would have to have the coordinates in time and space where you were. We can calculate that 
easily enough by looking through the ship's logs and comparing when it was noticed that you came on 
board. To get back home, we would need the coordinates of the planet where your planet is located in 
space, and then also the coordinates of the land and specific place on Earth you live. There are 
important parts to the device missing. The astrolabe. We have access to an astrolabe, but there are other
things we'll need to get you back to where you started. One of those things is a chip for your . . 
gauntlet, as you call it. You can program the coordinates of the location to where you are going. This is 
important. If you don't get things close enough or quite right, you can jump and end up inside of a wall 
on the other side of the world, or you can jump right into the center of the corona of a distant sun. 
Either way, an unpleasant way to die. Today the art and science of time travel has been perfected . 
There are cases of ancient sojourners and outsiders that died because of imprecise jumps, 
malfunctioning equipment-”

“Androlis! The subject at hand, please! Don't frighten the woman,” scolded Firen. Sara put her hand 
to her chest to still her heart.

“Thanks, Androlis,” she said dryly.
“You're welcome. You will need a chart or star-mapper to chart in three dimensional, real time where

you are and where you are going. The astrolabe can open up a portal or wormhole to our location where
it will search out and find the astrolabe you left back home, attached its energy there to make a 
connection between the two points and then you can jump back home.”

“But don't I need like some special energy source, a surge or an anomaly of cosmic energy like the 
one I used to get here? I seem to remember lots of auroral lights that had something to do with this.”

“That was the way the ancients did it. Far more dangerous and unreliable. But I suppose you would 
have to rely on such random phenomena if you don't possess the right technology.”

“This is all very confusing and now more frightening than I'd imagined. I should have realized this. I
just jumped without thinking.” she said, sighing in frustration.

“It's a funny thing, Sara. Very few time travel devices work correctly or possess all of their working 
parts anyway, the ones that are still out there floating around the galaxy. And each time travel device is 
different from another. They were crafted individually.”

“When I get home, if I get home, I'm going to ask my father for more information about the device. I
know he knows more than he ever let on. I think it might be the key to understanding more about my 
mother, too.”

“You're ready then?” Asked Firen. She detected some hesitancy in his voice.
“I'm ready,” she said quietly.
“Before you go, sojourner,” he cupped her face in his hands and gave her a long kiss. She embraced 

him, placing her hands on his chest, taking in the smell of the smoke and oil in his work jacket. She 
wanted to sway when he held her like that. His strong hands were veined, the knuckles and bones in his
fingers strong, long and yet graceful looking even with the dirt that clung to them. He'd been helping 
the mechanics examining and working on his fleet of ships.

“Come back in one piece, sojourner.” She smiled, her heart fluttering.
“I'll do my best.” They wandered through the vast docking bay where the Coriolis stood with a 

hundred bots, mechanics, and other crewmen crawling under and over it like a colony of ants, making 



repairs and refueling it. The lift door opened and the flood lights came on. They went up the ramp 
walkway and into the nearest lift tube to the main bridge to where the android had set up the star-
mapper. The lines of the map crackled to life as it started charting locations. Androlis programmed the 
information needed. Sara pointed out on the holo-vid map of Earth where she lived and they entered the
coordinates. He took the gauntlet and put it inside a special scanner, which showed a detailed image of 
it on screen as Androlis made his needed changed to the device and the chip to insert into it.

“How do I know I'll be sent back to the right time?” 
“Unless we program the gauntlet chip for a different time period you'll go back to the same year you 

came from as long as we can find the wormhole opened up by you when you came. By finding the 
coordinates or location you jumped from we should be able to find the signature left by that wormhole 
opening and reuse it. You haven't been here long so that's a good thing. The longer you stay the farther 
away and fainter the opening you used to get here gets until one day it stretches so far out of time that it
dissipates forever. Then it gets much harder to get home at the same year. But there is no danger in 
going beyond your past. According to the Sojourner's Guild, you cannot go back to a time before you 
were born.” 

A few crew members of the Coriolis had gathered from the other decks to watch. A couple jealous 
females still glared at her with unfriendly eyes. Sara was sure they were glad to see her go, leaving 
Firen for themselves. But most of the crew seemed to have warmed a bit to her and were actually very 
curious, even excited about her jump back in time. Time travel was a near sacred thing to these people. 
She wondered if everyone thought this way or just the people on Garinthia. She had to admit that the 
process awed her too. She slipped on her gauntlet and couldn't quite shake the feeling that it was 
becoming a religious experience for everyone present, which made her keenly nervous and 
uncomfortable. The android helped her attach it on securely and correctly and she watched closely as 
he programmed the chip and slipped it inside a small slot under a little metal compartment. Snapping 
that in, he went back to the holo-vid mapping screens. Then he extended a pale hand.

“Please, madam, step into the middle of the mapper portal right here,” he pointed at a metal circle in 
the middle of the device. She glanced at Firen, whose expression was one filled with uncertainty. 

“I'm coming back,” she mouthed silently to him.
Her location on the chart was blinking and pulsing quietly as a yellow dot on the holo-vid screens. 

Sara took a deep breath and stepped inside and felt herself moving even though it seemed she was 
standing still. She could feel a static wind pick up and ripple through her hair and soon across her skin. 
She heard gasps from around the room.

“I ain't never seen it with me own eyes!' Said Dag. Lines of light continued to grow brighter and 
engulf her, covering her body until she was cocooned in light and could no longer see the crew, the 
android, or the main bridge.  All she saw was a tunnel of light as she felt herself hurtling through it. She
felt dizzy with exhilaration. She closed her eyes.

. . .

When she came to, she was lying on the couch.  
“Child! Wildcat! You're here again!” Wildcat. There was a voice somewhere in the room. She turned.

It was her father standing over her, shaking her.
“Dad!” She rose and wrapped her arms around him. He gave her a bear hug and she felt hot tears fall

upon her face. But they weren't her tears.
“Oh dad! You wouldn't believe where I've been! Why didn't you tell me about this machine?”
“I know, Wildcat. I know exactly where you've been,” he said sadly.

. . .

They sat in the kitchen of her dad's house. She was wrapped in a light sweater of his while he was 
fixing coffee. Now they could have the talk she'd longed for but she had no idea how to begin. He 



handed her a large mug of coffee with a small bit of cream. She sipped it gingerly. He poured himself a 
cup. Finally he spoke.

“So, where did you go and what did you see?”
“I saw. . .” she wasn't sure how to proceed, “I saw the future. And the future at least for me is. . . 

pirates.” He suddenly turned around, a sharp expression creasing his face. The skin of his face was 
white as curdled milk.

“What?” She asked.
“Pirates. Why pirates? Why did you say that?”
“Because. . .that's what I saw. I landed on a space pirate ship and was captured by them. The funny 

thing is, when I told them my name's McGregor, they weren't as intent to kill me. In fact, the captain of 
the ship had the same last name and seemed to know something of the people in our family history, 
dad. He's one of us, from the future. It was so, weird.” She gave him a reproachful look. He seemed 
slightly unsure and then he sat down at the table across from her. 

“You said that you knew where I'd been? I don't understand. How could you have known?” 
He looked her square in the face. And laid his meaty hand on hers.
“Before your mother died in the hospital she told me to never say a word of this to you. So I didn't. 

Not about the astrolabe, not any of it.”
“Any of what? Mom's gone now. What did she not want you to tell me and why?”
“Wildcat,” he said, sighing heavily, “your mother was a time traveler too. She wasn't, well, she 

wasn't born in our time. She was born in the eighteenth century. A woman out of time who traveled to 
the twentieth century to escape execution for piracy and she remained here. She'd been married twice 
already when I'd met her. Man, she was something else! So different from any woman I'd known. She 
had a power, a charisma no one else had.”

“She was a time traveler?”
“She was. And her name back then was Mary McGinnis and her mother was named Anne Blithe, 

your grandmother. Both were pirates of the Caribbean. And ferocious as any male pirate. Your mother 
told me that your grandmother had taken the device from a Greek merchant ship when she worked the 
Barbary coast before she traveled to the Caribbean. She brought it over from there and eventually left 
that life and settled somewhere in 1745 in the colonies, in New York. Her daughter then came to have 
it, your mother. By then, Anne had amassed a small fortune from her pirating days and married an 
attorney who was also well-to-do and they moved to London. His name was Gillam McGinnis. 
Together she and her solicitor husband had a daughter named Mary. Mary was a fine beauty, young and
vivacious and she had her pick of suitors and a good fortune too. But she also had a wild temper. She 
was married off to a Robert Honeywell whom she did not like but the match was wanted by her father 
because the Honeywells were an influential banker family. Mary left her first husband, Honeywell, a 
weak and sniveling, miserable man, as she put it, and caused a family scandal. With a gift from her 
mother, the astrolabe, since she knew her daughter had the wild, restless streak in her blood just as she 
herself did, Mary ran away from her husband and started visiting pirate's taverns. Soon she joined a 
pirate's ship dressed like a man. She eventually revealed herself as a woman after proving herself a 
capable fighter. The pirate captain, John McGregor married her and they sailed the Caribbean seas near 
Jamaica and Cuba for ten years before he and his crew were captured and hanged. She escaped prison 
and hanging by a feat of daring and made her way back to London under a new identity, calling herself 
Margaret Carlisle for a time and married a respectable craftsman, a stone mason I think, but he died of 
dropsy soon after. Then she became curious about the future and what it might be like. Someone 
recognized her one day as she was out on a stroll. Before they could capture her she fled, through time, 
using this astrolabe and she came here. I met her in 1982. We wed in 1985.”

“Did mom ever go back to the life she left? Just to visit?”
“No. She said there was nothing left for her there and that they would hang her if they recaptured 

her. It just so happened that John McGregor was also a distant cousin of hers. And a predecessor of 



mine. So you see Wildcat, you are a McGregor, through and through. On my side and your mother's. 
And a pirate.” He took a sip of coffee.

“I said that I knew where you'd been only because I realized that you had traveled through time, like 
your mother had.” 

Sara sat back, trying to take in what she could only guess was the short version of her mother's 
family history. She didn't speak for a long time and her father didn't interrupt her thoughts. 

“Somehow, I've always known I was different. That I wanted something more than this life. I've no 
wish to rob or harm anyone as a pirate, but I have no wish to feel trapped in offices or cubicles or jobs 
that have no future anymore. I don't want any boundaries in my life that will trap me. This life here in 
this world-”

“Is a rat's cage, I know. Your mother often would say similar things about her own time period. There
were things she hated about the eighteenth century and things she loved. But she feared to go back, 
being a wanted woman, and she loved me. Luckily for me, I made enough to support her so that we 
could live how we wanted. For a time we were vagabonds, you know. Until we had you. Then we both 
thought we should lead more respectable lives. But you have the wild, wandering soul like your mother
and grandmother. They couldn't take it out of your mother. Can't take it out of you.”

“Why would anyone want to?”
“Good point, Wildcat.”
“Dad, I found a place where I can take my time and my life back for myself. Where I can get up and 

work for my own fulfillment. No one controls my whole day, but me. The place I went to, it was so 
beautiful and free. It's a planet even bigger than Earth, so much virgin wildness and nature, and 
beautiful, untamed, undeveloped. And the plant life there! I think of all I could study there and learn 
about.”

“How did you get back?”
“I met a man there, a pirate named Firen. He helped me.” She watched her father's face. “He knows 

this mysterious group called the Sojourner's Guild. These people are a secretive organization that holds 
the secrets to time travel. He seemed to have some knowledge about time travel through an android that
was stolen from them. Oh, dad, there is so much I need to tell you about what happened!” Daniel's face 
erupted in surprise.

“I have never heard about them. Your mother never mentioned them either. They sound dangerous.”
“Well, I don't have any dealings with them. It's just that-”
“But if you're traveling like you are and they want to control time travel, it seems you might want to 

be very careful, Wildcat.”
“Oh, I know!” She said hurriedly. He set his mug down on the table.
“The man, Firen, he's a McGregor too? I hope he isn't another man that's going to break your heart.”
“Well nothing is serious, dad. Besides, there's so much more that I can achieve now. It's not just 

about some guy. I have a whole new life to live and explore there. I plan to be an herbalist again and 
this time I'll be learning at the feet of an alien tribal shaman. Dad! Can you believe it?” He looked truly
shocked. Then he looked sad.

“Sara, you're my only child. It would be hard on me to lose you forever in time. But I raised you to 
go your own way and do what you will, and so did your mother.” 

They talked late into the night about family, life, aliens, destiny and the woman they had both loved 
and connected them, Mary McGregor. And when they finally parted, they parted in tears of both 
happiness and grief. For she didn't know if she would ever see her father again and though he didn't 
want to lose his only child, she knew she had his blessing to follow her heart.

And now she knew her heart and her desire for another life, like her mother, lay elsewhere. For 
Mary, it was the twentieth century. For her, it was even further away, out there in the stars.



Chapter Nineteen

Before she left the next morning her father gave her a necklace of coral and genuine pearls chained 
in gold. It w as a delicate thing. The pearls were imperfect and very small but it had been her 
grandmother's wedding gift to her mother. He also gave her an old photo album that contained photos 
of painted portraits of past family members. Her father had preserved these over the years. When she 
was a girl she was never particularly interested in old family photographs but as she'd grown older the 
small portraits of her mother and grandmother interested her more and more. Her mother had brought 
one with her of her own mother from the past. A pocket watch with the oil portraiture of Anne on the 
underside of the lid. In the years before 1980 there were no photographs of her mother except one, in a 
small box he'd given her. In it were the painting of Anne and the pocket watch and a lock of blonde hair
tied with blue silk ribbon. Anne looked about thirty in the painting, with golden blonde hair and 
flashing green eyes. Just like Sara. And engraved on the bottom of the watch it said: Sarah. 

Anne's middle name. 
There was one more precious token that Sara herself added to the box. It was a special stone given to

her by Satronna. It was a sign of goodwill from the tribe. She took these important tokens of her family 
history and when she got home she waited for the auroras.

One day the auroras will stop coming, she thought. One day they'll stop passing through this part of 
the world with the strange cosmic phenomenon that allows me to travel in this imprecise way. The way 
of the ancients. The wormhole which existed that she traveled by would soon disappear back into the 
fabric of space. And then the doors between both worlds would close to her, likely forever. 

The lights were there in the sky again that night. She put on the gauntlet, holding these things in her 
arms, hoping that the auroras would remain long enough for her to travel back and forth to see both her 
lover and her father. And then she put her other hand on the astrolabe, lifting it up to cradle it. And then
she was gone.



A preview chapter of Book Two:

“I will wear the light blue veils and the Earth blue gown with the silver chain belt. And I want the 
silver and lapis lazuli drop earrings to go with it.”

“Yes, madam. May I say that wearing your hair down on the occasion would be magnificent with the
lapis lazuli and silver headdress.” Diana smiled. 

“You read my mind, Tabitha.” Her hair was still full, long and bright red with several bold white 
stripes running through it.

“Have the kitchen start my collagen diet treatments tomorrow. Tusker pig soup every morning and 
every night for the next month.” 

“Yes, madam.” She had her regular beauty regimen that she adhered to strictly every day but for 
festivities and feasts she stepped up her routine. She examined her hands. Her skin was porcelain white 
and near flawless as always but there two age spots there on the right hand that needed working on and 
a few more fine lines there that she hadn't noticed before. Tabitha took up her hands in her own, nearly 
as soft and flawless, examining them along with the queen.

“Madam, perhaps you will want your nails painted again, too?” Diana glanced over her long nails 
appreciatively. She'd always taken pride in them. Not only for her own vanity but because of their 
usefulness in fights. They were reinforced with a substance called mytex which strengthened them to 
nearly like steel. They were long, straight and elegant and she filed and shaped them with a special file 
that could stand up to the material bonded to her nails. Rarely did she need to use a knife or a dagger. 
Her nails worked just as well for slashing and cutting throats.

“I want them milk moon white with silver tips for the feast.” Tabitha smiled in approval. While 
flicking through the rest of the veils Tabitha had brought for her to view she caught a glance of herself 
in a mirror across the room. There were a few more lines to her face as well. Not enough to make her 
hide away in shame but enough to make her take note. She sighed. 

“Ah, stress! The villain of beauty, Tabitha.” Tabitha smiled.
“Your beauty is eternal. What will be the specific occasion of this festival, madam?”
“The Blood Moon feast, my dear.”
“Of course, madam!”
“The huntress rides and hunts with abandon this month. It will be a grand feast for a rare 

astronomical occasion. To tell the truth, I am on the hunt for a proper mate for my son.”
“Ah! Will there be bloodsports?'
“Naturally.”
“Should you not wear your traditional black and white, then?” Diana paused for a moment.
“Perhaps Tabitha. Perhaps.” The majestic black and white were her royal colors, her symbolic colors 

of rule. She didn't wear them lightly. The focus of this particular Blood Moon feast would be on the 
dance between her son and the woman most worthy of him. Firen was gone on some business. Raiding 
somewhere far away and giving her time to make her preparations, away from his notice. She wanted 
everything to have the right meaning for the occasion; every detail, every symbol, every color was 
chosen for a reason. Blue was also a royal color and on this particular occasion the focus was on the 
mating “dance” of the prince and his potential mates, not her royal person. So, she decided not to wear 
the black and white.

There were other considerations she had to prepare for as well. Having chosen her gown, she would 
leave off further preparations for the feast until tomorrow. But there was one more thing to do on that 
front.

“Tabitha, you're dismissed. And tell Sara that I wish to see her.” Tabitha's face drew up in distaste. “I 
know, I feel as you do. But a woman must be able to prove herself to her sisters before she is judged. I 
want to get the measure of her.” Tabitha bowed and left.



Diana crossed the black and white flagstones of her living room chamber, surveying the land outside.
The trees carpeting the mountains looked like dark patches of mushrooms and fungus peeking out 
between the mists. Villagers were out among the swamps creating log piles and collecting this year's 
edible fungus and mushrooms. She could see the tiny processional groups of lanterns swinging in the 
rainy mists as the villagers huddled together, moving through the swamps below.

The rainy season had arrived. Which meant winter was coming. The mists were particularly thick 
this morning. 

Mists lately had meant something ominous in her dreams. The vast mists of stardust in her dreams 
often revealed something terrifying. It was like stirring the waters of a silver bowl and finding the ugly 
fate after disturbing those waters.

The footsteps of the feral cat and the queen's guards approached outside the door. There was a hard 
knock. Diana turned around and sat on a wide chaise, taking a quick look over her long, sharp nails, 
then folded her hands carefully in her lap.

“Enter.” A phalanx of guards with the woman, Sara, within them, spilled into the room. Diana 
watched the woman her son was currently sleeping with as she came forward slowly and stood before 
her. Diana crossed her long legs and sat back, stretching an arm over the back of the chaise and silently 
regarded the young woman before her.

Sara was relatively tall. Not surprising as Firen seemed to have a preference for tall women. She was
blonde with flawless, peach-fair skin and wide green eyes. She had a full facial palette. It spoke of 
good nutrition before and after birth. She was slender with full breasts and curvy hips. Good features 
and good bone structure and healthy. She even favored one of her own daughters, now long dead. In 
fact, in her features and coloring she favored Dundee.

“So-” the young woman began.
“Do not speak unless spoken to!” Diana snapped. The young woman seemed to flinch at the sudden 

harshness of her words. Diana's voice could cut like a double-edged sword, both the sound and the 
words when she needed it to. She was satisfied with seeing the woman flinch. She wondered what else 
she could make this little cat do. If she had any ideas of becoming Firen's consort, stars forbid, Diana 
was going to drag her through hell. And have an enormously good time doing it. 

Diana would have nothing to do with Sara while Firen was present and conducting his romance with 
her. She merely studied the girl from afar. But now that the prince was gone the queen was going to 
make her examination.

“I'm very curious about you.” Sara opened her mouth to speak again and Diana raised a finger as a 
warning. She quickly shut her mouth.

“Who do you think you are?” The young woman merely looked at her as if she'd been slapped. Then 
she let out a long, slow breath, as if unsure as to how to answer.

“Sara McGregor,” she said after a long, pregnant pause. The queen lifted a brow. Perhaps she didn't 
understand the question. Diana moved on. She'd come back to the question at another time.

“I want to know, what are your intentions toward my son?” This question too seemed to catch her by 
surprise.

“Intentions? I don't understand. I mean, nothing, really. I'm very attracted to him. He seems to feel 
the same way about me.”

“You think so?” Queen Diana's eyes narrowed to slits, her face drawn into that haughty gaze she was
famed for. “How stupid you are.”  The young woman's face turned red.

“Why is that stupid?”
“If you have to ask why. . .” the queen said contemptuously. “He loves many women. In that, he is 

much like his father. For instance, he has a lover on Gallus 7, a beautiful blue-skinned woman with 
black hair and red lips, a wicked arena fighter. He has one on Venus, a blonde human woman, former 
mistress of a media mogul, looks very much like you. She killed the mogul's wife and took over his 
estate and holdings and she runs her former lover's business empire. And he has several in the 



Narcissus system, where he's going. You are his current bedmate on Garinthia. He has several bedmates
that work with him on the Coriolis. Amber and Tenna. They are with him now, filling his nights with 
white hot passion. Often he takes Amber and Tenna to bed at the same time. And those are the ones I'm 
aware of. You seem to think yourself special because you got here by a time traveling device, given to 
you by your family. Do you think this raises your stature above these women?”

Sara shrugged. But her cheeks turned an even brighter red.
“Well?”
“I don't know,” she said more loudly than she probably intended. “Should I be ashamed if it does?” 

Sara's words were clipped. The queen laughed.
“Impudence! So, you do have some kind of spark in you. Good. We'll see how bright it glows. You 

dared to come back here! You should have left and stayed away! I'm sure you think you've caught 
yourself a prize but can you keep it? Any beauty can hold the attention of a man for a short time. But 
all these women have something you lack: strength. They can defend themselves in a fight. They can 
connive and manipulate. They can command and rule. And out here that is what really matters, away 
from the protection and tyranny of Earth Federation. My son has had legendary lovers. Women of 
substance. Women of spirit. Women of power. You pale in comparison to them. You seem to be born to 
tend the woodland realms here but can you defend them? Can you defend what you create? Can you 
defend a home? So far, I don't like what I see in you and if I find you worthless, believe me when I say 
that you will be cast out to find your own way, if you survive. Stardust and myth are not enough for my
son the prince.” 

“And what if your son refuses to let me go?”
“What does that matter? Do you think I have ruled here for thirty years by not knowing how to 

handle climbing vines and would-be usurpers? You can tell Firen whatever you like, I care not. If you 
don't measure up, you will not remain here. And if you wish to retain your ability to speak, watch your 
tongue with me. This is the second time I've had to warn you. I won't do it a third time.” The queen 
injected these last words with deepest frost. Sara's body stiffened visibly. She certainly doesn't bother 
to hide her emotions, this one. She had a defiant spirit, even in her submission. An important survival 
trait out here. But she would need more than that to survive the trials the queen had planned. Much 
more.

“Yes, yes! Be angry. It's high time I saw some color and temper in you.” Diana said, fixing her with a
withering stare. Sara tossed her head slightly and stood taller, struggling to compose herself. The queen
intently watched her every body movement.

“Well. I'm sure you feel you're doing what's best for your son.”
“Which may not be what's best for you, but I'm glad you understand. And I'm glad we got the chance

to talk with one another. It will not be the last time, I assure you.” The queen fingered her emerald ring 
thoughtfully, then frowned as if lost in thought. She suddenly glanced up again as if she'd forgotten her.
“You may go, Sara.” She waved her hand, dismissing her. Diana watched her stiff-backed striding from
the room. The door shut with a satisfying thud.

Now she turned her attention to a much darker prospect that consumed her waking hours: the 
succession, her son and who was fit to be by his side and any healthy children born from the union. Her
dreams burned with dark omens. The future was held in these dreams and she feared what she saw. 
Diana was nearing the end of her life and for such black portents to haunt her now. . . 

She sighed heavily. She felt a kind of relief to fall into herself without anyone seeing how afraid she 
really was. Or knowing how vulnerable her son and the succession was.

She got up and passed through the living room and through the white drawing room and went to her 
bedroom and sat at her work desk. The queen had information from Tabitha and Zukar, her two greatest
confidants, that had greatly disturbed her. That the Saturnalians had struck a bargain with the devil. A 
devil everyone had thought long dead. 

Robert d'Orleans had come back from the hellish eye of space. 



What happened to him there? What did he see? How did he come back? No one ever came back 
from the Great Unknown, that starless region of space where the utter darkness existed. Not even the 
star people had returned. No one really knew what dwelt out there. It was an unknowable and vast 
force, greater than anything in the known universe. If the Guild had some inkling they didn't share it. 

The phantom threat she'd always feared had come true. From her information, the Saturnalians had 
struck a desperate bargain to come back from near extinction and both civilized and resource rich 
planets would fall before them now, with his help. What had they given to him to make this deal? She'd
wanted to wipe them out not simply because of her long-standing grudge but because of the continued 
threat they posed to all living, sentient beings. In the deep past the Saturnalians had consumed every 
culture they came in contact with. They refused to live in peace with any culture weaker than they. It 
had taken Earth Fed and some powerful alien civilizations to hold them in check. So they turned to 
attacking smaller prey, like pirates and outposts and less technologically advanced alien societies with 
no powerful political ties. But it was more than that. She hadn't simply been on a blood-soaked 
vengeance spree. She feared what they might be planning, she feared what it would bring to the galaxy 
if it were true. Something so foul, evil passions so dark and twisted she dared not think them, were 
hurtling their way. She hadn't done enough, apparently. It was time to finish the job. No one believed 
the threat was real except for a few. Her son would be furious with her again, but she did this for him 
and his future. The Saturnalians had to be destroyed before they could achieve their goal. How she 
would defeat the Rat King was anyone's guess. But she would have to do something, even if it meant 
her death. She studied the messages waiting for her on the screen and then closed down the screen. She 
opened a com-link channel.

“James,” said the queen to her first in command on the Artemis.
“Yes, madam?”
“I've made my decision. We leave on another mission. Based on the information I have an important 

Saturnalian base is centered in the Carnair system on Janthis. We leave for it five days after the Blood 
Moon feast and we will chart a course through the Black Way. The Artemis must be outfitted with the 
finest weapons and artillery we have. Have it docked at the weapons bay tomorrow.”

“The Black Way!” She could hear the shock in his voice.
“Do you fear it, James?” There was a long pause.
“I do not.”
“Yes, you do. As do I. But I thank the stars for your loyalty. If you do not wish to go, say so and I 

won't fault you for it or require you to go.”
“I am no coward. I will go with you,” he sounded affronted at the very notion. She paused.
“Good,” she said, sitting back. “Alert select members of the Artemis crew. I have unfinished 

business there.”
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	Chapter One
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	Damn! If she had hidden the gauntlet she might have used it as a weapon if it came to that. Now she'd closed off that option. Heavy as the gauntlet was she wondered what it might do to someone's head. The second man said something harshly to the first one. The pale one was about to reply when with deadly swiftness and efficiency he took two fingers and dug them into the curve of the pale man's neck between his head and right shoulder. The pale man all of a sudden jerked as if stunned and became immobile. Then the second man turned his attention to her. He parted his lips as if he were about to say something and then thought better of it. Sara backed away, trying to escape, but she was stuck between her captor and a mountain of goods. His grip was like and iron vise and he hurt her wrist as he yanked her towards him. She felt her joints crack. His fist came down on her as she tried to struggle and she felt a blinding pain on the side of her head and an explosion of stars all around her and then darkness.
	“I'm going to conduct the interrogation, Sara McGregor,” he said to her, sarcasm inflected in his voice as he spat out her name. “And if I don't like what I hear, I'll dispatch you myself.”
	“I did not say that. Let's hope you turn out to be an angel, my sweet one. Because if you are lying, things won't end well for you.”
	“Yes, captain!”
	The Coriolis and the other ships had docked and were now being unloaded and prepared for servicing by a flurry of bots and grunt workers that hung around the docking bays. Firen made for his ship's quarters one last time before de-boarding.
	Lilith and Cain. They were up to something. Cain had to have taken to gauntlet. Either he or the pale man. Somehow, Cain kept coming to her mind as the culprit. But she wondered if it would be wise to mention this to the captain. They were part of his trusted crew and he had far more cause to believe them than her. But something wasn't right about them. Anything she could do to cast guilt away from her might be a wise decision, depending on how she approached the matter. And Lilith could very well have killed her. Sara was no slouch. She'd been in her share of fights. Usually with one of her ex-boyfriend's many side-chicks. Her face turned hot with rage thinking about it. She needed to learn how to defend herself in this new world. Maybe that woman was a sadist. Or maybe that woman was just doing her job. All Sara knew was that she didn't want to meet her again without a weapon.
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	“I don't mind at all.”
	She moved slowly to a stone bench that sat under a citrus fruit tree and sank down, wrapping her arms and the folds of her delicate, silken sleeveless robe around herself, gazing at Garinthia's sole mistress in the sky, the pale, full moon.
	Yes, she was very eager to begin her first lesson.
	Marius was out there, perhaps with his handmaiden Lilith, planning some terrible destruction for The Brotherhood. He couldn't make the mistake of being lax again. And he hoped, having learned a lesson, that the queen chose not to let it escape her notice how closely they had lost everything the pirate king had built.
	“All myths and legends start with truth. Throughout history, she has appeared heralding change, sometimes good, sometimes bad.” He smiled slyly, “As for recklessness, you can't be a pirate without it. You have it in your blood like we do. We of this family line traveled the seas, the stars and now, through you, through time. Maybe one day you will be the key to unlocking the mysteries for all of us and break the hold the Guild has on those secrets. You are a voyager, like all our people, Sara McGregor. And in you, perhaps the sojourner really has come back again.” Firen held out his hand to her. She took it and they walked back in each other's arms, back to the security of the fortress just as dawn's first light was crowning over the mountains in the distance.
	And now she knew her heart and her desire for another life, like her mother, lay elsewhere. For Mary, it was the twentieth century. For her, it was even further away, out there in the stars.
	The lights were there in the sky again that night. She put on the gauntlet, holding these things in her arms, hoping that the auroras would remain long enough for her to travel back and forth to see both her lover and her father. And then she put her other hand on the astrolabe, lifting it up to cradle it. And then she was gone.
	“Good,” she said, sitting back. “Alert select members of the Artemis crew. I have unfinished business there.”

